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Title of the Invention] METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY APPARATUS

[Abstract]

[Object] An object of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus

for manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus capable of obtaining a higher

display quality than a conventional method and apparatus.

[Solving Means] A vertically aligned liquid crystal 29 is inserted between a TFT

substrate 10 and a CF substrate 20. A pixel electrode 16a on which a slit 15b is

formed is formed on the TFT substrate 10 is formed, and a cell gap sustaining

spacer 25a and a domain control protrusion 25b are formed on the CF substrate

20. For example, a positive type photoresist is coated on a common electrode 2.

Next, by using a mask for shielding a spacer formation region and a protrusion

formation region, a first exposure process is performed, and after that, by using a

mask for shielding the spacer formation region, a second exposure process is

performed. Next, by developing the photoresist, the spacer 25a and the

protrusion 25b having different height can be simultaneously formed.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A vertically aligned liquid crystal display apparatus where a vertically

aligned liquid crystal is inserted into a pair of substrates, comprising:

a cell gap adjustment spacer formed on at least one of the two substrates

to maintain the cell gap in a constant value; and

a domain control protrusion formed on the substrate where the spacer is
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formed and made of the same material as that of the spacer, wherein a height of

the domain control protrusion is larger than that of the spacer.

[Claim 2] A method of manufacturing a vertically aligned liquid crystal display

apparatus where a vertically aligned liquid crystal is inserted into a pair of

substrates, comprising:

a photoresist film formation step of forming a photoresist film on one

substrate;

an exposure step of transferring a spacer pattern and a protrusion pattern

on the photoresist film by using a mask having the spacer pattern and the

protrusion pattern in a condition that thickness of after-developing remaining films

are different; and

a developing step of developing the photoresist film to form a cell gap

adjustment spacer corresponding to the spacer pattern and a domain control

protrusion corresponding to the protrusion pattern.

[Claim 3] A color filter for a liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a substrate;

a plurality of color filters having a plurality of colors formed on the substrate;

a common electrode formed on the color filters;

a cell gap adjustment spacer formed the common electrode; and

a domain control protrusion formed on the common electrode by using the

same process and material as the cell gap adjustment spacer, wherein a height of

the domain control protrusion is smaller than that of the cell gap adjustment

spacer.

[Claim 4] A method of manufacturing a color filter for a liquid crystal display

apparatus, comprising steps of:
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forming a plurality of color filters having a plurality of colors on a substrate;

forming a common electrode made of a conductive material on the color

filters;

forming a photoresist film on the common electrode;

transferring a spacer pattern and a protrusion pattern on the photoresist film

by using a mask having the spacer pattern and the protrusion pattern in a

condition that thickness of after-developing remaining films are different; and

developing the photoresist film to form a cell gap adjustment spacer

corresponding to the spacer pattern and a domain control protrusion

corresponding to the protrusion pattern.

[Claim 5] A method of manufacturing a vertically aligned liquid crystal display

apparatus where a vertically aligned liquid crystal is inserted into a pair of

substrates, comprising:

a photoresist film formation step of forming a photoresist film on one

substrate;

an exposure step of transferring a spacer pattern and a protrusion pattern

on the photoresist film by using a mask having the spacer pattern and the

protrusion pattern, wherein a width of the protrusion pattern is smaller than that of

the spacer pattern;

a developing step of developing the photoresist film to form a cell gap

adjustment spacer corresponding to the spacer pattern and a domain control

protrusion corresponding to the protrusion pattern;

a post-baking step of post-baking the after-developing photoresist film,

thereby the height of the domain control protrusion being smaller than that of the

cell gap adjustment spacer.
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[Claim 6] A method of manufacturing a color filter for a liquid crystal display

apparatus, comprising steps of:

forming a plurality of color filters having a plurality of colors on a substrate;

forming a common electrode made of a conductive material on the color

filters;

forming a photoresist film on the common electrode;

transferring a spacer pattern and a protrusion pattern on the photoresist film

by using a mask having the spacer pattern and the protrusion pattern, wherein a

width of the protrusion pattern is smaller than that of the spacer pattern;

developing the photoresist film to form a cell gap adjustment spacer

corresponding to the spacer pattern and a domain control protrusion

corresponding to the protrusion pattern; and

post-baking the after-developing photoresist film, thereby the height of the

domain control protrusion being smaller than that of the cell gap adjustment

spacer.

[Claim 7] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a color filter on a first substrate;

forming an electrode made of a transparent conductive material on the first

substrate;

forming a photoresist film on the transparent material;

forming a cell gap adjustment spacer and a domain control protrusion by

exposing the photoresist film and then performing a developing process, wherein

a height of the domain control protrusion is smaller than that of the cell gap

adjustment spacer;
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forming a first alignment film on a surface of the first substrate; and

attaching the first substrate to a second substrate having a pixel electrode

and a second alignment film, and injecting a vertically aligned liquid crystal

between the first and second substrates.

[Claim 8] A liquid crystal display apparatus having a black matrix formed by

stacking color filters having at least two of red, green, and blue colors on a

substrate,

wherein edges of at least two of red, green, and blue pixels is defined by an

edge of an upper color filter.

[Claim 9] A color filter substrate for a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising:

a substrate;

a red color filter formed on a red color pixel portion on the substrate;

a green color filter formed on a green color pixel portion;

a blue color filter formed on a blue color pixel portion; and

a black matrix formed by stacking at least two of the red, green, and blue

color filters on a region between the pixels on the substrate,

wherein edges of the red, green, and blue pixels are defined by an edge of

an upper color filter of the color filters constituting the black matrix.

[Claim 10] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a first color filter on a first color pixel portion and a black matrix

formation portion on a substrate;

forming a second color filter on a second color pixel portion and the black

matrix formation portion on the substrate and defining an edge of the first color
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pixel portion by using an edge of the second color filter; and

forming a third color filter on a third color pixel portion and the black matrix

formation portion on the substrate, defining an edge of the second color pixel

portion by using an edge of the third color filter, and defining an edge of the third

color pixel portion by using the edge of the first color filter.

[Claim 11] A method of manufacturing a color filter substrate for a liquid crystal

display apparatus, comprising steps of:

forming a first color filter on a first color pixel portion and a black matrix

formation portion on a substrate;

forming a second color filter on a second color pixel portion and the black

matrix formation portion on the substrate and defining an edge of the first color

pixel portion by using an edge of the second color filter;

forming a third color filter on a third color pixel portion and the black matrix

formation portion on the substrate, defining an edge of the second color pixel

portion by using an edge of the third color filter, and defining an edge of the third

color pixel portion by using the edge of the first color filter; and

forming a common electrode made of a transparent conductive material on

the color filters.

[Claim 12] A liquid crystal display apparatus where a liquid crystal is inserted

between a pair of substrates,

wherein a first spacer for defining a cell gap between the substrates in a

normal state and a second spacer having a height smaller than that of the first

spacer are disposed between the two substrates.

[Claim 13] The liquid crystal display apparatus according to claim 12, wherein

the first and second spacers are made of materials having different pressing
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displacement.

[Claim 14] A liquid crystal display apparatus where a liquid crystal is inserted

between a pair of substrates,

wherein a spacer for defining a cell gap between the substrates is

constructed by stacking a plurality of film having different pressing displacement.

[FIG. 15] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a first photoresist film on a first substrate and performing an

exposure process and a developing process on the first photoresist film, thereby

selectively forming a first spacer on an inter-pixel region;

forming a second photoresist film on the first substrate and performing an

exposure process and a developing process on the second photoresist film,

thereby forming a second spacer having a height different from a height of the first

spacer on a region where the first spacer is not formed; and

attaching the first and second substrates by contacting a distal end portion

of one of the first and second spacers to the second substrate, and inserting the

liquid crystal between the two substrates.

[Claim 16] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a spacer by stacking a plurality of film made of materials having

different pressing displacement on a region between pixels on a first substrate;

and

attaching the first and second substrates by contacting a distal end portion

of the spacer to the second substrate, and inserting the liquid crystal between the

two substrates.
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[Claim 17] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a black matrix and a color filter on a first substrate;

forming a first photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the first

substrate and performing an exposure process and a developing process on the

first photoresist film, thereby forming a domain control protrusion on the color filter

and selectively forming a resist resin film over the black matrix;

forming a second photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the first

substrate and performing an exposure process and a developing process on the

second photoresist film, thereby forming a first spacer made of the second

photoresist film over the black matrix and a second spacer made of the resist

resin film and the second photoresist film thereon;

attaching the first and second substrates by contacting a distal end portion

of the second spacer to the second substrate, and inserting the liquid crystal

between the two substrates.

[Claim 18] A method of manufacturing a color filter substrate for a liquid crystal

display apparatus, comprising:

forming a black matrix and a color filter on a substrate;

forming a first photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the substrate

and performing an exposure process and a developing process on the first

photoresist film, thereby forming a domain control protrusion on the color filter and

selectively forming a resist resin film over the black matrix; and

forming a second photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the

substrate and performing an exposure process and a developing process on the

second photoresist film, thereby forming a first spacer made of the second
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photoresist film over the black matrix and a second spacer made of the resist

resin film and the second photoresist film thereon.

[Claim 19] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a black matrix and a color filter on a first substrate;

forming a color filter on a pixel portion on the first substrate and forming a

color filter on only a predetermined region of the black matrix;

forming a photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the first substrate

and performing an exposure process and a developing process on the photoresist

film, thereby forming spacers on the color filter stacked on the black matrix and on

the black matrix where the color filter is not stacked;

attaching the first and second substrates by contacting a distal end portion

of the spacer on the color filter to the second substrate, and inserting the liquid

crystal between the two substrates.

[Claim 20] A method of manufacturing a color filter substrate for a liquid crystal

display apparatus, comprising:

forming a black matrix on a substrate;

forming a color filter on a pixel portion on the substrate and forming a color

filter on only a predetermined region of the black matrix;

forming a photoresist film on an entire upper surface of the substrate and

performing an exposure process and a developing process on the photoresist film,

thereby forming spacers on the color filter stacked on the black matrix and on the

black matrix where the color filter is not stacked.

[Claim 21] A liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a pair of substrates;
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a plurality of spacers for forming a gap between the substrates; and

a liquid crystal inserted into the substrates;

wherein, if a spacer distribution density is n (numbers/cm
2
); if a

displacement amount generated by exerting a force of 9.8/n (N) on one spacer is

x; if an average interval between the substrates is d; if a liquid crystal density at a

temperature of 60 is q6o(g/cm
3
); and if a liquid crystal density at a temperature

of - 20 is q_2o (g/cm
3
), the following equation is satisfied:

x/d>(1/q60 -1/q.2o)/(1/q6o)

[Claim 22] A liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a pair of substrates;

a plurality of spacers for forming a gap between the substrates; and

a liquid crystal inserted into the substrates;

wherein, if a spacer distribution density is n (numbers/cm2
); if a

displacement amount generated by exerting a force of 9.8/n (N) on one spacer is

x; if an average interval between the substrates is d; if a liquid crystal density at a

temperature of 60 is q6o(g/cm
3
); and if a liquid crystal density at a temperature

of 20 is q2o (g/cm
3
), the following equation is satisfied:

x/d>2*(1/q6o-1/q2o)/(1/qeo)

[Claim 23] A liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a TFT substrate having a thin film transistor;

a CF substrate having a plurality of color filter having a plurality colors;

a liquid crystal inserted between the TFT and CF substrates,

wherein the TFT substrate comprises:

a transparent substrate;

the thin film transistor formed on the transparent substrate;
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a final insulating protective film for coating at least the thin film transistor;

and

a pixel electrode electrically connected to the thin film transistor at a portion

where the final protective film is removed and extending to a pixel region, and

wherein the final protective film is not interposed between the pixel

electrode and the transparent substrate in a pixel region corresponding to at least

one color of the plurality of colors.

[Claim 24] A liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a TFT substrate having a thin film transistor;

a CF substrate having a plurality of color filter having a plurality colors;

a liquid crystal inserted between the TFT and CF substrates,

wherein the TFT substrate comprises:

a transparent substrate;

the thin film transistor formed on the transparent substrate;

a final insulating protective film for coating at least the thin film transistor;

and

a pixel electrode electrically connected to the thin film transistor at a portion

where the final protective film is removed and extending to a pixel region, and

wherein a thickness of the final protective film interposed between the pixel

electrode and the transparent substrate is smaller than that of the final protective

film on the thin film transistor.

[Claim 25] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a plurality of gate bus lines on a substrate;

forming a first insulating film on an entire upper surface of the substrate to
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coat the gate bus lines;

forming a plurality of data bus lines on the first insulating film and thin film

transistors on respective pixel regions;

forming a second insulating film on the entire upper surface of the substrate

to coat the thin film transistor;

selectively etching the second insulating film on the thin film transistor to

expose an electrode of the thin film transistor and etching the second insulating

film on the pixel region;

forming a conductive film on the entire upper surface of the substrate and

pattering the conductive film, thereby forming pixel electrodes on the respective

pixel regions.

[Claim 26] A liquid crystal display apparatus constructed by attaching a first

substrate having a black matrix formed by stacking a plurality of color filters

having different colors to a second substrate with a sealing member and injecting

a liquid crystal between the first and second substrates through a liquid crystal

injection inlet, the liquid crystal display apparatus comprising:

a pillar formed by stacking a plurality of the color filters at the liquid crystal

injection inlet of the first substrate; and

a gap sustaining spacer formed on the pillar and having a distal end portion

being in contact with the second substrate.

[Claim 27] The liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 26, further

comprising a domain control protrusion formed on the color filters of pixel portions

and made of the same material as the gap sustaining spacer.

[Claim 28] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:
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forming a color filter having at least one color of red, green, and blue color

filters on an pixel portion of a first substrate, forming a black matrix by stacking

two of the color filters on a light shielding region outside an inter-pixel region and

a display region, and forming a pillar by stacking at least two of the red, green,

and blue color filters at a portion to be a liquid crystal injection inlet;

forming a domain control protrusion on the color filter of the pixel portion

and forming a first gap sustaining space by stacking the color filters on the pillar;

attaching the first and second substrates by contacting a distal end portion

of the first gap sustaining spacer to the second substrate;

injecting a liquid crystal between the first and second substrates through

the liquid crystal injection inlet; and

molding the liquid crystal injection inlet.

[Claim 29] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus,

comprising steps of:

forming a color filter having at least one color of red, green, and blue color

filters on an pixel portion of a substrate, forming a black matrix by stacking two of

the color filters on a light shielding region outside an inter-pixel region and a

display region, and forming a pillar by stacking at least two of the red, green, and

blue color filters at a portion to be a liquid crystal injection inlet; and

forming a domain control protrusion on the color filter of the pixel portion

and forming a first gap sustaining space by stacking the color filters on the pillar.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display apparatus having a
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high display quality and a method of manufacturing the same.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

In an active matrix liquid crystal display apparatus, switching devices for

blocking a signal in an off state during a non-selected mode is formed on each

pixel to prevent cross talk, so that the active matrix liquid crystal display apparatus

has a good display characteristic in comparison to a simple matrix liquid crystal

display apparatus. In particular, in a liquid crystal display apparatus using thin film

transistors (TFT) as a switching device, since the driving capability of the TFTs is

high, the liquid crystal display apparatus has a good display characteristic almost

similar to that of the CRT (cathode ray tube).

[0003]

In general, a liquid crystal display apparatus has a structure where a liquid

crystal is inserted between two transparent substrates. On one surface of one of

the two facing transparent substrates, a common electrode, color filters, and an

alignment film are formed, and on one surface of the other of the two facing

transparent substrates, TFTs, pixel electrodes, and an alignment film are formed.

In addition, on the opposite surfaces of the facing surfaces of the transparent

substrates, respective polarizing plates are attached. In a TN (twisted nematic)

liquid crystal display apparatus, in a case where the polarization axes of the two

polarizing plates are disposed perpendicular to each other, when an electric field

is not applied, light is passed, and when the electric field is applied, the light is

shied, so that a normal whit mode is obtained. On the other hand, in a case

where the polarization axes of the polarizing plates are disposed parallel to each

other, a normal black mode is obtained. Now, the substrate on which TFTs and
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pixel electrodes are formed is referred to as a TFT substrate, and the substrate on

which the common electrode and the color filters are formed is referred to as a CF

substrate.

[0004]

Recently, a high quality liquid crystal display apparatus is greatly required,

and particularly, improvement of viewing characteristics and display quality are

greatly required. In order to satisfy these requirements, a vertical aligned (VA)

liquid crystal display apparatus, particularly, a multi-domain vertical aligned (MVA)

liquid crystal display apparatus have been considered to be a good liquid crystal

display apparatus. FIG. 73 is a cross sectional view showing an example of a

conventional MVA liquid crystal display apparatus.

[0005]

The liquid crystal display apparatus comprises a TFT substrate 510, a CF

substrate 520, and a vertically aligned liquid crystal inserted between the

substrates 510 and 520. In addition, under the TFT substrate 510 and on the CF

substrate 520, polarizing plates (not shown) are disposed, wherein the

polarization axes are perpendicular to each other. The TFT substrate 510 is

constructed as follows. On a transparent glass substrate 511, a plurality of pixel

electrodes 516 in matrix, TFTs connected to the pixel electrodes 516, data bus

lines for supplying image data to the pixel electrode through the TFTs, and gate

bus lines are formed. The pixel electrodes 516 are made of a transparent

conductive material such as ITO (indium tin oxide).

[0006]

In addtoin, on the pixel electrodes 516, a domain control protrusion 517 is

formed. In addition, on surfaces of the pixel electrodes 516 and the protrusion
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571, an alignment film (not shown) made of polyimide or the like are coated. On

the other hand, the CF substrate 520 is constructed as follows. On a lower

surface of a glass substrate 521, a black matrix made of Cr or the like are formed

to shield the inter-pixel regions. In addition, on a lower surface of the glass

substrate 521, one of the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) color filters 523 are

formed for each pixel. Under the color filters 523, a common electrode 524 made

of a transparent conductive material such as ITO is formed. Under the common

electrode 524, a domain control protrusion 525 is formed. In addition, on surfaces

of the common electrode 524 and the protrusions 525, an alignment film (not

shown) made of polyimide or the like is coated.

[0007]

In the liquid crystal display apparatus, when a voltage is not applied, the

liquid crystal molecules are aligned in the direction perpendicular to the alignment

film. In this case, the light incident on the lower side of the TFT substrate 510

through the polarizing plate is shield by the polarizing plate disposed on the CF

substrate 520, so that a black display is obtained. On the other hand, when a

sufficient voltage is applied between the pixel electrode 516 and the common

electrode 524, as shown in FIG. 74, the liquid crystal molecules 529a are aligned

in the direction perpendicular to the electric field. In this case, the tilt angles of the

liquid crystal molecules 529 in the both sides are different from each other, so that

the so-called alignment portion (multi-domain) is obtained. In this state, the light

incident on the lower side of the TFT 510 through the polarizing plate is passed,

so that a bright display is obtained. By controlling the applying voltage for each

pixel, a desired image can be displayed in the liquid crystal display apparatus. In

addition, since light leakage in the slanting direction of the alignment portion are
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suppressed, so that the viewing characteristic is improved.

[0008]

In addition, in the above example, although the protrusions are provided on

both of the TFT substrate 510 and the CF substrate 520, as shown in FIG. 75.

However, the slits 561a may be formed on electrodes (pixel electrodes of the TFT

substrate in FIG. 75) of one substrate, so that the same effect can be obtained. In

general, in the conventional liquid crystal display apparatus, in order to maintain

the interval (cell gap) between the pixel electrode and the common electrode in a

constant value, square or bar shaped spacer (having a uniform diameter) are

used. The spacer is made of a resin, a ceramic, or the like. When the spacers

are in contact with the TFT substrate 510 and the CF substrate 520, the spacers

are dispersed on one substrate. Therefore, the cell gap between the pixel

electrode and the common electrode is defined by a diameter of the spacers.

[0009]

In addition, in Japanese Patent Application Nos. 10-68955 and 11-264968,

a pillar shaped member formed by using photoresist is used as a spacer in order

to prevent defects such as non-uniformity of cell gap caused by the square or bar

shaped spacers.

[0010]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

In the conventional liquid crystal display apparatus, there is a need to

improve a display quality. An object of the present invention is to a liquid crystal

display apparatus, a method of manufacturing the same, a color filter substrate,

and a method of manufacturing the same capable of obtaining a good display

quality of a liquid crystal display apparatus in comparison to a conventional liquid
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crystal display apparatus.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 1, there is provided

a vertically aligned liquid crystal display apparatus where a vertically aligned liquid

crystal is inserted into a pair of substrates, comprising: a cell gap adjustment

spacer formed on at least one of the two substrates to maintain the cell gap in a

constant value; and a domain control protrusion formed on the substrate where

the spacer is formed and made of the same material as that of the spacer,

wherein a height of the domain control protrusion is larger than that of the spacer.

[0012]

In the present invention, a cell gap adjustment spacer for maintaining the

cell gap in a constant value, the height of the domain control protrusion is larger

than that of the spacer, and the spacer and the protrusion are made of the same

material by using the same process. For example, in Claim 2 and 3, a photoresist

film is formed on a substrate, an exposure process is preformed on the spacer

formation region and the protrusion formation region with different light amounts,

and a developing process is performed. In this case, since the exposure amounts

for the spacer formation region and the protrusion formation region are different

from each other, the spacer and the protrusion having different thicknesses can

be simultaneously formed.

[0013]

As disclosed in Claims 5 and 6, the width of the spacer formation pattern is

formed to be smaller than the width of the protrusion formation pattern, and after

the exposure process, the resist (resin) is reflowed by performing a post-baking
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process, the spacer and the protrusion having a smaller height than that of the

spacer can be simultaneously formed. In a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 8, the liquid crystal display apparatus having a black matrix is

formed by stacking at least two color filters on a substrate, and the edges of at

least two of red, green, and blue pixels is defined by an edge of an upper color

filter.

[0014]

In general, a color filter of a liquid crystal display apparatus is formed by

using a photoresist made of a pigment dispersive resin. In this case, in an

exposure process for patterning the color filter, the edge position of the color filter

may be changed due to the reflected light from the grooves in the stage of the

exposure apparatus. In case of a general liquid crystal display apparatus where

the black matrix is made of a metal film or a black resin, the edge of the pixel is

defined by the edge of the black matrix. However, in case of a liquid crystal

display apparatus where the black matrix is constructed by stacking two or more

color filters, the edge position of the pixel is changed due to change in the edge

position of the color filter due to the reflected light from the stage of the exposure

apparatus, so that display defect may occur.

[0015]

In this case, as described above, by defining the edges of any two or more

pixels of the red, green, and blue pixels by the edge of the upper layered (second

or third layered) color filters on the substrate, the affect of the reflected light from

the stage of the exposure apparatus can be reduced. In a case where the black

matrix is constructed by stacking two or more color filters, the edge of the pixel is

defined by the first layer color filter (in general, a blue color filter). However, the
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first layered color filter is easily affected by the reflected light from the stage of the

exposure apparatus, so that the change of the edge position can easily occur.

[0016]

However, if the edge of the pixel is defined by the second or third layered

color filter, the reflected light from the stage is absorbed by the first layered color

filter, so that the change of the edge position cannot easily occur. In some

production situation where an edge of a single color filter is defined by the first

layered color filter, a combination of color filter having a smaller OD value (optical

density) of the black matrix in vicinity of the corresponding pixel (that is, a stack of

red and green color filters or a stack of green and blue color filters) is preferable.

In addition, the OD value is defined as, OD value = -log (emitting intensity/

incident intensity).

[0017]

In addition, it is preferable that the substrate is made of an acryl resin plate

having a high UV absorbing capability or a film formed by coating the acryl resin

plate having a high UV absorbing capability on a glass substrate. By doing so,

the display blots caused by the reflected light from the stage of the exposure

apparatus can be further reduced. In addition, a material for easily absorbing the

UV light (for example, HALS (Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer)) may be added to

the first or second layered color filter,

[0018]

In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 12, the first spacer

and the second spacer having a lower height that the first spacer are formed, and

in a normal state, the cell gap is defined by the first spacer. When a low pressure

is exerted on the liquid crystal display apparatus, the pressure is exerted on only
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the first spacer, so that the first spacer is elastically deformed. Since the first

spacer is elastically deformed depending on thermal expansion or contraction of

the liquid crystal due to temperature, the cell gap changes, so that foams

generated in the liquid crystal display apparatus or the separation of the spacers

from the substrate can be prevented.

[0019]

In a case where an excessive pressure is exerted, the second spacer as

well as the first spacer is in contract with to another substrate, the pressure can

be distributed over a wide region. By doing so, defects such as a plastic

deformation of the spacers or a short-circuit between the pixel electrode and

common electrode due to the excessive pressure can be avoided. The first and

second spacers are preferably formed with materials having different pressing

displacements. For example, the first spacer is formed with a material having a

large pressing displacement (a high elasticity), and the second spacer is formed

with a material having a small pressing displacement (a low elasticity), so that the

effect can further improve.

[0020]

In addition, although the cell gap adjusting spacer has a structure

constructed by stacking a plurality films having different pressing displacements,

the same effect can be obtained. The first spacers and the second spacers may

be formed by using a photoresist film, for example. In this case, the first spacers

may be constructed with a thick photoresist film, and the second spacer is

constructed with a thin photoresist film, so that the spacers having different

heights can be formed.

[0021]
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In addition, in a vertically aligned liquid crystal display apparatus, although

a domain control protrusion may be formed on a substrate, the spacer having

different heights can be formed by using a photoresist film used to form the

protrusion. Namely, in a case where the protrusion is formed by using the first

photoresist film, the first photoresist film is remained in a region for forming the

spacer (first spacer). After that, on the entire upper surface of the substrate, the

second photoresist film is formed, the second photoresist film is remained in the

first spacer formation portion and a portion for forming a small height spacer

(second spacer formation portion), and the second photoresist film in the other

portions are removed. By doing so, two types of spacers having different heights

are formed with a height difference corresponding to the thickness of the first

photoresist film.

[0022]

In addition, when color filters is formed, the color filter is formed in a portion

for forming a large height spacer, and the color filter is not formed in a portion for

forming a small height spacer, so that a step difference is prepared therebetween.

After that, on the entire surface of the substrate, a resist film is formed, a spacer

formation portion is remained, and resist films in the other portions are removed.

By doing so, two types of spacers having different heights are formed with a

height difference corresponding to the thickness of the color filter.

[0023]

In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 21, if a spacer

distribution density is n (numbers/cm2
); if a displacement amount generated by

exerting a force of 9.8/n (N) on one spacer is x; if an average interval between the

substrates is d; if a liquid crystal density at a temperature of 60 is q6o(g/cm
3
);
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and if a liquid crystal density at a temperature of - 20 is q.2o (g/cm
3
), the

following equation is satisfied:

[0024]

x/d>(1/q60 -1/q-2o)/(1/q6o)

The liquid crystal inserted in the liquid crystal display apparatus is

expanded or contracted depending on a temperature. If the cell gap adjusting

spacer has no elasticity, when the liquid crystal is expanded, the distal end portion

of the spacer is separated from the substrate, so that deviation of the cell gap

occurs. Therefore, display blots occur. In addition, when the liquid crystal is

contacted, foams are generated due to the decrease in the pressure of the liquid

crystal, so that the display quality may greatly deteriorate. Therefore, the spacer

must has such an elasticity that the spacer can cope with the expansion or

contraction of the liquid crystal due to the change in the temperature.

[0025]

The inventors found out from various experiments that, by selecting a

material and density of a spacer to satisfy the aforementioned equation (1), the

display defects caused by the expansion or contraction of the liquid crystal can be

prevented. When the temperature is low, a viscosity of the liquid crystal is too

high, or a phase transition is generated, so that the liquid crystal density cannot

be defined. At a temperature of 20 , in a case where the liquid crystal density

q2o can be defined, the material and density of the liquid crystal may be selected

to satisfy the following equation (2):

[0026]

x/d>2*(1/q6o-1/q2o)/(1/q6o)

A liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 23 comprises: a TFT
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substrate having a thin film transistor; a CF substrate having a plurality of color

filter having a plurality colors; a liquid crystal inserted between the TFT and CF

substrates, wherein the TFT substrate comprises: a transparent substrate; the thin

film transistor formed on the transparent substrate; a final insulating protective film

for coating at least the thin film transistor; and a pixel electrode electrically

connected to the thin film transistor at a portion where the final protective film is

removed and extending to a pixel region, and wherein the final protective film is

not interposed between the pixel electrode and the transparent substrate in a pixel

region corresponding to at least one color of the plurality of colors.

[0027]

In the present invention, a final protective film is not interposed between the

pixel electrode and the transparent substrate. By doing so, an interval (cell gap)

between the pixel electrode and the common electrode can increase by the

thickness of the final protective film. Therefore, although the height of the spacer

is low, a predetermined cell gap can be maintained. In addition, for example, in

only one of a plurality of color pixel regions, the final protective film may not

interposed between the pixel electrode and the transparent substrate, and in the

other regions, the final protective film may be interposed between the pixel

electrode and the transparent substrate. By doing so, the so-called multi cell gap

where different cell gaps are provided to respective colors can be implemented.

[0028]

A liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 24, a thickness of the

final protective film interposed between the pixel electrode and the transparent

substrate is smaller than that of the final protective film on the thin film transistor.

In this case, the same effect can be obtained. In addition, by adjusting the
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thickness of the final protective films, the cell gaps can be optimized for respective

colors. By doing so, the display quality can improve.

[0029]

In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus, after a first

insulating film, a thin film transistor, and a second insulating film are formed on a

substrate, a contact hole is formed on the second insulating film, and at the same

time, the second insulating film, or the second insulating film and the first

insulating film on the pixel region are etched. By the etching process, the

thicknesses of the insulating films (first insulating film and the second insulating

film) on the pixel region are thin, and the insulating film is removed, so that the cell

gap can increase. In addition, by controlling the etching amount of the second

insulating film or the second insulating film and the first insulating film for

respective pixel colors, the cell gap can be optimized for respective colors.

[0030]

In this case, the second insulating film is formed in a thick one by using a

resin or the like, the second insulating film remaining on the thin film transistor is

used as a space r(cell gap adjusting spacer), so that the production process can

be simplified. In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 26, which

constructed by attaching a first substrate having a black matrix formed by stacking

a plurality of color filters having different colors to a second substrate with a

sealing member and injecting a liquid crystal between the first and second

substrates through a liquid crystal injection inlet, the liquid crystal display

apparatus comprises: a pillar formed by stacking a plurality of the color filters at

the liquid crystal injection inlet of the first substrate; and a gap sustaining spacer

formed on the pillar and having a distal end portion being in contact with the
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second substrate.

[0031]

In a liquid crystal display apparatus where the black matrix is constructed

by stacking two or more color filters, the thickness of the black matrix is thickened,

so that the interval (gap) between substrate is narrowed. For the reason, the

liquid crystal injection time must increase. In addition, in a case where the cell

gap adjusting spacer is formed by using a photoresist, if the gap sustaining spacer

is not provided to outside of the display region, the interval between the

substrates is not uniform. Therefore, the deviation of the liquid crystal injection

time increases, so that there occur defects such as foams generated due to

insufficient injection or cell gap increase due to excessive injection.

[002=32]

Therefore, in the present invention, in a portion to be the liquid crystal

injection inlet, a spacer for maintaining the interval in a constant value is formed.

By means of the spacer, the interval of the liquid crystal injection inlet can be

maintained in a constant value, so that the deviation in the liquid crystal injection

time can be avoided. As a result, the defects such as the foam generation the cell

gap increase can be prevented. In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to Claim 29, the method comprises steps of: forming

a color filter having at least one color of red, green, and blue color filters on an

pixel portion of a first substrate, forming a black matrix by stacking two of the color

filters on a light shielding region outside an inter-pixel region and a display region,

and forming a pillar by stacking at least two of the red, green, and blue color filters

at a portion to be a liquid crystal injection inlet; forming a domain control
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protrusion on the color filter of the pixel portion and forming a first gap sustaining

space by stacking the color filters on the pillar; attaching the first and second

substrates by contacting a distal end portion of the first gap sustaining spacer to

the second substrate;

injecting a liquid crystal between the first and second substrates through the liquid

crystal injection inlet; and molding the liquid crystal injection inlet.

[0033]

Like this, in a proton to be the liquid crystal injection inlet, a pillar is formed

by stacking at least two of the red, green, and blue color filters, and the a gap

sustaining spacer is formed thereon at the same time of forming a domain control

protrusion in the display region, so that the interval of the liquid crystal injection

inlet can be maintained at a constant value. In addition, increase in the number of

production processes can be avoided.

[0034]

It is preferable that the height (height from the surface of the substrate) of

the first gap sustaining space of the liquid crystal injection inlet is larger than the

height (height form the surface of the substrate) of the cell gap adjusting spacer in

the display region. By doing so, the gap of liquid crystal injection inlet portion

increase, so that the liquid crystal injection time can be shortened. Although the

liquid crystal injection inlet is generally molded by using a UV cured resin, the UV

cured resin has a characteristic that it is contracted during the curing process.

Therefore, if the height of the first gap sustaining spacer of the liquid crystal

injection inlet is set to be larger than that of the cell gap adjusting spacer in the

display region, the gap between the first and second substrate of the liquid crystal

injection inlet portion is narrowed during the curing process, the cell gap can be
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maintained at a constant value over the entire liquid crystal panel.

[0035]

[Embodiments]

Now, embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference

to the accompanying drawings.

(First Embodiment)

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a first embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is an enlarged

view of a spacer formation portion in the liquid crystal display apparatus. FIG. 3

is a plan view of a TFT substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus. FIG. 4 is

a plan view of a CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus. In addition,

FIGS. 1 and 2 show cross sections taken align a line indicated by an arrow A of

FIG. 4.

[0036]

The liquid crystal display apparatus has a structure where a vertically

aligned liquid crystal (a negative type liquid crystal) 29 is inserted between a TFT

substrate 10 and a CF substrate 20. Polarizing plates (not shown) are disposed

on a lower portion of the TFT substrate 10 and an upper portion of the CF

substrate 20. Polarization axes of the polarizing plates are perpendicular to each

other. The TFT substrate 10 comprises a substrate 11 (hereinafter, referred to as

a glass substrate) made of a transparent material such as glass and plastic, pixel

electrodes 16a formed on an upper surface of the glass substrate 11, insulating

films 13 and 15, and an alignment film 17. As shown in FIG. 3, on the lower

portion of the glass substrate 11, a plurality of gate bus lines 12a are disposed

parallel to each other. Between the gate bus lines 12a, auxiliary capacitance bus
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lines 12b are formed. The gate bus lines 12a and the auxiliary capacitance bus

lines 12b are coated with the insulating film 13 (a gate insulating film) formed on

the upper surface of the glass substrate 11 (see FIG. 2). Over the insulating film

13, a silicon film 18a is selectively formed to be an activation layer of TFTs 18.

The silicon film 18a is made of an amorphous silicon or a polysilicon.

[0037]

The silicon film 18a is covered with an insulating film (not shown). A

plurality of data bus lines 14a, source electrodes 18b and drain electrodes 18c of

the TFTs 18 are formed on the silicon film 18a. The data bus lines 14a and the

drain electrodes 18c are disposed perpendicular to each other. In addition,

rectangular regions partitioned by the gate bus lines 12a and the data bus lines

14a are regions to be pixels.

[0038]

The data bus lines 14a, the source electrodes 18b, and the drain electrodes

18c are covered with an insulating film 15 (a final protective film). On the

insulating film 15, each of pixel electrodes 16a made of ITO are formed

corresponding to each pixel. The pixel electrodes 16a are electrically connected

to the source electrodes 18b through contact holes formed on the insulating film

15.

[0037]

As shown in FIG. 3, in the pixel electrodes 16a, slits 16a are formed along

zigzag-shaped dash-dot lines. On the entire upper surface of the glass substrate

11, a vertical alignment film 17 is formed. The surface of the pixel electrodes 16a

are covered with the vertical alignment film 17. On the other hand, the CF

substrate 20 comprises a glass substrate 21, a black matrix 22 formed on a lower
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surface of the glass substrate 21, color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B, a common

electrode 24, protrusions 25b, and a vertical alignment film 26. As shown in FIG.

2, on the lower surface of the glass substrate 21, the black matrix 22 made of Gr

thin film is formed. The black matrix 22, as shown in FIG. 24, are formed to cover

the gate bus lines 12a, the data bus lines 14a, the auxiliary capacitance bus lines

12b, and the TFTs 18 of the TFT substrate 10.

[0040]

On the lower surface of the glass substrate 21, the red (R), green (G), and

blue (B) color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are formed. The color filters 23R, 23G,

and 23B are disposed at position facing the pixel electrodes 16a of the TFT

substrate 1 0. One pixel electrode 1 6a corresponds to one of the color filters 23R,

23G, and 23B.

[0041]

Under the black matrix 22 and the color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B, the

common electrode 24 made of ITO are formed. In addition, under the common

electrode 24, cell gap adjusting spacers 25a and domain control protrusions 25b

are formed. The domain control protrusions 25b, as shown in FIG. 4, are formed

in a zigzag shape, and the cell gap adjusting spacers 25a are disposed in a

vicinity of intersections of the gate bus lines 12a and the data bus lines 14a.

Heights (a height from a surface of the common electrode 24) of the cell gap

adjusting spacers 25a are about 4.0 pm and made of an insulating resin. In

addition, heights (a height from the surface of the of the domain control

protrusions 25b) of the domain control protrusions 25b are about 1 .5 pm. As

described later, the domain control protrusions 25b and the cell gap adjusting

spacers 25a are formed at the same time with the same material. In addition, as
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shown in FIG. 4, the dash-dot line indicates positions of the slits 16b formed at the

pixel electrode 16a of the TFT substrate 10. Under the common electrode 24, the

vertical alignment film 26 is formed, and surfaces of the cell gap adjusting spacers

25a and the domain control protrusions 25b are covered with the vertical

alignment film 26.

[0042]

In the embodiment, the domain control protrusions 25b of the CF substrate

20 are formed with a height of about 1.5 pm, and the cell gap adjusting spacers

25a are formed with a height of about 4.0 pm. As shown in FIG. 1, the distal end

portions of the cell gap adjusting spacers 25a are in contact with the TFT

substrate 10 to sustain the cell gap uniformly. For the reason, in the embodiment,

square or bar shaped spacers required conventionally are not needed. Therefore,

a process for dispersing spacers can be reduced. In addition, the interval

between the pixel electrode 16a of the TFT substrate 10 and the common

electrode 24 of the CF substrate 20 can be maintained in a constant value due to

the cell gap adjusting spacers 25a formed at predetermined positions, so that it is

possible to completely preventing short-circuit of the pixel electrodes 1.6a and the

common electrode 24. In addition, in a conventional liquid crystal display

apparatus using the square or bar shaped spacers, since the liquid crystal

molecules in vicinity of the spacers are aligned along the surface of the spacer,

the alignment is in a disorder, so that display defect occurs. However, in the

embodiment, since the square or cylindrical spacers are not used, it is possible to

obtain a good display quality.

[0043]

In addition, in the embodiment, since the alignment portion are obtained by
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the slit 16b formed at the pixel electrodes 16a of the TFT substrate 10 the

protrusions 25b formed at the CF substrate 20, it is possible to obtain a good

viewing characteristic and a contrast characteristic. In addition, in the

embodiment, the cell gap can be maintained in a constant value by the spacers

25a formed at the CF substrate 20. The spacers 25a are fixed on the common

electrode 24, so that the cell gap is not changed due to vibration or impact.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent deterioration in the display quality caused by

spacer movement.

[0044]

Now, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the first embodiment will be described. FIGS. 5 to 9 shows views of

a series of processes of the method of manufacturing the CF substrate of the

liquid crystal display apparatus according o the embodiment. Firstly, as shown in

FIG. 5(a), a low reflectance Cr film is formed on one surface (an upper surface in

the figure) of a transparent substrate 21 ; and a novolak positive type photoresist

are coated thereon. Next, the photoresist are selectively exposed by using a

predetermined mask, and a developing process is performed, thereby remaining a

Cr film on only a predetermined region. By doing so, a black matrix 22 made of

the Cr film is formed.

[0045]

Next, a photosensitive pigment dispersive type red resist is coated on the

entire upper surface of the substrate 21, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed, thereby forming a red color filter 23R having a

thickness of about 1.5 pm on a red pixel portion as shown in FIG. 59b). Next, a

photosensitive pigment dispersive type green resist is coated on the entire upper
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surface of the substrate 21 , and an exposure process and a developing process

are performed, thereby forming a green color filter 23G having a thickness of

about 1.5 pm on a green pixel portion as shown in FIG. 5(b).

[0046]

Next, a photosensitive pigment dispersive type blue resist is coated on the

entire upper surface of the substrate 21, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed, thereby forming a blue color filter 23B having

a thickness of about 1.5 pm on a green pixel portion as shown in FIG. 5(c). Next,

as shown in FIG. 6(b), on the entire upper surface of the substrate 21, an ITO film

having a thickness of about 0.15 pm are formed, thereby forming a common

electrode 24.

[0047]

Next, as shown in FIG. 6(c), by using a spin coating method, a positive type

photosensitive novolak resist 25 having a thickness of about 4.0 pm is coated on

the common electrode 24, and then, a pre-baking process is performed. Next, as

shown in a schematic view of FIG. 7(a), by using a large-sized mask for shielding

a spacer formation portion and a protrusion formation portion, the resist 25 is

subject to a proximity exposure process. Here, the required exposure amount

corresponds to such an amount that the exposed portion of the resist 25 cannot

be remained after the developing process. In addition, as shown in FIG. 7(a), the

hatched portion of the resist 25 denotes the exposed portion. In addition, in FIG.

7(a), the black matrix and the color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are not shown.

[0048]

Next, as shown in a schematic view of FIG. 7(b), by using a large-sized

mask for shielding the spacer formation portion, the resist 25 is subject to a
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proximity exposure process. Here, the required exposure amount corresponds to

such an amount that the exposed portion (the protrusion formation portion) of the

resist 25 can be remained in a thickness of 1.5 pm after the developing process.

Next, by using TMAH (tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide) alkali developing

solution having a concentration of 2.3%, the resist 25 is subject to a shower-

developing process. By doing so, as shown in FIG. 8(a), the spacers 25a and the

protrusions 25b having different heights are simultaneously formed from the resist

25. After that, the substrate 21 is inserted in a clean oven, and then, a post-

baking is performed at a temperature of 200 in 1 hour. By doing so, the resist

resin is softened, so that the shapes of the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b

slightly change as shown in FIG. 8(b). A cross section of the CF substrate 20 after

the post-baking process is shown in FIG. 9.

[0049]

Next, an alignment film 26 (see FIG. 2) is formed on the entire upper

surface of the substrate 21, and surfaces of the common electrode 24, the

spacers 25a, and the protrusions 25b are covered with the alignment film 26. By

doing so, the CF substrate is completed. On the other hand, the TFT substrate 10

is formed by using a well-known method. On a glass substrate 11, gate bus lines

12a and storage capacitance bus lines 12b are formed, and an insulating film 13

(a gate insulating film) is formed thereon. Next, on the insulating film 13, a silicon

film 18a to be an activation layer of the TFTs 18 are formed, and data bus lines

14a, source electrodes 18b and drain electrodes 18c of the TFTs 18 are formed

(see FIGS. 2 and 3).

[0050]

Next, one the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 11, an insulating
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film 15 (a final protective film) are formed, and pixel electrodes 16a made of ITO

are formed thereon. Here, in the pixel electrodes 16a, as shown in FIG. 3, slits

16b are formed in a zigzag shape. Next, on the entire surface of the substrate 11

,

an alignment film 17 is formed, and the surfaces of the pixel electrodes 16a are

covered with the alignment film 17. By doing so, the TFT substrate 10 is

completed.

[0015]

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the TFT substrate 10 and the CF substrate 20

are disposed to face the surfaces on which the alignment films 17 and 26 are

formed, and a distal end portion of the spacers 25a are disposed to be in contact

with inter-pixel regions (intersections of the gate bus lines and the data bus lines).

Next, a sealing member is coated on outer portion of a display region of at least

one of the TFT substrate 10 and the CF substrate 20, and the TFT substrate 10

and the CF substrate 20 are attached to each other with the sealing member.

Next, a liquid crystal is inserted into a space between the TFT substrate 10 and

the CF substrate 20, and a liquid crystal injection inlet is molded with a resin. By

doing so, the liquid crystal display apparatus is completed.

[0052]

In the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 7, since the photoresist 25 is subject

to an exposure process and a developing process to form the spacers 25a, the

heights of the spacers 25a are uniform, and the spacers 25a can be formed at

predetermined positions. Therefore, in the embodiment, in comparison to a

conventional method where square or bar shaped spacers are dispersed,

although the domain control protrusions 25b are provided, the cell gap can be

maintained in a constant value over the entire display region. For the reason, in
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comparison to the conventional method, it is possible to improve a display quality.

In addition, in the embodiment, since the common electrode 24 is disposed closer

to the substrate 21 than to the spacers 25a, the interval between the common

electrode 24 ad the pixel electrodes 16a increases, so that a possibility of short-

circuit may decreases.

[0053]

In addition, in the embodiment, by performing the exposure process in twice

by using the two types of masks 27 and 28, the spacers 25a and the protrusions

25b having different heights are simultaneously formed, so that the number of

production processes can be reduced. By doing so, it is possible to manufacture

a liquid crystal display apparatus having a good viewing characteristic. In addition,

in a case where the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b are formed by using a

positive type resist, it is preferable that a positive resist having a long exposure

time (required exposure amount) or a large molecular weight is used in order to

reduce film loss with respect to an exposure energy (exposure time) in a resist

developing process. In addition, it is also effective to increase a pre-baking

temperature or decreases a concentration of a developing solution in order to

reduce film loss (a rate of loss in a resist film thickness per a unit time) in the

exposure developing process.

[0054]

In addition, in the above example, as the material for forming the spacers

25a and the protrusions 25b, the novolak resist is used, but not limited thereto. As

the material for forming the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b, an acryl resin

resist or an epoxy resin resist may be used. In addition, instead of the positive

type resist, a negative type photosensitive resin may be used.
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[0055]

In addition, in the above example, although a case where the spacers 25a

and the protrusions 25b are formed on the CF substrate 20, the spacers and the

protrusions may be formed on the TFT substrate. In this case, slits or protrusions

are formed on the common electrode 24 of the CF substrate 20.

(Second Embodiment)

Now, a second embodiment of the present invention will be described. The

difference of the second embodiment from the first embodiment is that a method

of forming the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b of the CF substrate 20 is

different. The other constructions are basically similar to those of the first

embodiment, and thus, description of the same constructions will be omitted.

[0056]

FIGS. 10 to 14 show a method of manufacturing a CF substrate in a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment. FIG. 10 shows a

positional relation between a light shielding pattern of a mask and a pixel. FIG. 11

shows after-formation spacer and protrusion patterns. FIG. 12(a) is a cross

sectional view of a spacer formation portion (taken along line B-B). FIG. 12(b) is a

cross sectional view of a protrusion formation portion (taken along line C-C). FIG.

13 is a cross sectional view showing a manufacturing method in the position of the

line C-C of FIG. 11. FIG. 14 is cross sectional view showing a manufacturing

method in the position of the line B-B of FIG. 11. In FIGS. 11 to 14, the same

reference numerals denote the same components as those of the first

embodiment.

[0057]

Firstly, as shown in FIGS. 13 and 14, similar to the first embodiment, a
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black matrix 22, color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B, and common electrode 24 are

formed on a glass substrate 21 . Next, by using a spin coating method, a positive

type photosensitive novolak resist 25 having a thickness of about 4.0 pm is coated

on the common electrode 24, and then, a pre-baking process is performed.

[0058]

Next, as shown in FIG. 10(a), by using a mask 31 on which a protrusion

shielding pattern (a zigzag pattern) 31a and a spacer shielding pattern (a

rectangular pattern) 31b are formed, the resist 25 is subject to a proximity

exposure process. In the mask 31, the three RGB pixels arrayed in a horizontal

direction is treated as one unit. In a region corresponding to pixel regions in two

units among pixel regions in three units arrayed in the horizontal direction, six

protrusion formation shielding patterns 31a having the same shape are formed.

And in a region (a region indicated by a dot line in FIG. 10) corresponding to pixel

regions in the remaining one unit, the protrusion formation shielding pattern 31a is

not formed. In addition, in a ratio of one spacer shielding pattern 31b to every

three pixels, the spacer shielding patterns are disposed to a region corresponding

to intersection regions of the data bus lines and the gate bus lines.

[0059]

Firstly, as shown in FIGS. 10(a), 13(a), and 14(a), by positioning the mask

31, a fist exposure process is formed. Here, the exposure amount is 1/3 of a

normal exposure amount with respect to a resist film thickness of 4 pm. In FIGS.

13 and 14, the hatched portions denote exposed portions. In addition, the normal

exposure amount means an exposure amount corresponding to a case where an

exposed portion is not remained after a developing process.

[0060]
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Next, as shown in FIGS. 10(b), 13(b), and 14(b), the mask 31 is shifted by

three pixels in a predetermined direction (a direction indicated by an arrow in FIG.

10(b)), and then, a second exposure process is performed with 1/3 of the normal

exposure amount. In this case, all the spacer formation portions are shielded by

the shielding patterns 31b of the mask 31. In addition, as shown in FIGS. 10(c),

13(c), and 14(c), the mask 31 is shifted by three pixels in a predetermined

direction (a direction indicated by an arrow in FIG. 10(c)), and then, a third

exposure process is performed with 1/3 of the normal exposure amount. In this

case, all the spacer formation portions are also shielded by the shielding patterns

31b of the mask 31 . In addition, in all the protrusion formation portions, 1/3 of the

normal exposure amount is illuminated.

[0061]

Next, a developing process is performed on the resist 25. Here, the

protrusion formation regions are exposed with 1/3 of the normal exposure amount,

and the spacer formation regions are not exposed. Therefore, as shown in FIGS.

12(a) and 12(b), there is a difference between after-developing thicknesses

(height). By doing so, the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b having different

thicknesses are simultaneously formed on the glass substrate 21. After the

developing process, similar to the first embodiment, a post-baking process is

performed. After that, an alignment film is formed on the entire upper surface of

the glass substrate 21 . By doing so, the CF substrate 20 is completed.

[0062]

In the embodiment, the same effect as the first embodiment is obtained. In

addition, there is an advantage in that one mask is sufficient to form the spacers

25a and the protrusions 25b. In addition, in the above example, in case of the
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thickness of 4.0 |Jm, the resist having an after-developing film thickness of 1.5 |jm

corresponding to 1/3 of the normal exposure amount is used. However, for

example, in case of a resist having an after-developing film thickness of 1.5 Mm

corresponding to 1/2 of the normal exposure amount, as shown in FIG. 15, there

may be used a mask where the protrusion formation shielding patterns 31a are

formed in a regions corresponding pixel regions in one unit among pixel regions in

two units and a shielding pattern is not formed in a region corresponding to other

pixel regions. In addition, after the first exposure process is performed, the mask

may be shifted by three pixels, the second exposure process may be performed,

and the developing process may be performed. Like this, in the embodiment, in

consideration of the resist characteristics, the mask type and the times of

exposure processes may be properly selected.

[0063]

(Third Embodiment)

Now, a third embodiment of the present invention will be described. The

difference of the third embodiment from the first embodiment is that a method of

forming the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b of the CF substrate 20 is

different. The other constructions are basically similar to those of the first

embodiment, and thus, description of the same constructions will be omitted.

[0056]

FIGS. 16 to 18 are schematic views showing a method of manufacturing a

CF substrate in a liquid crystal display apparatus according to the third

embodiment. FIG. 16 is a schematic cross sectional view of an exposure process.

FIG. 17 is a plan view of a protrusion formation pattern. FIG. 18 is a schematic

enlarged cross sectional view of protrusion formation region in an exposure
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process. In addition, in FIGS. 16 and 18, the black matrix 22, the color filters 23R,

23G, and 23B, and the common electrode 24 formed on the substrate 21 are not

shown.

[0065]

Firstly, similar to the first embodiment, a black matrix 22, color filters 23R,

23G, and 23B, and common electrode 24 are formed on a glass substrate 21.

Next, by using a spin coating method, a positive type photosensitive novolak

resist 25 having a thickness of about 4.0 pm is coated on the common electrode

24, and then, a pre-baking process is performed. Next, as shown in FIG. 16, by

using a mask 32 on which shielding patterns having different light transmittance (a

light shielding amount) with respect to the spacer formation portions and the

protrusion formation portions are formed, the resist 25 is subject to a proximity

exposure process. Namely, in the mask 32, a spacer formation patterns for

shielding substantially 100% of the light and the protrusion formation patterns for

shielding 1/2 ~ 1/10 of the light are formed. For example, both of the spacer

formation patterns and the protrusion formation pattern are formed by pattering a

Cr film. In the protrusion formation pattern, as shown in FIG. 17, a plurality of

small opening portions 32a which is less than a resolution limit are formed. In this

case, by adjusting the density of the opening portions and the opening area, it is

possible to control the light transmittance.

[0066]

If the resist 25 is exposed by using this mask 23 and a developing process

is performed, since the resist 25 is not exposed in the spacer formation portion,

the thick resist is remained. On the other hand, in the protrusion formation portion,

since the resist is exposed with a smaller exposure amount than the normal
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exposure amount, the resist is remained in the substrate 21. However, the

thickness of the resist 25 in the protrusion formation patterns is smaller than that

in the spacer formation patterns.

[0067]

Like this, by performing the exposure and developing processes at one time,

the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b having different thickness can be

simultaneously formed. After that, similar to the first embodiment, a post-baking

process is performed. After that, an alignment film is formed on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 21. By doing so, the CF substrate 20 is completed.

In the embodiment, the same effect as the first embodiment is obtained. In

addition, there is an advantage in that, since the exposure and developing

processes are performed at one time to form the spacers 25a and the protrusions

25b, it is possible to shorten the production time.

[0068]

In addition, in the embodiment, since a pattern having the opening portions

32a are used for the protrusion formation patterns, unevenness is likely to be

remained on the surface of the resist (protrusions 25b). However, in the post-

baking process performed after the developing process, the resist is softened

(reflowed) by heating, the surface can be smoothed. By doing so, it is possible to

avoid abnormal alignment of liquid crystal molecules caused by the unevenness

of the surface of the protrusions 25b.

[0069]

In addition, in the embodiment, although a pattern having fine opening

portions 32a is used as a protrusion formation pattern, as shown in FIG. 19, a

protrusion formation pattern 33a made of UV-resistant low-transmittance material
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may be formed over or under the mask 33 to adjust the exposure amount for the

protrusion formation portions. As a material for the protrusion formation patterns

33a, for example, there may be used a material obtained by mixing a

photosensitive acryl resin and a pigment similar to a material for forming a color

filter and controlling Nine (wavelength: 365 nm) transmittance as 25%.

[0070]

In this case, the mask 33 is formed as follows. A photosensitive acryl resin

containing a pigment is coated on a surface of the mask 33 on which the spacer

shielding pattern 33b is formed by etching a Cr film. Next, by using a mask on

which a protrusion formation pattern is formed, the photo sensitive acryl resin is

exposed to transfer the protrusion formation pattern. After that, by performing

exposure, developing, and post-baking processes, the mask 33 having the

spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b are formed. By doing so, the mask 33

having the spacer shielding pattern 33b for shielding substantially 100% of the

light and the protrusion formation pattern 33a having an i-line transmittance of

25% can be formed.

[0071]

Here, although the transmittance of the protrusion formation pattern 33a is

25%, the transmittance of the protrusion formation pattern 33a may be properly

adjusted in accordance with a type of the resist or a height of the protrusions.

(Fourth Embodiment)

Now, a fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described. The

difference of the fourth embodiment from the first embodiment is that a method of

forming the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b of the CF substrate 20 is

different. The other constructions are basically similar to those of the first
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embodiment, and thus, description of the same constructions will be omitted.

[0072]

FIGS. 20 and 21 are views showing a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate in a liquid crystal display apparatus according to the fourth embodiment.

FIG. 20 s a schematic cross sectional view of an exposure process. FIG. 21 is a

schematic enlarged cross sectional view of protrusion formation region. In

addition, in FIGS. 20 and 21, the black matrix 22, the color filters 23R, 23G, and

23B, and the common electrode 24 formed on the substrate 21 are not shown.

[0073]

Firstly, similar to the first embodiment, a black matrix 22, color filters 23R,

23G, and 23B, and common electrode 24 are formed on a glass substrate 21.

Next, by using a spin coating method, a positive type photosensitive novolak

resist 25 having a thickness of about 4.0 pm is coated on the common electrode

24, and then, a pre-baking process is performed. Next, by using a mask 34, a

proximity exposure process is performed. In the mask 34, a protrusion formation

pattern 34a having a width of 10 pm and a spacer formation pattern having a

width of 20 ~ 35 pm are formed.

[0074]

In the embodiment, in order to increase a refraction degree of a refracted

light, the proximity gap is adjusted at a value of 150 pm, and the exposure amount

is adjusted as .1.5 times of the normal exposure amount. By doing so, in the

protrusion formation pattern 34a having a small line width, since the shielding

portion is also slightly exposed by the refracted light, the after-developing

thickness is smaller than that of non-exposed portion. On the contrary, in the

spacer shielding pattern 34b, since the size thereof is larger than that of the
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protrusion formation pattern 34a, the influence of the refracted light is lowered.

Therefore, in an edge portion of the protrusion formation pattern 34a, although the

after-developing thickness is smaller than that of the non-exposed portion, the

thickness of a central portion is equal to that of the non-exposed portion. As a

result, it is possible to simultaneously form the protrusion having a large height

and the spacer having a small height.

[0075]

After that, similar to the first embodiment, a post-baking process is

performed. After that, an alignment film is formed on the entire upper surface of

the glass substrate 21 . By doing so, the CF substrate 20 is completed. In the

embodiment, the same effect as the first embodiment is obtained. In addition,

there is an advantage in that, since the exposure and developing processes are

performed at one time to form the spacers and the protrusions, it is possible to

shorten the production time.

[0076]

In addition, the height and width of the protrusion is changed depending on

the thickness of the resist 25, the width of the protrusion formation pattern 34, the

parallel degree of the light emitting from the proximity exposure apparatus, the

proximity gap (an interval between the mask and the resist film), and the exposure

amount.

[0077]

(Fifth Embodiment)

Now, a fifth embodiment of the present invention will be described. The

difference of the fifth embodiment from the first embodiment is that a method of

forming the spacers 25a and the protrusions 25b of the CF substrate 20 is
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different. The other constructions are basically similar to those of the first

embodiment, and thus, description of the same constructions will be omitted.

[0078]

FIG. 22 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the fifth embodiment. In the embodiment, three layers of the color

filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are stacked on the spacer formation portion, and a cell

gap adjusting spacer 41a is formed thereon (a lower portion of FIG. 22). In

addition, in the embodiment, a black matrix is formed by stacking the blue color

filter 23B and the red color filter 23R. In addition, by forming the black matrix by

stacking the color filters 23B and 23R, a Cr film formation process and an etching

process are unnecessary, so that it is possible to reduce production time. In

addition, in the spacer formation portion, since the three layers of the color filters

23R, 23G, and 23B are stacked, although the height of the spacer 41 is low, it is

possible to sustain a predetermined cell gap.

[0079]

In addition, the spacer may be constructed with the stack of the color filters

23R, 23G, and 23B and a domain control protrusion passing thereon. However,

since the area of the spacer formation portion is small, and since the novolak

resin or the acryl resin generally used as a color filter has a good evenness, even

though the thicknesses of the color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are 1.5 pm and the

height of the protrusion is 1.5 pm, the cell gap is less than 4.0 pm.

[0080]

Generally, when the color filter is stacked on the spacer formation portion,

until the resin is dried, leveling occur at upper second and third layers of resin

portions, the thickness of the second layered color filter is about 70 % of the
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thickness of the first layered color filter, and the thickness of the third layered color

filter is about 50 % of the thickness of the first layered color filter. If there is no

spacer 41a, the cell gap is defined by the stack thickness of the color filters, it is

necessary to increase the thickness of each color filter in the stacked portion of

the color filters. In order to increase the thicknesses of the second and third

layered color filters, there is for example a method of reducing the leveling by

speedily drying using a vacuum drying process or a method of increasing the

coating film thickness of the resin. However, in these methods, coating blots or

drying blots occur, so that production yield is lowered.

[0081]

FIG. 23 is a view showing a relation between the thickness (depicted in the

horizontal axis) of the color filter in the pixel region and the height (depicted in the

vertical axis) of the spacer (the overlapped color filters). The mark A denotes a

case where the height of the color filter and the height of the protrusion are equal

to each other and the mark denotes a case where the height of the protrusion is

2.0 pm. As shown in the figure, in order to sustain the cell gap at a value of 4 pm,

both of the thickness of the color filters in the pixel region and the height of the

protrusion need to be 3 pm. However, if the height of the protrusion is less than

30% of the cell gap or more than 50 % of the cell gap, the transmittance is

lowered or the contrast deteriorates. For the reason, it is preferable that the

height of the protrusion is in a range of 1 .2 - 2.0 pm. In this case, there is a need

to further increase the thickness of the color filters.

[0082]

In general, if the thickness of the pigment dispersive resist used as a

material for the color filter is more than 3 pm, it is difficult to obtain a fine pattern.
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In addition, the drying speed after the coating process decreases, there is a

problem in that productively deteriorates. Therefore, it is not practicable that the

thickness of the color filter is more than 3 pm. As a material for the color filter, a

material having a poor evenness such as polyimide may be considered. However,

since the polyimide is photo-insensitive, an etching process is needed for the

pattering, so that the number of processes increases, and thus, production cost

increases. In addition, even if the color filter is formed in a large thickness, the

common electrode of the spacer portion and the pixel electrode of the TFT

substrate is too close to each other, the short-circuit defect may easily occur.

[0083]

In the embodiment, as described above, the spacer 41a is formed on the

stacked portion of the color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B, and the cell gap can be

adjusted by using the spacer 41a. Therefore, although the thickness of the color

filters 23R, 23G, and 23B is formed to be less than 3 pm, it is possible to obtain a

sufficient cell gap. Now, a method of manufacturing the CF substrate 40

according to the embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 24 and 25.

[0084]

Firstly, as shown in FIG. 24(a), a photosensitive pigment dispersive type

blue resist is coated on a glass substrate 21, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed, thereby forming a blue color filter 23B having

a thickness of about 1 .5 pm on a blue pixel region, a black matrix formation

region, a spacer formation region (a region corresponding to each of intersection

portions between gate bus lines and data bus lines in the TFT substrate), and

each of the marks (positioning marks or the like).

[0085]
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Next, as shown in FIG. 24(b), a photosensitive pigment dispersive type red

resist is coated on a glass substrate 21, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed, thereby forming a red color filter 23R having a

thickness of about 1 .5 pm on a red pixel region, a black matrix formation region,

and a spacer formation region. Next, as shown in FIG. 24(c), a photosensitive

pigment dispersive type green resist is coated on a glass substrate 21, and an

exposure process and a developing process are performed, thereby forming a

green color filter 23G having a thickness of about 1 .5 pm on a green pixel region,

a black matrix formation region, and a spacer formation region.

[0086]

Next, as shown in FIG 24(d), on the entire upper surface of the glass

substrate 21, by forming ITO in a thickness of about 0.15 pm, a common

electrode 26 is formed. In the embodiment, in the black matrix formation regions,

two color filters are overlapped, and in the spacer formation region, three color

filters are overlapped. In this case, although the thickness of the color filter is 1 .5

pm in the pixel portion (a region corresponding to a first layered color filter), the

thicknesses of the second and third layered color filters are smaller than the

thickness thereof. At this time, the height (the height from the surface of the color

filter in the pixel portion) of the stack of the three layered color filters in the spacer

formation portion is about 1 .8 pm, and the height (the height from the surface of

the color filter in the pixel portion) of the stack of the two layered color filters in the

black matrix formation portion is about 1.1 pm.

[0087]

Next, by using a spin coating method, a positive type photosensitive

novolak resist having a thickness of 2.5 pm is coated on the entire upper surface
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of the glass substrate 21 . After that, by using a reticule corresponding to a spacer

formation pattern having a width of 30 pm and a protrusion formation pattern

having a width of 6 pm, the resist is stepper-exposed with a predetermined

exposure amount, and then, a developing process is performed. By doing so, as

shown in FIG. 25, the cell gap adjusting spacer 41a and the domain control

protrusion 41b are formed. The thickness of the after-developing resist is about

2.0 pm in the spacer formation region and about 2.3 pm in the protrusion

formation region.

[0088]

Next, by using an oven, a post-baking process is performed at a

temperature of 220 in 1 hour. In the spacer formation portion, the after-baking

film thickness is about 2.0 pm; the line width is about 30 pm. On the other hand,

in the protrusion formation region, the resist is reflowed due to heat during the

post-baking process, so that the thickness is about 1.5 pm and the line width is 10

pm. Therefore, desired profiles can be obtained. In the embodiment, the same

effect as the first embodiment is obtained. In addition, there is an advantage in

that, since the black matrix is formed by stacking the red and blue color filters, the

Cr film formation process and the etching process are unnecessary in comparison

to the first embodiment. As a result, it is possible to reduce production cost.

[0089]

In addition, in the above example, the spacer 41a and the protrusion 41b

are formed by using the stepper exposure process. However, if a desired

resolution can be obtained, the exposure can be performed by using a proximity

exposure process or a mirror projection process. In addition, in the above

example, the three layered color filters are overlapped in the spacer formation
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portion, but not limited thereto. A single layered color filter or two layered color

filters may be used in the spacer formation portion.

[0090]

(Sixth Embodiment)

Now, a sixth embodiment of the present invention will be described. The

difference of the sixth embodiment from the first embodiment is that a method of

forming the spacers and the protrusions of the CF substrate 20 is different. The

other constructions are basically similar to those of the first embodiment, and thus,

description of the same constructions will be omitted.

[0091]

FIG. 26 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to the sixth embodiment. Firstly, as

shown in FIG. 26(a), on a glass substrate 21, a Cr film is formed, and the Cr film is

patterned to form a black matrix 22. After that, on the glass substrate 21, color

filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are substantially formed. Here, in the black matrix 22 of

the spacer formation portion, the color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are formed to be

overlapped.

[0092]

After that, on the entire upper surface of the substrate 21, a common

electrode 24 made of ITO is formed. Next, on the common electrode 24, by using

a spin coating method or the like, a positive type novolak resist 42 is coated. Next,

by using a reticle corresponding to a spacer formation pattern having a width of 30

pm and a protrusion formation pattern having a width of 6 |Jm, the resist 42 is

exposed, and then, a developing process is performed. As a result, as shown in

FIG. 26(a), spacer 42a and protrusions 42b are formed.
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[0093]

Next, a post-baking process is performed at a temperature of 220 in 1

hour. Since the width of the protrusion 42b is narrow, the resist is reflowed due to

heat during the post-baking process, so that the height of the protrusion 42b is

smaller than the height of the spacer 42a as shown in FIG. 26(c). By doing so, the

spacer 42a and the protrusion 42b having different heights are simultaneously

formed. In the embodiment, the same effect as the first embodiment is obtained.

[0094]

In addition, in the embodiment, although the black matrix 22 is made of the

Cr film, the black matrix 22 may be made of a black resin. In addition, in the

above example, the three layered color filters 23R, 23G, and 23B are overlapped

in the spacer formation portion, but not limited thereto. A single layered color filter

or two layered color filters may be used in the spacer formation portion. However,

if the step difference in the spacer formation region increases, the distance

between the common electrode and the pixel electrode of the TFT substrate is

shortened, so that short-circuit defect can easily occur. Therefore, it is preferable

that the step difference of the spacer formation region is not too large.

[0095]

(Seventh Embodiment)

Now, a seventh embodiment of the present invention will be described.

Conventionally, a black matrix has been made of a metal film such as Cr or a

black resin. The OD value required for the black matrix is more than 2.5 in a

normally white liquid crystal display apparatus and more than 2.0 in a normally

black liquid crystal display apparatus. However, the OD value required for the

black matrix changes depending on types of liquid crystal, the cell gap, structures
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of the TFT substrate, and the like.

[0096]

On the other hand, as a method of forming a color filter, there are a dye

method, a pigment dispersion method, an electro-deposition method, and a

printing method. The dye method has a problem in that the number of processes

increases. The electro-deposition method has a problem in that the management

of the electro-deposition solution is difficult and the film formation state is not

uniform. In the printing method, since the film thickness distribution or the pattern

accuracy is not sufficient, the printing method is not practically used. Therefore,

the pigment dispersion method is mainly used as a method forming the color filter.

[0097]

In the pigment dispersion method, by using a photoresist in which the

pigment is dispersed, the resist is patterned with a photolithography technique.

Therefore, conventionally, in order to form the CF substrate, a total of four

photolithography processes are needed for one black matrix, and three RGB color

filters. Therefore, production yield is lowered, and equipment and production

costs increase.

[0098]

For these reason, an approach for reducing the Cr or black resin film

formation process and the patterning process by forming the black matrix by

overlapping at least two color filters of the three RGB color filters. However, in

this case, when the photoresist is pattered, due to a reflected light generated from

grooves of the stages of the exposure apparatus, the position of edge of the color

filter slightly changes, so that display blots may occur.

[0099]
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FIG. 27 is a schematic view showing an exposure process performed on the

photoresist to be color filters. As shown in FIG. 27, a photoresist in which a

pigment is dispersed is coated on a glass substrate 101, the glass substrate 101

is mounted on a stage 106 of the exposure apparatus, and a UV light is

illuminated thereon through a mask on which a predetermined pattern is formed.

In the stage 106 of the exposure apparatus, there are provided holes for sucking

and fixing the substrate 101 or other groove (hereinafter, simply referred to as a

groove). A light emitting from a light source and passing through the substrate

101 is reflected vertically on an even portion of the stage 106. On the other hand,

light is reflected slantingly on the grooves 106a. As a result, the exposure amount

in vicinity of the groove 1 06a changes, so that after a developing shape of the

grooves 106a may be transferred on the resist pattern. Now, the shape of the

grooves 106a transferred on the resist pattern is referred to as a stage trace. In

general, with respect to a situation for forming positioning marks and a light

shielding capability of the black matrix, the blue or red color filter is initially formed.

In general, with respect to the OD value of the color filter, in case of a single color,

the OD value of the blue (B) color filter is highest, the OD value of the green (G)

color filter is equal to or less than the OD value of the red (R) color filter (B > R >

G). In addition, among cases of stacked color filters, the OD value of three

stacked red, green, and blue color filters is highest, the OD value of two stacked

red and blue color filters is next highest, and the OD value of two stacked red and

green color filters is the next highest. The OD value of the two stacked blue and

green color filters is equal to or less than the OD value of the two stacked red and

green color filters (RGB > RB > RG > BG). The following Table 1 shows the OD

value and transmittance of general two or more stacked transparent color filters.
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[0100]

[Table 1]

Stacked

layer
OD Value Transmittance

R+G 1.3 5.0 %
G+B 1.1 7.9 %
B+R 2.1 0.8 %
R+G+B 2.5 0.3 %

[0101]

FIG. 28 is a view showing a general example of a black matrix constructed

by stacking the color filters. By doing so, the blue color filter 102B is formed on

the glass substrate 101, the red color filter 102R is formed, and then, the green

color filter 102G is formed. In this case, an edge of the blue pixel portion is

defined by the edge of the red color filter 102R, an edge f the red pixel portion is

defined by the edge of the blue color filter 102B, and an edge of the green pixel

portion is defined by the edge of the blue color filter 102B.

[0102]

In a case where the blue color filter 102B is initially formed on the substrate

101, as described above, the blue color filter 102B is affected by the grooves

106a of the stage 106 of the exposure apparatus. In the liquid crystal display

apparatus shown in FIG. 28, since the edges of the red pixie portion and the green

pixel portion are defined by the edge of the blue color filter 102B, the traces of the

red pixie portion and the green pixel portion occur. In this case, since the OD

value of the stack of the blue color filter 102B and the red color filter 102R is

higher than the OD value of the stack of the blue color filter 102B and the green

color filter 102G, the trace of the stage more greatly occur in the red pixel portion.
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In the blue pixel portion, since the edge thereof is defined by the second layered

red color filter 102R, the trace of the stage cannot affect. In addition, although the

trace of the stage is not almost seen in the individual pixels, the traces can be

seen on the entire liquid crystal panel.

[0103]

Conventionally, although the trace of the stage is intended to be removed

by using a surface treatment for the stage 106 or by controlling the positions of

the grooves, since the holes for sucking the substrate is necessary, it is

impossible to completely remove the grooves 106a from the stage 106. Therefore,

in the embodiment, there is provided a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display apparatus where the trace of the stage cannot easily occur.

[0104]

FIG. 29 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate of liquid crystal display apparatus according to the seventh embodiment.

FIG. 30 is a plan view showing the method of manufacturing the CF substrate. In

FIG. 30, dash lines denote a region (hereinafter, referred to as a red pixel portion)

to be the red pixel portion, a region (hereinafter, referred to as a green pixel

portion) to be the green pixel portion, and a region (hereinafter, referred to as a

blue pixel portion) to be the blue pixel portion,

[0105]

Firstly, as shown in FIGS. 29(a) and 30(a), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a blue pigment having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is

coated, and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to

form the blue color filter 102B on the blue pixel portion B, surrounding portion

thereof, the red pixel portion R, surrounding portion thereof, the green pixel
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portion G, surrounding portion thereof, and a mark formation portion (not shown).

As shown in FIG. 30(a), the blue color filter 102B is not formed in a predetermined

range from the circumferential portion of the green pixel portion G.

[0106]

Next, as shown in FIGS. 29(b) and 30(b), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a red pigment having a thickness of about 1 .5 pm is coated,

and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to form the red

color filter 102R on the red pixel portion R, surrounding portion thereof, the blue

pixel portion B, surrounding portion thereof, and the green pixel portion G As

shown in FIG. 29(b), in the surrounding portion of the green pixel portion G, the

red color filter 102R is formed at an inner side of the blue color filter 102B.

[0107]

Next, as shown in FIGS. 29(c) and 30(c), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a green pigment having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is

coated, and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to

form the green color filter 102G on the green pixel portion G and surrounding

portion thereof. As shown in FIG. 29(c), in the surrounding portion of the green

pixel portion G, the three layered color filters 102B, 102G, and 102B are stacked,

and in the surrounding portion of the blue pixel portion B and the red pixel portion

R, the two layered color filters are stacked.

[0108]

Next, as shown in FIG. 29(d), on the entire upper surface of the glass

substrate 101, by forming ITO in a thickness of about 0.15 pm, a common

electrode 103 is formed. If necessary, similar to the first embodiment, the spacer

and the protrusion are formed on the CF substrate, and after that, an alignment
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film (not shown) is formed on the entire upper surface of the substrate 101. By

doing so, the CF substrate is completed.

[0109]

Next, the CF substrate and the TFT substrate are attached, and a liquid

crystal is inserted between the substrates. By doing so, the liquid crystal display

apparatus is completed. In the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 31, although the

edge of the red pixel portion R is defined by the first layered blue color filter 102B,

all the edges of the blue pixel portion B and the green pixel portion G are defined

by the second layered red color filter 102R. Since the light is attenuated through

the first layered blue color filter 102B, although there are the grooves in the stage

of the exposure apparatus, the edge of the blue pixel portion B is not almost

affected by the reflected light from the groove during the patterning of the red

color filter 102R. In addition, although the edge of the green pixel portion G is

affected by the grooves of the stage of the exposure apparatus, since the OD

value of the stack of the red color filter 102R and the green color filter 102G is

small, and since the color thereof is different from the color of the blue color filter

102B defining the edge of the red pixel portion R, the stage traces cannot easily

seen.

[0110]

According to the embodiment, since the black matrix is formed by stacking

the color filters, it is possible to further reduce production time and production cost

in comparison to a case where the black matrix is made of a Cr film or a black

resin. In addition, according to the embodiment, during the pattering of the color

filters for defining the edges of the pixels, it is not almost affected by the reflected

light from the stage of the exposure apparatus, so that it is possible to
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manufacture a good display liquid crystal display apparatus with the stage trace

reduced, even in a case where there are the groove in the stage of the exposure

apparatus.

[0111]

In addition, in the embodiment, although the blue color filter 102B, the red

color filter 102R, and the green color filter 102G are sequentially formed in this

order, the color filters may be formed in the other orders by defining the edge of

two or more of the three color pixel portions with the edge of the second layered

color filter.

[0112]

In addition, in the embodiment, the invention according to Claim 8 is

described with reference to a vertical liquid crystal display apparatus, but not

limited thereto. The present invention may be applied to any other liquid crystal

display apparatus where the black matrix is constructed by stacking two or more

color filters.

[0113]

In addition, in the embodiment, a glass substrate is used as the substrate

101. In addition to this, an organic plate such as acryl material having a high UV

absorbance (UV is a sensitive wavelength) is used as the substrate 101, so that

the light passing through the substrate 101 is attenuated. Therefore, the affect of

the grooves can be further reduced. In addition, as shown in FIG. 32, if a UV

absorbing film 101a made of a UV absorbing material such as acryl is formed on

the substrate 101, the same effect can be obtained.

[0114]

(Eighth Embodiment)
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FIG. 33 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate of liquid crystal display apparatus according to the eighth embodiment.

FIG. 34 is a plan view showing the method of manufacturing the CF substrate. In

FIG. 34, dash lines denote a red pixel portion, a blue pixel portion, and a blue pixel

portion. Firstly, as shown in FIGS. 33(a) and 34(a), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a green pigment having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is

coated, and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to

form the green color filter 102G on the green pixel portion G, surrounding portion

thereof, surrounding portion of the red pixel portion R, and surrounding portion of

the blue pixel portion B. As shown in FIG. 34(a), the green color filter 102G is not

formed in a predetermined range from the circumferential portion of the red pixel

portion R.

[0115]

Next, as shown in FIGS. 33(b) and 34(b), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a red pigment having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is coated,

and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to form the red

color filter 102R on the red pixel portion R, surrounding portion thereof,

surrounding portion of the blue pixel portion B, and the green pixel portion G. As

shown in FIG. 34(b), the red color filter 102R is not formed in a predetermined

range from the circumferential portion of the blue pixel portion B.

[0116]

Next, as shown in FIGS. 33(c) and 34(c), on the glass substrate 101, a

photoresist containing a blue pigment having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is

coated, and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to

form the blue color filter 102B on the blue pixel portion B, surrounding portion
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thereof, surrounding portion of the green pixel portion G, and the red pixel portion

R. As shown in FIG. 34(c), the blue color filter 102B is not formed in a

predetermined range from the circumferential portion of the green pixel portion G.

[0117]

Next, similar to the seventh embodiment, on the entire upper surface of the

glass substrate 101, a common electrode 103 made of ITO is formed. If

necessary, the spacer and the protrusion are formed, and after that, an alignment

film is formed on the entire upper surface of the substrate 101. By doing so, the

CF substrate is completed. Next, the TFT substrate which is formed separately is

attached to the CF substrate, and the liquid crystal is inserted between both

substrates. By doing so, the liquid crystal display apparatus is completed.

[0118]

In the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 35, the edge of the green pixel portion

G is defined by the edge of the second layered red color filter 102R, the edge of

the red pixel portion R is defined by the edge of the second layered blue color

filter 102B, and the edge of the blue pixel portion B is defined by the edge of the

first layered green color filter 102G. Like this, since the edge of the pixel portions

in the green pixel portion G and the red pixel portion R are defined by the edges

of the second layered color filters, the edges of the pixel portions is very slightly

affected by the reflected light from the stage of the exposure apparatus, so that

the stage trace due to the reflected light from the stage of the exposure apparatus

can be avoided. In addition, although the edges of the blue pixel portions is

defined by the first layered green color filter 102G, as described in the seventh

embodiment, since the OD value of the stack of the green color filter 102G and

the blue color filter 102B is small, the stage traces cannot easily seen.
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[0119]

In addition, a material for absorbing the UV light (for example, HALS

(Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer)) may be added to a material for the green or red

color filter, so that the affect of the reflected light from the stage can be further

reduced. In addition, as described in the seventh embodiment, the substrata 101

may be made of an acryl resin plate or a film formed by coating the acryl resin

plate on a glass substrate.

[0120]

In addition, in the embodiment, although the green color filter, the red color

filter, and the blue color filter are sequentially formed in this order, the order of the

color filters may be changed as the order of the red color filter and the blue color

filter. In addition, in a liquid crystal display apparatus such as a normally black

liquid crystal display apparatus where a low OD value required for the black

matrix is allowable, the edge of the pixel portion may be located at a position

indicated by (i) in FIG. 35. In addition, in a liquid crystal display apparatus such

as a normally white liquid crystal display apparatus where a relatively high OD

value required for the black matrix is allowable, the edge of the pixel portion may

be located at a position indicated by (ii) in FIG. 35. By doing so, the embodiment

can be applied to various liquid crystal panels.

[0121]

In addition, as shown in FIG. 6, the blue color filter 102B may extend up to

the edge of the green pixel portion.

(Ninth Embodiment)

Now, a ninth embodiment of the present invention will be described. A

volume of a liquid crystal inserted in the liquid crystal display apparatus is
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changed by thermal expansion or contraction due to change in a temperature.

For example, in an environment test, firstly the liquid crystal display apparatus is

in an environment of a room temperature to - 20 , and then, the temperature of

the environment is changed up to 60 . According to the test, the volume of the

liquid crystal is changed as ± 0.1 pm which corresponds to the cell gap.

[0122]

In a case where an elastic force of the spacer cannot follow the thermal

contraction of the liquid crystal, the pressure of the liquid crystal decreases. In a

severe case, foams may be generated within the liquid crystal display apparatus

(liquid crystal panel). In addition, since the pressure of the cell just after the liquid

crystal is injected is generally lower than the atmospheric pressure, the spacer is

pressed. However, when the liquid crystal is thermally expanded, if the elastic

force of the spacer cannot follow the change in the cell gap, the interval is

generated between the spacer and the substrate. Therefore, an elastic force

needs to be changed in accordance with the pressure of the space.

[0123]

On the other hand, in a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus, a pressure of about 5 atm is exerted on the entire liquid crystal panel

within an autoclave. In addition, a user may push the screen with a finger to exert

a high pressure partially on the liquid crystal display apparatus (so-called surface

pushing). Like this, a high pressure is exerted on the liquid crystal display

apparatus, the spacer may be too deformed to return to the original state. In

addition, if a high pressure is exerted on the liquid crystal display apparatus, there

may be short-circuit between the pixel electrode of the TFT substrate and the

common electrode of the CF substrate. Therefore, there is a need to prevent an
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excessive deformation of the spacer.

[0124]

Therefore, the embodiment is to provide a good display quality liquid crystal

display apparatus capable of avoiding change in pressure of the liquid crystal

depending on change in a temperature and preventing excessive deformation of

the spacer even though a high pressure is exerted. FIG. 37 is a plan view of a CF

substrate of a liquid crystal display apparatus according to the ninth embodiment.

FIG. 38 is a cross sectional view taken along positions of the black matrix 222. In

addition, in FIG. 37, the mark indicates a spacer 225a having a large height, and

the mark O indicates a spacer 225b having a small height.

[0125]

The liquid crystal display apparatus according of the embodiment

comprises a TFT substrate 210, a CF substrate 220, and a liquid crystal inserted

between the substrates 210 and 220. The TFT substrate 210 is constructed as

follows. Similar to the first embodiment, on a glass substrate 211, gate bus lines

(not shown), data bus lines (not shown), and TFTs (not shown) are formed. On

theses components, an insulating film (not shown) is interposed, and pixel

electrodes 216 made of ITO are formed. In addition, on an upper surface of the

glass substrate 211, an alignment film 217 is formed, and surfaces of the pixel

electrodes 216 are covered with the alignment film 217.

[0126]

The CF substrate 220 is constructed as follows. On the lower surface of

the glass substrate 221 , a black matrix 222 is formed, and RGB color filters 223R,

223G, and 223B are formed corresponding to opening portions of the black matrix

222, that is, pixels regions. Under the color filters 223R, 223G, and 223B, a
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common electrode 224 made of ITO are formed. Under the common electrode

224, spacers 225a and 225b made of a resin are formed. The spacers 225a and

225b are disposed to positions corresponding to intersection positions of the gate

bus lines and the data bus lines of the TFT substrate 210. In addition, in the

embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 37 and 38, the spacers 225a having a large

height and the spacers 225b having a small height are alternately disposed. In

addition, on the lower surface of the substrate 221, an alignment film 226 is

formed, and surfaces of the common electrode 224 and the spacers 225a and

225b are covered with the alignment film 226.

[0127]

In the liquid crystal display apparatus, as shown in FIG. 38, a distal end

portion of the spacers 225a are in contact with the TFT substrate 210 at a room

temperature, and a distal end portion of the spacers 225b are separated from the

TFT substrate 210. In the embodiment, the height (a height from the surface of

the common electrode 224) of the spacers 225a is 4 pm, and the height (a height

from the surface of the common electrode 224) of the spacers 225b is 3.8 pm

[0128]

Now, deformation of the spacers due to change in temperature and applied

pressure will be described. In a case where the pressure of the cell is less than 1

atm, a pressing weight is exerted on the spacers 225a. If the pressing weight is

low, the weight is exerted on only the spacers 225a, but not exerted on the

spacers 225b. Therefore, only the spacers 225a are elastically deformed to cope

with the change in pressure. In this case, the deformation amount of the spacers

225a with respect to the pressure can be adjusted by properly selecting a

distribution density, cross section area, and material of the spacers 225a.
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[0129]

In a case where a high pressure is partially exerted on the liquid crystal

display apparatus or in a case where a large pressure is entirely exerted on the

liquid crystal display apparatus within an autoclave, the cell gap is shortened; the

spacers 225b as well as the spacers 225a are in contact with the TFT substrate

210. By doing so, the pressure is distributed to the spacers 225a and 225b, so

that excessive deformation of the spacers 225a and 225b can be prevented.

[0130]

FIG. 39 is a view showing a change in a cell gap with respect to the

pressing weight, wherein the horizontal axis denotes the pressing weight (air

pressure) and the vertical axis denotes the cell gap. FIG. 39 shows some

examples: an example where one spacer (having a constant height of 4 pm) per 3

pixels are disposed (density = 1/3); an example where one spacer (having a

constant height of 4 pm) per 24 pixels are disposed (density = 1/24); and an

example where one spacer (having a constant height of 4 pm) per 24 pixels and

one spacer (having a constant height of 3.8 pm) per 3 pixels are disposed (density

= 1/24 + 1/3). As shown in FIG. 39, in the example of density = 1/24 + 1/3, the

spacers can smoothly follow the change in the cell gap in a pressing weigh range

of less than 1 atm similar to the example of density = 1/24. In addition, in a high

pressing weight range of more than 1 atm, similar to the example of density = 1/3,

the change rate of the cell gap to the change in the pressure is lowered.

[0131]

Now, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the embodiment will be described. FIGS. 40 and 41 are cross

sectional views showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of the liquid
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crystal display apparatus according to the embodiment. Firstly, as shown in FIG.

40(a), on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 211, a Cr film having a

thickness of 0.15 pm is formed, and by patterning the Cr film with a

photolithography method, the black matrix 222 is formed.

[0132]

As shown in FIG. 40(b), by using a spin coating method, a blue pigment

dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 221 , and an exposure process and a developing

process are performed to form a blue (B) color filter 223B on a blue pixel portion

and a black matrix 222 around the pixel portion. Next, as shown in FIG. 40(c), by

using a spin coating method, a red pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type

photoresist) is coated on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 221, and

an exposure process and a developing process are performed to form a red (R)

color filter 223R on a red pixel portion and a black matrix 222 around the pixel

portion.

[0133]

Next, as shown in FIG. 40(d), by using a spin coating method, a green

pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire

upper surface of the glass substrate 221, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to form a green (G) color filter 223G on a green

pixel portion and a black matrix 222 around the pixel portion. Next, as shown in

FIG. 41(a), by using a sputter method, a common electrode 224 having a

thickness of 0.15 pm is formed on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate

221, and the surfaces of the color filters 223R, 223G, and 223B are covered with

the common electrode 224.
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[0134]

Next, as shown in FIG. 41(b), by using a spin coating method, an acryl

negative type photoresist is coated on the glass substrate 221, and an exposure

process and a developing process are performed to form spacers 225 having a

height of about 4 pm. In FIG. 41(b), one spacer 225a is formed per 3 pixels.

However, as described above, one spacer may be formed per 24 pixels. The

spacers 225a are formed at positions corresponding to intersection portions of the

gate bus lines and the data bus lines of the TFT substrate.

[0135]

Next, as shown in FIG. 41(c), by using a spin coating method, an acryl

negative type photoresist is coated on the glass substrate 221, and an exposure

process and a developing process are performed to form spacers 225 having a

height of about 3.8 pm. In FIG. 41(c), two spacers 225b are formed per 3 pixels.

However, as described above, one spacer may be formed per 3 pixels. The

spacers 225b are formed at positions corresponding to intersection portions of the

gate bus lines and the data bus lines of the TFT substrate. In addition, the

spacers 225b are formed at positions where the spacers 225a are not formed. In

this case, the spacers 225a and the spacers 225b may be formed with the same

material. Alternatively, the spacers 225a may be formed with a resin having a

relatively low pressing strength (that is, a high elasticity), and the spacers 225b

may be formed with a resin having a relative high pressing strength. In addition,

the distribution density of the spacers 225a and the distribution density of the

spacers 225b are properly selected according to the required specifications.

[0136]

After that, on the entire surface thereof, an alignment film made of
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polyimide is formed, and the surfaces of the common electrode 224 and the

spacers 225a and 225b are covered with the alignment film. By doing so, the CF

substrate is completed. On the other hand, the TFT may be formed with the

similar method according to the first embodiment, for example (see FIGS. 1 to 3).

A metal film is formed on the glass substrate 221, and the metal film is patterned

by using a photolithography method to form the gate bus lines and storage

capacitance bus lines. After that, on the entire surface thereof, an insulating film

is formed, and a silicon film to be an activation layer of the TFTs is formed thereon.

[0137]

Next, an insulating film is formed on the entire surface thereon. After that, a

metal film is formed on the insulating film, and the metal film is patterned by using

a photolithography to form data bus liens, source electrodes, and drain electrodes.

Next, an insulating film is formed on the entire upper surface of the substrate 221

,

and an ITO film is formed on the insulating film. Next, the ITO film is patterned to

form the pixel electrodes 216. After that, an insulating film 217 is formed on the

entire surface thereof. By doing so, the TFT substrate is completed.

[0138]

The CF substrate 220 and the TFT substrate 210 are attached to each

other, and a liquid crystal is inserted between the two substrates. By doing so, the

liquid crystal display apparatus according to the embodiment is completed. In the

embodiment, the material for the spacers 225a and 225b are an acryl resin, but

limited thereto. A polyimide resin, a silica resin, an epoxy resin, a novolak resin,

or the like may be used. In case of using the photo-insensitive resin such as

novolak, after the photo-insensitive resin film is formed on the glass substrate 221,

the photo-insensitive resin film is patterned by using a photoresist method.
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[0139]

In addition, in the above embodiment, all the spacers 225a and 225b are

formed on the CF substrate, but not limited thereto. The spaces 225a and 225b

may be formed on the TFT substrate. In addition, one type of the spacers 225a

and 225b may be formed on the TFT substrate, and the other type of the spacers

225a and 225b may be formed on the CF substrate. In addition, in the

embodiment, the present invention is applied to a TN type liquid crystal display

apparatus, but not limited thereto. The present invention may be applied to an

STN (super twisted nematic) liquid crystal display apparatus, an MVA (multi

vertical alignment) liquid crystal display apparatus, an IPS (in-panel switching)

liquid crystal display apparatus, a ferroelectric liquid crystal display apparatus,

semi-ferroelectric liquid crystal display apparatus, or the like.

[0140]

Now, optimal distribution density spacers will be described. As shown in

FIG. 42, a pressing displacement measurement is performed on a spacer on

which the three color filter 223R, 223G, and 223B, the common electrode 224

made of ITO, and the novolack resin film 228 are stacked. The measurement

result is shown in FIG. 43. Here, the area of the upper portion of the spacer is 500

|jm
2

, and the black matrix is formed by stacking the three color filters 223R, 223G,

and 223B.

[0141]

In this structure, a displacement amount is calculated with respect to the

pressing weight of a liquid crystal panel which has a small displacement hysterisis

at the highest weight of 50 mN. The result is shown in a curve of FIG. 44. In a

case where the internal pressure of the cell of the liquid cyratl panel is obtained as
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0.7 atm by controlling the liquid crystal injection amount, in a normal state, a

weight of 0.3 atm is exerted on the spacers. If the external temperature changes

from 25 to - 25 or from 25 to 60 , the change in volume of the liquid

crystal is reduced as the cell gap of about 0.1 pm. In an initial displacement

corresponding to a low weight, there is a need for a displacement of ± 0.1 pm at

the center of the displacement at the pressing weight of 0.3 atm. When the

weight is low, the spacers may be an easy displacement one. According to FIG.

44, the density of the spacers is limited to a density of less than 1/6 (I spacer per

6 pixels) as an upper limit.

[0142]

On the other hand, in order to obtain a resistance to the high weight surface

pressing, the displacement hysterisis of the resin is about 10% of the largest

displacement. Therefore, in a large weight region, there is a need to suppress the

displacement. The real surface pressing pressure is about 2 atm. In order to

avoid blots, it is preferable that the pressing weight is in a range of 0.3 to 2 atm,

and the displacement amount is less than 0.5 pm. By doing so the lower limit of

the spacer density is limited, and as shown in FIG. 41, it is more than 1/2 (one

spacer per 1 2 pixels).

[0143]

On the other hand, in an autoclave, in order to remove foams by reducing

the volume of the cell by 5%, the spacers must be compressed down to about 0.2

pm. In the autoclave, a weight of about 5 atm is exerted on the liquid crystal

panel. However, since the liquid crystal is hermetically sealed or since a sealing

member is on the circumferential portion of the display portion, a real weight

exerted on the spacer is about 1/2. Therefore, in order to reduce the displace
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amount down to 0.5 pm or less, there is a need to reduce the spacer density down

to 1/6 (one spacer per 6 pixels) or less.

[0144]

As a result, there is a need for the spacers which can be easily displaced in

a low weight region but not easily displaced in a height weight region. In the

embodiment, since the spacers have different heights, the requirement can be

satisfied. In a case where a first spacer has a height of 4.0 pm and a density of

1/2 and a second spacer has a height of 3.7 pm and a density of 1/6, the

corresponding displacement is indicated by "Hybrid" in FIG. 44. Like this,

according to the spacer structure, the displacement amount is large in a pressing

weight range of 0 ~ 1 atm, and the displacement amount is relatively small in a

pressing weight range of 1 atm or more. Therefore, it is possible to implement a

preferable spacer characteristic.

[0145]

(Tenth Embodiment)

FIG. 45 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a tenth embodiment of the present invention. The difference of the

tenth embodiment from the ninth embodiment is that the spacer structure is

different. The other constructions are basically similar to those of the ninth

embodiment. And thus, in FIG. 45, the same reference numerals denotes the

same components as those of FIG. 38, and description of the same constructions

will be omitted,

[0146]

On the lower surface of the glass substrate 221, a black matrix 222 is

formed, and RGB color filters 223R, 223G, and 223B are formed corresponding to
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opening portions of the black matrix 222, that is, pixels regions. Under the color

filters 223R, 223G, and 223B, a common electrode 224 made of 1TO are formed.

Under the common electrode 224, double layered spacer 225 made of resin films

225c and 225d are formed. The resin films 225c and 225d are constructed with

materials having different elastic forces. For example, the resin film 225c is made

of an acryl resin having a relatively high pressing strength (a low elastic force),

and the resin film 225d is made of an acryl resin having a low pressing strength (a

high elastic force). In addition, the spacers 225 are formed to intersection

portions of the gate bus lines and the data bus lines of the TFT substrate 210. In

FIG. 45, one spacer 225 is formed per one pixel. However, one spacer 225 may

be formed per several pixels.

[0147]

In addition, on the lower surface of the substrate 221 , an alignment film 226

is formed, and the surfaces of the common electrode 224 and the spacer 225 are

covered with the alignment film 226. The distal end portion of the spacer 225 is in

contact with the TFT substrate 210, so that the cell gap between the TFT

substrate 210 and the CF substrate 220 is sustained in a constant thickness. In

the embodiment, the spacer 225 is constructed with a two layered structure of a

low elastic resin film 225c and a high elastic resin 225d. Therefore, when the

pressing strength is relatively small, the resin film 225d is mainly elastically

deformed and follows the change in the cell gap. In addition, when a large

pressing strength, the strength is exerted on the resin film 225c as well as the

resin film 225d. However, since the resin film 225c has a low elastic force, the

deformation amount with respect to the pressing strength is small. By doing so, it

is possible to prevent the spacer 225 from being too excessively deformed due to
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the excessive strength. In the embodiment, the same effect as the ninth

embodiment can be obtained.

[0148]

FIGS. 46 and 47 are cross sectional views showing a method of

manufacturing a CF substrate 220 of the liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the embodiment. Firstly, as shown in FIG. 46(a), on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 211, a Cr film having a thickness of 0.15 pm is

formed, and by patterning the Cr film with a photolithography method, the black

matrix 222 is formed.

[0149]

As shown in FIG. 46(b), by using a spin coating method, a blue pigment

dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 221 , and an exposure process and a developing

process are performed to form a blue (B) color filter 223B on a blue pixel portion

and a black matrix 222 around the pixel portion. Next, as shown in FIG. 46(c), by

using a spin coating method, a red pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type

photoresist) is coated on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 221, and

an exposure process and a developing process are performed to form a red (R)

color filter 223R on a red pixel portion and a black matrix 222 around the pixel

portion.

[0150]

Next, as shown in FIG. 46(d), by using a spin coating method, a green

pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire

upper surface of the glass substrate 221, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to form a green (G) color filter 223G on a green
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pixel portion and a black matrix 222 around the pixel portion. Next, as shown in

FIG. 47(a), by using a sputter method, a common electrode 224 having a

thickness of 0.15 |Jm is formed on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate

221, and the surfaces of the color filters 223R, 223G, and 223B are covered with

the common electrode 224.

[0151]

Next, as shown in FIG. 47(b), by using a spin coating method, an acryl

negative type photoresist is coated on the glass substrate 221, and an exposure

process and a developing process are performed to form resin films 225c having

a height of about 2.0 pm. In FIG. 47(b), one resin film 225c is formed per one

pixel. However, as described above, one resin film may be formed per several

pixels. The resin films 225c are formed at positions corresponding to intersection

portions of the gate bus lines and the data bus lines of the TFT substrate.

[0152]

Next, as shown in FIG. 47(c), by using a spin coating method, an acryl

negative type photoresist is coated on the glass substrate 221, and an exposure

process and a developing process are performed to form resin films 225c having

a height of about 2.0 pm on the resin film 225c. By doing so, a spacer 255

constructed with the resin films 225c and the resin films 225d is completed. In

this case, the resin films 225d may be formed with a higher elastic material than

the resin film 225c. In addition, the elasticity and thickness of the resin films 225c,

225c and the distribution density of the resin films 225 are properly selected

according to the required specifications.

[0153]

After that, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 221, an
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alignment film made of polyimide is formed, and the surfaces of the common

electrode 224 and the spacers 225 are covered with the alignment film. By doing

so, the CF substrate is completed. In addition, in the above embodiment, all the

resin films 225a and 225b are formed on the CF substrate, but not limited thereto.

The spaces 225c and 225c may be formed on the TFT substrate. In addition, one

type of the resin films 225c and 225c may be formed on the TFT substrate, and

the other type of the resin films 225c and 225c may be formed on the CF

substrate.

[0154]

(Eleventh Embodiment)

FIG. 48 is a plan view of a liquid crystal display apparatus (MVA liquid

crystal display apparatus) according to an eleventh embodiment of the present

invention. The liquid crystal display apparatus is constructed with a TFT

substrate 230, a CF substrate 240, and a vertically aligned liquid crystal 259

inserted between the two substrates 230 and 240.

[0155]

The TFT substrate 240 is constructed similar to the first embodiment (see

FIG. 1). On a glass substrate 241, gate bus lines (not shown), data bus lines (not

shown), storage capacitance bus lines (not shown) and TFTs (not shown) are

formed. On theses components, an insulating film (not shown) is interposed, and

pixel electrodes 236 made of ITO are formed. On the pixel electrode 236, similar

to the first embodiment, slits (not shown) are formed. In addition, on an upper

surface of the glass substrate 231 , an alignment film 237 is formed, and surfaces

of the pixel electrodes 236 are covered with the alignment film 237.

[0156]
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The CF substrate 240 is constructed as follows. On the lower surface of

the glass substrate 241, a black matrix 242 is formed. The black matrix 242 are

formed in regions corresponding to the gate bus lines, data bus lines, and storage

capacitance bus lines of the TFT substrate 230. On the lower surface of the glass

substrate 241, RGB color filters 243R, 243G, and 243B are formed corresponding

to opening portions of the black matrix 242, that is, pixels regions. In the

embodiment, as shown in FIG. 49, under the lower side of the black matrix 242,

three layered color filters 243R, 243G, and 243B are formed.

[0157]

In addtoin, under the lower sides of the color filters 243R, 243G, and 243B,

a domain control protrusion 246 are formed in zigzag shape as shown in FIG. 48.

In addition, resin films 246 are formed in a rate of one film per 3 pixels to

intersection portions of the gate and date bus lines. The resin film 246a, as

described later, and the protrusion 246a are simultaneously formed with the same

material.

[0158]

In addition, resin films 247 are formed to intersection portions of the gate

and date bus lines. In FIG. 48, a spacer 251 is constructed with the color filters

243R, 243G, and 243B stacked under the black matrix 242, the resin film 246b,

and the resin film 247. In addition, in FIG. 48, a spacer 252 is constructed with the

color filters 243R, 243G, and 243B stacked under the black matrix 242 and the

resin film 247.

[0159]

On the lower surface of the substrate 241, an alignment film 248 is formed,

and surfaces of the common electrode 245, the protrusions 246a, and the spacers
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251 and 252 are covered with the alignment film 248. In addition, in the

embodiment, a distal end portion of the spacers 251 are in contact with the TFT

substrate 230 at a room temperature, and a distal end portion of the spacers 252

are separated from the TFT substrate 230.

[0160]

In the embodiment, the two types of spacers 251 and 252 having different

heights copes with the change in the cell gap, so that the same effect as the ninth

embodiment can be obtained. FIGS. 50 and 51 are views showing a method of

manufacturing a CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to

the embodiment.

[0161]

Firstly, as shown in FIG. 50(a), on the glass substrate 241 , a low reflectance

Cr film having a thickness of 0.15 pm are formed, and a positive type

photosensitive novolak resist (not shown) having a thickness of about 1.5 pm is

coated thereon. Next, an exposure process and a developing process are

performed, and by using the resist as a mask, the Cr film is etched to form the

black matrix 242. After that, the resist is removed.

[0162]

As shown in FIG. 50(b), by using a spin coating method, a blue pigment

dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 241 , and an exposure process and a developing

process are performed to form a blue (B) color filter 243B having a thickness of

1.5 pm on a blue pixel portion and a spacer formation portion. Next, as shown in

FIG. 50(c), by using a spin coating method, a red pigment dispersed acryl resist (a

negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper surface of the glass
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substrate 241, and an exposure process and a developing process are performed

to form a red (R) color filter 243R having a thickness of 1 .5 pm on a red pixel

portion and a spacer formation portion. In the spacer formation portion, the color

filter 243 is thinner.

[0163]

Next, as shown in FIG. 50(d), by using a spin coating method, a green

pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire

upper surface of the glass substrate 241, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to form a green (R) color filter 243R having a

thickness of 1.5 pm on a green pixel portion and a spacer formation portion. In

the spacer formation portion, the color filter 243 is thinner.

[0164]

Next, as shown in FIG. 51(a), on the entire upper surface of the glass

substrate 241, an ITO is sputtered to form a common electrode 245 having a

thickness of 0.15 pm. After that, by using a spin coating method, on the common

electrode 245, a positive type photosensitive novolak resist (not shown) having a

thickness of about 1 .5 pm is coated. Next, an exposure process and a developing

process are performed to remain a resist in a predetermined pattern (a pattern of

protrusions 246a and a pattern of spacers 251 ). After that, the resist pattern is

post-baked at a temperature of 200 . By doing so, as shown in FIG. 51(b), on

the upper side of the substrate 241, the protrusions 246a and the resin films 246b

are formed. In this case, the thickness of the stack of the color filters 243R, 243G,

and 243B is about 1 .7 pm, and the height (thickness) of the resin film 246b formed

thereon is about 0.4 pm by leveling.

[0165]
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After that, by using a spin coating method, on the entire upper surface of

the glass substrate 241 , a positive type photosensitive novolak resist (not shown)

having a thickness of about 3 pm is coated. Next, an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to remain a resist in a predetermined pattern (a

pattern of spacers 251 and 252). By doing so, as shown in FIG. 51(c), on the

upper side of the glass substrate 21 , the resin film 247 is formed.

[0166]

After that, on the entire upper surface of the substrate 241 , an alignment

film 246 is formed. By doing so, the CF substrate is completed. The method of

manufacturing the TFT substrate is the same as that of the first embodiment, so

description thereon is omitted. According to the aforementioned method, two

types of spacers 251 and 252 having a thickness difference of about 0.4 pm can

be easily formed.

[0167]

In addition, in the embodiment, the black matrix 242 is a low reflectance Cr

film, but limited thereto, and a black resin (about 1.0 pm) may be used. In the

embodiment, the color filters 243R, 243G, and 243B are stacked on all the spacer

formation portions, but not limited thereto, and if a predetermined cell gap can be

ensured, a single layered filter or two layered filter can be used.

[0168]

In addition, by changing the number of stacked color filters, two different

types of spacers may be formed. The method can be applied to a TN liquid

crystal display apparatus having no domain control protrusion.

(Twelfth Embodiment)

Now, a twelfth embodiment of the present invention will be described. The
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difference of the twelfth embodiment from the ninth embodiment is that a method

of forming the CF substrate is different. Description of the same constructions will

be omitted.

[0169]

FIGS. 52 and 53 are cross sectional views showing a method of

manufacturing the CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according

to the twelfth embodiment of the present invention. In addtoin, FIG. 54 is a plan

view (a schematic view) of a CF substrate of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the twelfth embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 54, the mark

indicates a spacer (having a large height) being in contact with the TFT

substrate in a normal state, and the mark O indicates a spacer (having a small

height) being in no contact with the TFT substrate in a normal state.

[0170]

Firstly, as shown in FIG. 52(a), on the entire upper surface of the glass

substrate 261, a Cr film having a thickness of 0.15 pm is formed, and by

patterning the Cr film with a photolithography method, the black matrix 262 is

formed. As shown in FIG. 52(b), by using a spin coating method, a blue pigment

dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper

surface of the glass substrate 261, and an exposure process and a developing

process are performed to form a blue (B) color filter 263B on a blue pixel portion.

Here, at a rate of one color filter per 3 pixels, the color filter 263B is formed on the

black matrix 262. In the embodiment, the color filter 263B is formed on the black

matrix 262 between the red and blue pixel portions. Next, as shown in FIG. 40(c),

by using a spin coating method, a red pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative

type photoresist) is coated on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 261

,
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and an exposure process and a developing process are performed to form a red

(R) color filter 263R on a red pixel portion and a black matrix 262 around the pixel

portion.

[0171]

Next, as shown in FIG. 52(c), by using a spin coating method, a red

pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the entire

upper surface of the glass substrate 261, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to form a red (R) color filter 263R on a red pixel

portion. In this case, the color filter 263R is not remained on the black matrix 262.

[0172]

Next, as shown in FIG. 52(d), by using a spin coating method, a

green pigment dispersed acryl resist (a negative type photoresist) is coated on the

entire upper surface of the glass substrate 261, and an exposure process and a

developing process are performed to form a green (G) color filter 263G on a green

pixel portion. In this case, the color filter 263G is not remained on the black matrix

262.

[0173]

Next, as shown in FIG. 53(a), on the entire upper surface of the glass

substrate 261, by using a spin coating method, ITO having a thickness of about

0.15 pm is deposited to form common electrode 264. Next, as shown in FIG.

53(b), by using a spin coating method, on the glass substrate 261, for example,

4pm photoresist film 265 is formed. In this case, on the black matrix 262 between

the blue pixel portion and red pixel portion, a color filter 263B is formed. On the

other hand, on the black matrix 262 between the red pixel portion and green pixel

portion and between the green pixel portion and the blue pixel portion, the color
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filter is not formed, so that there occurs a step difference on the surface of the

resist film 262.

[0174]

After that, an exposure process and a developing process are performed to

pattern resist film 265, and as shown in FIG. 53(c), on the upper side of the black

matrix 262, the spacer 265a is formed. In this case, the spacer 2654a between

the blue pixel portion and the red pixel portion has a different height

corresponding to the step difference between the color filter 223R, 223G and

black matrix 262 in comparison to the spacers 265a between red pixel portion and

the green pixel portion and between the green pixel portion and the blue pixel

portion. By doing so, the spacers having different heights can be simultaneously

formed with the same material.

[0175]

After that, on the entire upper surface of the separate 261 , an alignment

film (not shown) is formed, and the surfaces of the CF substrate 264 and the

spacer 265a are covered with the alignment film. According to the embodiment,

the same effect as the ninth embodiment can be obtained.

(Thirteenth Embodiment)

Now, a thirteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described. In

the embodiment, if a spacer distribution density is n (number/cm2), if a

displacement amount is x when a force of 9.8/n(N) is exerted on one spacer, if an

average distance between two substrate is d, and if the liquid crystal density is

q6o(g/cm
3
) at 60 and q.2o(g/cm

3
) at -200, the spacer is formed so that the

following inequality (1 ) for the displacement amount is stratified.

[0176]
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x/d>(1/q60 -1/q.20)/(1/q6o) (1)

In addition, in a case where at -20 , the liquid crystal density cannot be

determined, and at 20 , the liquid crystal density can be determined, the spacer

may be formed so that the following inequality (2) is satisfied.

x/d>2*(1/q6o-1/q2o)/(1/q6o) (2)

Now, the reasons will be described.

[0177]

In a conventional method of dispersing a square or bar shaped spacers, the

liquid crystal molecule alignment is disturbed in a pixel region. However, in the

first embodiment where the pillar shaped spacers are formed between the TFT

and CF substrates, since alignment disturbance cannot occur in the pixel region, a

high quality image can be obtained. If the pillar shaped spacer has elasticity, in a

high temperature environment, the liquid crystal display apparatus is thermally

expanded, and the distance between the spacer and the substrate is two

separated from each other. Hereinafter, the effect is referred to as an excessively

high temperature effect. On the contrary, in a low temperature environment, the

liquid crystal display apparatus is thermally contracted. Hereinafter, the effect is

referred as a low temperature foaming effect.

[0178]

In order to prevent the high temperature excessiveness and the low

temperature foaming, the pillar shape spacer must have elasticity to follow the

thermal expansion and contraction of the liquid crystal. In a case where the

spacer is formed with a photoresist resin, the spacer itself has the elasticity. FIG.

55 is a view showing a weight displacement characteristic of a spacer, wherein

the horizontal axis denotes pressing displacement amount and the vertical axis
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denotes pressing weight, and wherein the relation between the displacement and

weight per one spacer. As shown in FIG. the spacers made of photoresist resin

change depending on the weight, but by adjusting the distribution density, the

weigh and displacement amount per one spacer can be adjusted.

[0179]

The inventors search the high temperature excessiveness and the low

temperature foaming by changing the spacer distribution density in the XGA

(1024X768) 15 liquid crystal display apparatus. FIG. 56 shows the result. In

addition, the average value d of the cell gap is 4 pm. In addition, the density

141 number/cm2
corresponds to a case where the spacers are formed at a rate of

one spacer per 24 pixels. The density 283 number/cm2
corresponds to a case

where the spacers are formed at a rate of one spacer per 12 pixels. The density

567 number/cm2
corresponds to a case where the spacers are formed at a rate of

one spacer per 6 pixels. The density 1133 number/cm2
corresponds to a case

where the spacers are formed at a rate of one spacer per 3 pixels. The density

3400 number/cm2
corresponds to a case where the spacers are formed at a rate

of one spacer per one pixel.

[0180]

At 60, the density q60 shows about 0.97g/cm3, and at -20, density q-20

shows 1.03g/cm3. Therefore, the right hand of the equation (1) is 0.058. As

shown in FIG. 56, if the value x/d is larger than 0.058 (No 1, No 2, No 3), the high

temperature excessiveness and the low temperature foaming cannot occur. If

less than 0.958 (N o4, No 5), the high temperature excessiveness and the low

temperature foaming occur.

[0181]
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Therefore, in the embodiment, in order to satisfy the equation (1) and (2),

the material and density of the spacer are selected. For example, a liquid crystal

display apparatus where a pillar shaped spacer is formed on one of the TFT and

CF substrates 10 and 20 (in FIG. 57(a), CF substrate 20) as shown in FIG. 57(a)

or a liquid crystal display apparatus where a pillar shaped spacer is formed on

both of the TFT and CF substrates 10 and 20 as shown in FIG. 57(b), the material

and density of the spacers 25a and 25b satisfies the equations (1 ) and (2).

[0182]

In addition, in FIGS. 57(a) and (b), the TFT substrate 10 comprises a glass

substrate 11, pixel electrodes 16a formed thereon, TFTs (not shown), gate bus

lines (not shown), and data bus lines (not show). The CF substrate 20 comprises

a glass substrate 21, black matrix 22 formed under the substrate color filters 23,

and a common electrode 24. In addition, a liquid crystal 29 is inserted between

the TFT and CF substrates 10 and 20.

[0183]

In the embodiment, the material is not limited to a specific one. For

example, a polyimide resin, a phenol resin, a novolak resin, and an acryl resin

may be used.

(Fourteenth Embodiment)

Now, a fourteenth embodiment will be described.

[0184]

FIG. 58 is a cross sectional view of a TFT substrate of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to a fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 59 is an enlarged view of a vicinity of a TFT formation portion. In FIG. 58, a

resin film (protrusion) is selectively formed on an insulating film 318 of FIG. 59,
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and a distal end portion of the protrusion is in contact with the CF substrate to

maintain the cell gap in a constant value.

[0185]

The liquid crystal display apparatus comprises a TFT substrate 31 0, a CF

substrate 320, a liquid crystal 329 inserted between the TFT and CF substrates

310 and 320. The TFT substrate 310 is construed as follows. On the glass

substrate 311, gate bus lines 312 are formed, and on the gate bus lines 312, an

insulating film (gate insulating film) 313 is formed. In the embodiment, as shown

in FIGS. 58 and 59, the insulating film 313 is not formed in the pixel region.

[0186]

On the insulating film 313, a silicon film 314 to be TFT activation layer is

selectively formed. In addition, on the silicon film 314, gate bus lines 312 and a

channel protective film (insulating film) 315 having the same width as the gate bus

lines 312 are formed. In a region from both ends of the channel protective film

315 to the both ends of silicon film 314, n type impurities are doped with a high

density, so that n+ silicon film 316 is formed. In addtoin, on the silicon film 316, a

three-layered conduction film (data bus lien, source electrode, and drain

electrode) constructed with a Ti (titan) film 317a, a Al (aluminum) film 317b and a

71 film 31 7c a is formed.

[0187]

The silicon film 314, the channel protective film 315, the n+ type silicon film

316 and the conductive film 317 are covered with an insulating film (final

protective film) 318. The insulating film 318 is also not formed on the pixel region.

On the insulating film 318, a contact hole 318a is formed to reach to the source

electrode (conductive film 317) of the TFTs. The pixel electrode 319 is formed in a

i
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pixel region extending from contact hole 318a on the glass substrate 311 and

electrically connected to the conductive film 317 of the source of the TFTs through

the contact hole 318a. The pixel electrode 319 is made of ITO.

[0188]

In addition, on the entire surface of the glass substrate 311, an alignment

film (not shown) is formed, and the surfaces of the pixel electrode 319 and

insulating film 318 is covered with the alignment film. On the other hand, the CF

substrate 320 is constructed as follows. In a blue pixel region of the lower surface

of the glass substrate 321, a blue color filter 323B is formed. In a red pixel region,

a red color filter 323R is formed, and in a green pixel region, a green color filter

323G is formed. In addition, in a region between the pixels on the lower surface

of the glass substrate 321, three-layered color filters 323B, 323R, 323G are

stacked to form a black matrix.

[0189]

Under the color filters 323B, 323R, 323G, a common electrode 324 made of

ITO is formed. In addition, under the common electrode 324, an alignment film

(not shown) is formed. In the embodiment, since the insulating films 313, 318 are

not formed in the pixel regions, although the height of the cell gap adjusting

spacer facing the insulating film 318, a predetermined cell gap can be obtained.

By doing so, the cell gap adjusting spacer can be easily formed. In addition, the

thickness of the liquid crystal display apparatus can be reduced by the thickness

of the insulating films 313, 318.

[0190]

Now, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to the embodiment will be described. The method of manufacturing the
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CF substrate is the same as a conventional method. In FIG. 58, instead of the CF

substrate, the CF substrate described in the first embodiment may be used.

Therefore, description on the method of manufacturing the CF substrate is omitted.

FIGS. 60 and 61 are cross sectional views showing a method of manufacturing

the TFT substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the

embodiment.

[0191]

Firstly, as shown in FIG. 60(a), on the glass substrate 311, an 0.15 pm

conductive film made of, for example, Al(aluminum), Ti (titan), a stack thereof, or

Cr is formed, and by using a photolithography method, the conductive film is

patterned to form gate bus lines 312 and storage capacitance bus lines (not

shown). After that, on the glass substrate 311 , a SiNx having a thickness of about

0.35 pm is deposited to form an insulating film (gate insulating film) 313.

[0192]

Next, on the insulating film 313, an amorphous silicon film 314 (to be TFT

activation layer) having a thickness of about 0.03 pm is formed. In addition, on

the amorphous silicon film 314, the SiNx is deposited with a thickness of about

0.15 pm. Next, on the SiNx film, a photoresist is coated, and the photoresist is

exposed from the lower surface of the glass substrate 311. After that, an

exposure process is performed to remain the resist film on only the upper portion

of the gate bus lines 312. By using the resist film as a mask, the SiNx film is

etched to selectively form, as shown in FIG 60(b), the channel protective film 315

on the silicon film 314. After that, the resist film on the channel protective film 315

is removed.

[0193]
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Next, on the glass substrate 311, an n+ type amorphous silicon film doped

with n type impurities is formed with a thickness of about 0.03 pm. After that, on

the n+ amorphous silicon film, an about 0.02 pm Ti film, an about 0.08 pm Al film,

an about 0.05 pm Ti film are sequentially stacked to form a conductive film, that is,

a stack of the Ti film, Al film, and Ti film. Next, by using a photolithography

method, in a shape shown in FIG. 60(c), the conductive film 317, the n+ type

amorphous silicon film 316, and the amorphous silicon film 314 are patterned.

[0194]

Next, as shown in FIG. 61(a), on the entire upper surface of glass substrate

311, an insulating film (final protective film) 318 made of SiNx are formed with a

thickness of about 0.33 pm. After that, by using a photolithography method, a

contact hole reaching to TFT S| source electrode (conductive film 31 7) is formed

on the insulating film 318, and the insulating films 318, 313 on the pixel regions

are removed. For example, a dry etching method may be used. As a condition of

the dry etching, a gas may be SF6/02 =150/250 (seem), pressure may be 8.0 Pa,

and a power may be 600 W.

[0195]

Next, as shown in FIG. 61(b), an ITO film is formed on the substrate 311,

and by using a photolithography method, the ITO film is patterned to form a pixel

electrode 319. After that, on the entire upper surface of substrate 311, an

alignment film made polyimide is formed with a thickness of 0.05 - 0.1 pm. By

doing so, the TFT substrate 310 is completed.

[0196]

In addition, in the embodiment, the insulating films 313, 318 on the red pixel

region, the green pixel region, and the blue pixel region are completely removed.
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However, as shown in FIG. 62, in one or two of the red pixel region, the green

pixel region, and the blue pixel region, the insulating films 313, 318 may be

remained. By doing so, the so-call multi cell gap

liquid crystal display apparatus where the cell gap is adjusted for each color can

be implemented. For example, as shown in FIG. 62, in the blue pixel region, the

insulating films 313, 318 are remained, in the red pixel region and the green pixel

region; the insulating films 313, 318 are removed. Therefore, the cell gaps

between the blue pixel and red pixel and between the blue pixel and the green

pixel have a difference of about 0.68 pm. In the multi cell gap liquid crystal

display apparatus, the optical characteristics are optimized by adjusting the cell

gaps for respective color pixels, so that it is possible to further improve the display

quality. Here, as shown in FIG. 63, the insulating film 318 between the source

electrode and pixel region of the TFT may be removed. By doing so, the step

difference of the pixel electrode 319 from the source electrode to the pixel region

is shorted, so that the connection defect can be prevented.

[0197]

In addition, by controlling the etching condition for the insulating films 313,

318, a desired thickness of the insulating films 313, 318 may be remained in the

pixel region. In addition, in the above example, all the insulating films 313, 318

are formed with an inorganic material (SiNx). However, the insulating films may

be formed with an insulating organic material. For example, in a case where the

insulating film 318 is formed with a resin material such as acryl, polyimide, and

epoxy, by using a spin coating method, the material is formed with a thickness of

about 1 pm, and after that, at the same time of forming the contact hole 318a, the

resin material is selectively removed form the pixel region. By doing so, similar to
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the above example, formation of the cell gap in the pixel region and a multi cell

gap structure can be implemented. In this case, since the step difference

between colors changes depending on change in the thickness of the insulating

film 318, by changing the thickness of the insulating film 318 during a spin coating

method, the cell gap can be simply adjusted.

[0198]

In the embodiment, if the cell gaps are equal to each other, the interval

between the glass substrates 311 and 321 is shorted in comparison to a

conventional liquid crystal display apparatus where the insulating films 313, 318

are not formed. Therefore, after the TFT substrate 310 and the CF substrate 320

are attached with a seaming member, in the liquid crystal injection method, a long

production time is taken. However, in the so-called dropping method where, for

example, the liquid crystal is dropped on the TFT substrate 310, the CF substrate

320 is disposed on the TFT substrate 310, and then, the TFT substrate 310 and

the CF substrate 320 are attached, the production can be reduced.

[0199]

(Fifteenth Embodiment)

FIG. 64 is a cross sectional view showing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a fifteenth embodiment. The liquid crystal display apparatus

comprises a TFT substrate 310, a CF substrate 320, and a liquid crystal inserted

between the TFT substrate 31 0 and the CF substrate 320.

[0200]

TFT substrate 310 basically has the same construction as the fourteenth

embodiment, except that the final protective film 331 is a photo-sensitive acryl

resin. Namely, on the glass substrate 311, the gate bus lines 312 are formed, and
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on the gate bus lines 312 and the pixel region, the insulating film (gate insulating

film) 313 is formed.

[0201]

On the insulating film 313, similar to the fourteenth embodiment, the silicon

film to be a TFT activation layer and the conductive layer to be data bus lines, the

source electrode, and the drain electrode are formed (see FIG. 59). In addition,

on the TFTs, a final protective film 331 made of a resin is formed. The final

protective film 331 serves as a spacer. Namely, a distal end portion of the final

protective film 331 is in contact with the CF substrate 340 to maintain the cell gap

in a constant value.

[0202]

In the distal end portion of TFT source electrode, the final protective film is

removed. On a region from the end portion of the source electrode to the

insulating film 313 of the pixel region, the pixel electrode 319 made of ITO is

formed. The surfaces of the final protective film 331 and pixel electrode 319 are

covered with an alignment film (not shown). On the other hand, the CF substrate

340 is constructed as follows. On the lower surface of the glass substrate 341 , a

black matrix 342 made of a metal such as Cr or a black resin is formed. With the

black matrix 342, the gate bus lines, the data bus lines, and the TFTs of TFT

substrate 310 are covered. In addition, in a pixel region on the lower surface of

the CF substrate 340, red(R), green (G), and blue (B) color filters 343R, 343G,

and 343B are formed corresponding to the pixel electrodes on the TFT substrate

310.

[0203]

In addition, a common electrode 344 made of ITO is formed on the lower
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sides of the black matrix 343 and the color filters 343R, 343G, 343B. In addition,

under the common electrode 344, an alignment film (not shown) is formed. FIG.

65 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing the TFT substrate.

Firstly, similar to the fourteenth embodiment, on the glass substrate 311, gate bus

lines 312, gate insulating film 313, a silicon film 314, a channel protective film 315,

and n+ type silicon film 316, and a conductive film 317 are formed (see FIGS.

60(a) to 60(c)).

[0204]

Next, as shown in FIG. 65(a), by using a spin coating method, on the entire

upper surface of the substrate 311, a photosensitive acryl resin is coated with a

thickness of about 4 pm to form the photosensitive acryl resin film 330. Next, as

shown in FIG. 65(b), the photosensitive acryl resin is exposed and developed to

form a final protective film 331 for covering the conductive film 317 and silicon

films 314, 316. Here, the final protective films 331 are removed from the

conductive film 317 of the TFT source and the pixel region.

[0205]

After that, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 311, an ITO

film is formed, and the ITO film is patterned to form a pixel electrode 319. Next,

on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 311, an alignment film (not

shown) is formed, and the surfaces of the pixel electrode 319 and the final

protective film 331 are covered with the alignment film. By doing so, the TFT

substrate 310 is completed. The CF substrate can be manufactured by using a

well know method, so that description thereon is omitted.

[0206]

In the embodiment, since the final protective film 331 is made of a
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photosensitive acryl resin, the thick film can be easily formed with a thickness of

about 4 pm. In addition, the distal end portion of the thick final protective film 331

is in contact with the CF substrate 340 to maintain the cell gap in a constant value

of about 4 pm. In other words, the final protective film 331 serves as a spacer.

The cell gap is defined by the thickness of the photosensitive acryl resin, and the

thickness of the photosensitive acryl resin can be arbitrarily selected by adjusting

the coating condition thereof. In addition, by selectively removing the gate

insulating film 313 of the pixel region depending on pixel colors, the multi cell gap

can be implemented.

[0207]

According to the embodiment, the same constructions and effects as the

fourteenth embodiment can be obtained. In addition, since the final protective film

331 can be used as a spacer, the production process can be simplified, and the

production cost can be reduced. In addition, as described above, the multi cell

gap can be implemented, and a liquid crystal display apparatus having optimal

optical characteristics such as chroma, transmittance, and contract can be

manufactured.

[0208]

Now, a sixteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described.

FIG. 66 is a plan view showing a before-injection state of a liquid crystal display

apparatus (liquid crystal panel) according to the sixteenth embodiment. FIG. 67 is

a cross sectional view taken along line D-D'. In addition, in FIG. 67, the gate bus

liens and the data bus lines are omitted, and the same reference numerals

denotes the same components as those of FIG. 1

.

[0209]
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The CF substrate 420 of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to

the embodiment is constructed as follows. On the one surface of the glass

substrate 421 (on the lower surface in FIG. 67), a red color filter 423R, a green

color filter 423G and a blue color filter 423B are formed with predetermined

patterns. In addition, in the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 67, two color filters of

the color filters 423R, 423G, 423B are stacked to form a black matrix for shielding

inter-pixel regions. In addition, in the shielding region 402 outside of a display

region, a black matrix constructed with a stack of the blue color filter 423B and the

red color filter 423R is formed. In addition, on the shielding region 402 in the

vicinity of the liquid crystal injection inlet 404, a plurality of gap sustaining spacers

425c are formed. In addition, in the liquid crystal injection inlet 404, a plurality of

pillars constructed with there-layered color filters 423R, 423G, 423B are formed,

and under the pillars, gap sustaining spacers 425d are formed. In addition, distal

end portions of the spacers 425c and 425d are in contact with the TFT substrate

410 to maintain the gaps in the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 and the shielding

region 402 in a constant value.

[0210]

The TFT substrate 410 and the CF substrate 420 are attached to each

other with a sealing member 40 coated in a region outside the display region 401.

After that, through the liquid crystal injection inlet 404, the liquid crystal is injected

between the TFT substrate 410 and the CF substrate 420. In general, for the

liquid crystal injection, a vacuum chamber is used. Namely, the TFT substrate

and the CF substrate are attached with the sealing member to form a liquid crystal

panel, and then, the liquid crystal panel together with a liquid crystal container is

inserted within the vacuum chamber. After the vacuum in the chamber is formed,
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the liquid crystal injection inlet is immersed into the liquid crystal, and the pressure

of the chamber is returned to the atmospheric pressure. By doing so, due to the

pressure difference, the liquid crystal is injected into a space in the liquid crystal

panel. After a sufficient amount of the liquid crystal is injected into the liquid

crystal panel, the liquid crystal injection inlet is molded with a resin.

[0211]

For example, as shown in FIG. 22, in the liquid crystal display apparatus,

since the black matrix is constructed by stacking the color filters, the production

process can be further simplified in comparison to a method of forming the black

matrix using Cr or the like. In addition, since the cell gap adjusting spacer is

formed at a predetermined position, the cell gap in the display region can be

maintained in a constant value. However, in a shielding region outside of the

display region, the interval between the TFT substrate and the CF substrate is

shortened in comparison to a liquid crystal display apparatus where the black

matrix is formed with Cr. For the reason, the liquid crystal injection speed

deviation increases depending on the liquid crystal panels. As a result, the

injection time increases, the foams may be generated due to the insufficient

injection. In addition, the cell gap may increases due to excessive injection.

[0212]

In order to solve the problem, the injection time for respective liquid crystal

panels may be adjusted. However, if the injection time is adjusted for the

respective liquid crystal panels, the product efficiency greatly decreases and the

production cost increases. On the other hand, in the embodiment, as shown in

FIG. 67, the spacers 425d and 425c are provided to the liquid crystal injection inlet

404 and the surrounding regions, and the gap between the TFT substrate 410 and
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the CF substrate 420 can be maintained in a constant value by means of the

spacers 425c and 425d. Therefore, the deviation of the liquid crystal injection

time can be reduced, so that the aforementioned problem can be solved.

[0213]

FIGS. 68 to 70 are cross sectional views showing a method of

manufacturing a CF substrate of a liquid crystal display apparatus according to

the sixteenth embodiment. FIGS. 71 and 72 are plan views of the method of

manufacturing the CF substrate. In FIGS. 71 and 72, the shape of the black

matrix is also shown. In FIGS. 68 to 70, the color filter formation surface is an

upper side of the figure. Firstly, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate

421, a blue photoresist is coated. After that, by using a predetermined pattern

mask, the photoresist is exposed and developed , as shown in FIGS 68(a) and

71(a), to form a blue pixel portion, a black matrix formation portion on the blue

pixel portion, surroundings of the blue pixel portion, and surroundings of the red

pixel portion, a spacer formation portion in the display region (see FIG. 22), a

shielding region outside of the display region, and a blue color filter 423B with a

thickness of 1 .7 pm on the spacer formation portion of the liquid crystal injection

inlet.

[0214]

Next, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 421, a red

photoresist is coated. After that, by using a predetermined pattern mask, the

photoresist is exposed and developed, as shown in FIGS 68(b) and 71(b), to form

a red pixel portion, a black matrix formation portion on pixel portions, a spacer

formation portion in the display region, a shielding region outside of the display

region, and a red color filter 423R with a thickness of 1.7 pm on the spacer
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formation portion of the liquid crystal injection inlet.

[0215]

In this case, since the thickness of the red color filter 423R stacked on the

blue color filter 423B in the display region is narrow (10 ~ 40 pm), by using

leveling during the pre-baking and post-baking processes, the thickness can be

reduced less than 1.7 pm. On the other hand, since the thickness of the blue

color filter 423B stacked on the red color filter 423R in the shielding region 402

and the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is sufficiently large, the thickness is almost

equal to the thickness of the red color filter 423R in the pixel region.

[0216]

Next, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 421, a green

photoresist is coated. After that, by using a predetermined pattern mask, the

photoresist is exposed and developed, as shown in FIGS 69(a) and 72(a), to form

a green pixel portion, a black matrix formation portion on surroundings of the

green pixel portion, a spacer formation portion in the display region 401, and a

green color filter 423G with a thickness of 1.7 pm on the spacer formation portion

of the liquid crystal injection inlet.

[0217]

In this case, since the thickness of the green color filter 423G stacked on

the blue color filter 423B or the red color filter 423G in the display region is

narrower than the width of the stacked portion, by using leveling during the pre-

baking and post-baking processes, the thickness can be reduced less than 1.7 pm.

On the other hand, since the thickness of the green color filter 423G stacked on

the red color filter 423R in the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is sufficiently large,

the thickness is almost equal to the thickness of the green color filter 423G in the
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pixel region.

[0218]

Next, as shown in FIG. 69(b), on the upper portion of the glass substrate

421 , a common electrode 424 made of ITO is formed with a thickness of about 0.1

pm, and the surfaces the color filters 423R, 423G, 423B of the display region 401

and the surface of the color filter 423R of the shielding region 402 are covered

with the common electrode 424. However, the common electrode is not formed in

the liquid crystal injection inlet 404.

[0219]

Next, on the entire upper surface of the glass substrate 421, a photoresist

is coated. Next, by using a predetermined pattern mask, the resist is exposed

and developed, as shown in FIG. 70 and 72(b), to form domain control protrusion

425a on the color filter 423R, 423G, 423B in the display region 401, and at the

same time, toe a cell gap adjusting spacer 425b in a predetermined position of

display region 401, to form a gap sustaining spacer 425c in a predetermined

position of shielding region 402, and to form a gap sustaining spacer 425d on a

pillar constructed with three layered color filters 423B, 423R, 423G of the liquid

crystal injection inlet 404.

[0220]

In this case, by adjusting pattern widths of the domain control protrusion

425a in the display region 401 and the cell gap adjusting spacer 425b in the

display region 401 , and pattern widths of the gap sustaining spacer 425c in the

shielding region and the gap sustaining spacer 425d in the liquid crystal injection

inlet 404, the height (the height from the surface of the substrate 421) of the

spacers 425c, 425d is formed to larger than those of the domain control protrusion
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425a and the cell gap adjusting spacer 425b. For example, the height of the cell

gap adjusting spacer 425b in the display region 401 is 5.6 pm, the height of the

spacer 425c of the shielding region 402 outside of the display region is 5.8 pm,

the height of the spacer 425d of the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is 6.0 pm.

Like this, the heights of eh spacers 425b, 425c, 425d are different.

[0221]

After that, on the upper side of the glass substrate 421, an alignment film

(not shown) is formed with a thickness of 800D, the surfaces of the color filters

423R, 423G, 423B, and the surfaces of the domain control protrusion 425a and

the spacers 425b, 425c are covered with the alignment film. By doing son, the CF

substrate 420 is completed. The TFT substrate 410 is the same as that of the first

embodiment. Therefore, description on the method of manufacturing the TFT

substrate 410 is omitted.

[0222]

Along the circumference of the CF substrate 420, a sealing member is

coated, and the distal end portion of the spacers 425b, 425c, 425d are in contact

with the TFT substrate 410 to attach the TFT substrate 410 and the CF substrate

420, so that a liquid crystal panel 400 is obtained. However, the sealing member

is not coated on the liquid crystal injection inlet 404. After the attachment, the

inner space between the TFT substrate 410 and the CF substrate 420 is

connected to an external space.

[0223]

After that, the liquid crystal panel 400 and the liquid crystal container are

inserted into the vacuum chamber, and the chamber is in vacuum. Next, the

liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is immersed into the liquid crystal, and then, the
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pressure of the chamber is returned to the atmospheric pressure. By doing so,

the liquid crystal is injected into the internal space of the liquid crystal panel 400

due to the pressure difference. Here, in the embodiment, since the spacers 425d

and 425c are not formed in the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 and surroundings

thereof, although the interval between the TFT substrate 410 and the CF

substrate 420 is relatively large, and although the black matrix is formed by

stacking the color filters, the liquid crystal injection speed is high.

[0224]

Next, after a sufficient amount of the liquid crystal is injected into the liquid

crystal panel, the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is charged with a UV cured resin,

and the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 is molded by UV illumination. Here, the

UV cured resin is contacted, so that gaps in the liquid crystal injection inlet 404

and the shielding region 402 are shorted. By doing so, the gaps are uniform over

the liquid crystal panel.

[0225]

By doing so, the cell gap is uniform at about 4.0 pm over the liquid crystal

panel. After that, on the upper and lower sides of the liquid crystal panel,

polarizing plates are adhered with a crossed Nichols. By doing so, a liquid crystal

display apparatus is completed. An injection time test for a liquid crystal display

apparatus manufactured according to the method shows that the embodiment can

shorten the liquid crystal injection item by about 20% in comparison to a liquid

crystal display apparatus where spacers are not provided to the shielding region

402 and the liquid crystal injection inlet 404 o]\ spacer.

[0226]

[Annex]
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(1) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 2, it is preferable that a post-baking process is performed after

the developing process.

(2) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 2, in the exposure process, the exposure amounts for the

spacer formation region and the protrusion formation region may be different from

each other.

[02227]

(3) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 2, it is preferable that the transmittances of the spacer pattern

and the protrusion pattern are different from each other.

(4) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 2, in the exposure process, by performing a plurality of the

exposure processes on the mask while the mask is shifted in a direction parallel to

the photoresist film, the exposure amounts for the spacer formation region and the

protrusion formation region may be different from each other.

[0228]

(5) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 2, in the exposure process, by using a refracted light, the

exposure amounts for the spacer formation region and the protrusion formation

region may be different from each other.

(6) In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 8, it is preferable

that the edge of the green pixel is defined by the edge of the red color filter formed

on the green color filter, the edge of the red pixel is defined by the edge of the

blue color filter formed on the red color filter, and the edge of the blue pixel is
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defined by the edge of the first-layer green color filter.

[0229]

(7) In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claim 8, the edge of

the green pixel may be defined by the edge of the red color filter formed on the

green color filter, the edge of the red pixel may be defined by the edge of the blue

color filter formed on the red color filter, and the edge of the blue pixel may be

defined by the edge of the first-layer green color filter.

[0230]

(8) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 10, it is preferable that the substrate is made of a material

having a higher UV absorbing capability than a glass.

(9) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 10, it is preferable that a UV absorbing material is added to at

least one of the first color filter and the second color filter.

[0231]

(10) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 10, on the surface of the substrate, a thin film made of a

material having a better UV absorbing capability than the material of the substrate

may be formed.

(11) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 10, it is preferable that the black matrix is formed by stacking

at least two color filters.

[0232]

(12) In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claims 23 or 24, the

thickness of the final protective film interposed on the pixie region may be different
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depending on colors of the pixels.

(13) In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claims 23 or 24, the

final protective film is made of an insulating inorganic material.

[0233]

(14) In a liquid crystal display apparatus according to Claims 23 or 24, the

final protective film is made of an insulating organic material.

(15) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 25, the thickness of the first insulating film remained on the

pixel region or the second insulating film may be changed depending on colors of

the pixels.

[0234]

(16) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 25, an upper portion of the thin film transistor among the

second insulating film may be used as a spacer for sustaining the cell gap.

(17) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 25, the second insulating film may be made of an inorganic

material.

[0235]

(18) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 25, the second insulating film may be made of an organic

material.

(19) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 28, it is preferable that, in a case where the red, green, and

blue color filters are stacked as three layers, the domain control protrusion and

the cell gap adjusting spacer are simultaneously formed thereon, and the first and
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second substrates are attached to each other, a distal end portion of the cell gap

adjusting spacer is in contact with the second substrate.

[0236]

(20) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 28, it is preferable that, at the same time of forming the first

gap sustaining spacer, a second gap sustaining spacer is formed on a black

matrix outside the display region.

(21) In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to Claim 28, it is preferable that the first gap sustaining spacer is

formed to be higher than the second gap sustaining spacer.

[0237]

[Effect]

Accordingly, by simultaneously forming a spacer for maintaining a cell gap

in a constant value and a domain control protrusion having a lower higher than the

spacer by using a photoresist film, it is possible to easily form a liquid crystal

display apparatus having a good viewing characteristics.

[00238]

In addtoin, in a liquid crystal display apparatus where a black matrix is

constructed by stacking two or more of red, green color filters, by defining edges

of two or more of red, green, and blue pixels with edge of the upper layered color

filter, the position change of the edges of pixels caused by reflected light from a

stage of an exposure apparatus can be avoided. By doing so, it is possible to

improve display quality of the liquid crystal display apparatus.

[0239]

In addition, first and second spacers having different heights is formed, the
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cell gap is maintained by only the first spacers in a normal state, and the cell gap

is maintained by both of the first and second spacers when a high pressure is

exerted. By doing so, the deterioration in the display quality caused by the

thermal expansion and contraction of the liquid crystal due to change in

temperature can be avoided. In addition, the deformation of the spacers or the

short-circuit of the pixel electrode and the common electrode caused by a high

pressure within such as autoclave can be avoided. Even in a case where the

apparatus is constructed by stacking a plurality of film having different pressing

displacement, the same effect can be obtained.

[0240]

In addition, by selecting materials and density of the spacers wherein a

displacement amount with respect to a weight satisfies a predetermined an

inequality equation, the spacers can be properly extend or contract depending on

thermal expansion or contraction of liquid crystal due to change in temperature.

By doing so, the deterioration in display quality caused by the thermal expansion

and contraction of the liquid crystal can be avoided. In addition, in at least one

pixel region of a plurality of color pixels, by using a structure where a final

protective film is not provided between the pixel electrode and the transparent

substrate, or a structure where the thickness of the final protective film interposed

between the pixel electrode and the transparent substrate is smaller than that of

the final protective film on the thin film transistor, although the height of the cell

gap adjusting spacer is lowered, a predetermined cell gap can be obtained. By

doing so, the cell gap adjusting spacer can be easily formed.

[0241]

In addition, a pillar is formed by stacking two or more color filters in the
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liquid crystal injection inlet, and a spacer is formed on the pillar. By doing so, the

gap of the liquid crystal injection inlet can be ensured, so that deviation of the

liquid injection time can be avoided. Therefore, the deterioration in display quality

caused by the foams generated due to insufficient liquid crystal injection or the

non-uniformity of the cell gap due to excessive injection can be avoided.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[FIG. 1]

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 2]

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view of a spacer formation portion in the liquid crystal

display apparatus.

[FIG. 3]

FIG. 3 is a plan view of a TFT substrate of the liquid crystal display

apparatus.

[FIG. 4]

FIG. 4 is a plan view of a CF substrate of the liquid crystal display

apparatus.

[FIG. 5]

FIG. 5 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 6]

FIG. 6 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the first
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embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 7]

FIG. 7 is a view showing an example 3 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 8]

FIG. 8 is a view showing an example 4 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 9]

FIG. 9 is a view showing an example 5 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 10]

FIG 10 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a positional relation between a light-shielding pattern of a mask

and a pixel is shown.

[FIG. 11]

FIG. 11 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present

invention, wherein after-formation spacer and protrusion patterns are shown.

[FIG. 12]

FIG. 12(a) is a cross sectional view taken along line B-B of FIG. 11, and FIG.

12(b) is a cross sectional view taken along line C-C of FIG. 11

.
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[FIG. 13]

FIG. 13 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a cross sectional view of a protrusion formation region is

shown.

[FIG. 14]

FIG. 14 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a cross sectional view of a spacer formation region is shown.

[FIG. 15]

FIG. 15 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a pattern exposure is shown in case of a resist used for an

exposure amount corresponding to a after-developing film thickness of 1.5 pm

which is 1 .2 times of a normal exposure amount.

[FIG. 16]

FIG. 16 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a schematic view of an exposure process is shown.

[FIG. 17]

FIG. 17 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a view of a protrusion formation pattern is shown.

[FIG. 18]

FIG. 18 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a
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liquid crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a schematic view of a protrusion formation region in an

exposure process is shown.

[FIG. 19]

FIG. 19 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a method of forming a protrusion by using a pattern made of

low transmittance material is shown.

[FIG. 20]

FIG. 20 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate of a

liquid crystal display apparatus according to a fourth embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a schematic view of an exposure process is shown.

[FIG. 21]

FIG. 21 is an enlarged view of a protrusion formation region of FIG. 20.

[FIG. 22]

FIG. 22 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 23]

FIG. 23 is a view showing a relation between a thickness of a color filter and

a height of a spacer.

[FIG. 24]

FIG. 24 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 25]

FIG. 25 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of manufacturing a CF
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substrate according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 26]

FIG. 26 is a view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate

according to a sixth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 27]

FIG. 27 is a schematic view showing an exposure process for a photoresist

to form a color filter.

[FIG. 28]

FIG. 28 is a view showing a general example of a black matrix formed by

stacking a color filter.

[FIG 29]

FIG. 29 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate according to a seventh embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 30]

FIG. 30 is a plan view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate.

[FIG. 31]

FIG. 31 is a view showing the seventh embodiment, wherein an edge of a

color filter defining an edge of a pixel portion is shown.

[FIG. 32]

FIG. 32 is a view showing the seventh embodiment, wherein a substrate on

which a UV absorbing film is formed is shown.

[FIG. 33]

FIG. 33 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing a CF

substrate of a liquid crystal display apparatus according to an eighth embodiment

of the present invention.
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[FIG. 34]

FIG. 34 is a plan view showing a method of manufacturing a CF substrate.

[FIG. 35]

FIG. 35 is a view showing an example 1 of the eighth embodiment, wherein

an edge of a color filter defining an edge of a pixel portion is shown.

[FIG. 36]

FIG. 36 is a view showing an example 2 of the eighth embodiment, wherein

an edge of a color filter defining an edge of a pixel portion is shown.

[FIG. 37]

FIG. 37 is a schematic plan view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a ninth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 38]

FIG. 38 is a cross sectional view taken along a position of a black matrix of

a liquid crystal display apparatus.

[FIG. 39]

FIG. 39 is a view showing a calculation result of change in a cell gap with

respect to a pressing weight.

[FIG 40]

FIG. 40 is a view showing an example 1 of the ninth embodiment, wherein

an edge of a color filter defining an edge of a pixel portion is shown.

[FIG. 41]

FIG. 41 is a view showing an example 2 of the ninth embodiment, wherein

an edge of a color filter defining an edge of a pixel portion is shown.

[FIG. 42]

FIG. 42 is a view showing a liquid crystal display apparatus having spacers
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constructed by forming a novolak resin film on a color filter.

[FIG. 43]

FIG. 43 is a view showing a pressing displacement curve of a spacer having

a structure of FIG. 42.

[FIG. 44]

FIG. 44 is view showing a calculation result of a displacement amount of a

resin spacer with respect to a pressing weight.

[FIG. 45]

FIG. 10 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a tenth embodiment.

[FIG. 46]

FIG. 46 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the tenth

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 47]

FIG. 47 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the tenth

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG 48]

FIG. 48 is a plan view of liquid crystal display apparatus according to an

eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 49]

FIG. 49 is a cross sectional view of the liquid crystal display apparatus.

[FIG. 50]

FIG. 50 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of manufacturing the
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CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the eleventh

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG.51]

FIG. 51 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the eleventh

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 52]

FIG. 52 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the twelfth

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 53]

FIG. 53 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of manufacturing the

CF substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according to the twelfth

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 54]

FIG. 54 is a plan view (a schematic view) of a CF substrate of a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to the twelfth embodiment of the present

invention.

[FIG. 55]

FIG. 55 is a view showing a weight displacement characteristic of a spacer.

[FIG. 56]

FIG. is a view showing a result of testing a high temperature overflow and a

low temperature forming depending on a change in a spacer distribution density.

[FIG. 57]

FIG. 13 is a view showing an example of a cell gap sustaining spacer of a
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liquid crystal display apparatus according to a thirteenth embodiment of the

present invention.

[FIG. 58]

FIG. 58 is a cross sectional view of a TFT substrate of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to a fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 59]

FIG. 59 is an enlarged view of a vicinity of a TFT formation portion.

[FIG. 60]

FIG. 60 is a cross sectional view showing an example 1 of a method of

manufacturing the TFT substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according

to the fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 61]

FIG. 61 is a cross sectional view showing an example 2 of a method of

manufacturing the TFT substrate of the liquid crystal display apparatus according

to the fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 62]

FIG. 62 is a view showing an modified example of the fourteenth

embodiment, wherein an insulating film under a pixel electrode of a blue pixel

portion is remained and insulating films under pixel electrodes of red and green

pixel portions.

[FIG. 63]

FIG. 63 is a view showing an example of the fourteenth embodiment,

wherein an insulating film is etched to expose a conductive film for a source of the

TFT.

[FIG. 64]
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FIG. 64 is a cross sectional view showing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a fifteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 65]

FIG. 65 is a cross sectional view showing a method of manufacturing a TFT

substrate of a liquid crystal display apparatus according to the fifteenth

embodiment.

[FIG. 66]

FIG. 66 is a plan view showing a before-injection state of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 67]

FIG. 67 is a cross sectional view taken along line D-D' of FIG. 66.

[FIG. 68]

FIG. 68 is a view showing an example 1 of a method of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 69]

FIG. 69 is a view showing an example 2 of a method of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 70]

FIG. 70 is a view showing an example 3 of a method of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 71]

FIG. 71 is a plan view showing an example 1 of a method of a liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 72]

FIG. 72 is a plan view showing an example 2 of a method of a liquid crystal
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display apparatus according to the sixteenth embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 73]

FIG. 73 is a cross sectional view (a schematic view) showing an example of

a conventional MVA liquid crystal display apparatus.

[FIG. 74]

FIG 74 is a cross sectional view (a schematic view) showing a voltage

applied state of the MVA liquid crystal display apparatus of FIG. 73.

[FIG. 75]

FIG 75 is a cross sectional view (a schematic view) showing another

example of a conventional MVA liquid crystal display apparatus.

[Reference Numerals]

10, 101, 210, 220, 230, 310, 321, 410, 510: TFT substrate

11, 21, 221, 231, 241, 261, 311, 421, 511, 521: glass substrate

12a, 312: gate bus line

13, 313: insulating film (gate insulating film)

14a: data bus line

15, 318, 331: insulating film (final protective film)

16a, 216, 236, 319, 516: pixel electrode

16b, 516a: slit (slit of pixel electrode)

17, 26, 217, 226, 237, 248: alignment film

18: TFT,

18a, 314, 316: silicon film

18b: source electrode

18c: drain electrode

20, 220, 240, 320, 420, 520: CF substrate
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22, 222, 242, 262, 342, 522: black matrix

23R, 23G, 23B, 102R, 102G, 102B, 223R, 223G, 223B, 243R, 243G, 243B, 263R,

263G, 263B, 323R, 323G, 323B, 343R, 343G, 343B, 423R, 423G, 423B, 523: color

filter

24, 103, 224, 245, 264, 324, 344, 424, 524: common electrode

25, 42, 102: resist

25a, 25c, 25d, 41a, 42a, 225a, 225b, 225, 251, 252, 265a, 425c, 425d: spacer

25b, 41b, 42b, 246a, 247a: protrusion

27, 28, 31,32, 33, 34: mask

29, 219, 259, 329, 529: liquid crystal

32a: opening portion

106: exposure stage

228: novolak resin film

225c, 225d, 246b, 247: resin film

265: resist film

318: insulating film

314: channel protective film

317: conductive film

401: display region

402: light shielding region

403: sealing member

404: liquid crystal injection hole

425b: cell gap adjusting spacer

425c, 425d: cell gap sustaining spacer

425a, 51 7: domain control protrusion
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40 *Bft*JH|-pB*Lfca, «««ia-rs
cttc&t)Bf£?z>o corns. x^-vB&mwtg;
&®&&mwt(onytmbm%%<DT\ u^x hmmw

COO I 3] Sfc. »*3S5Rtflf^6*c:feKoj;a
^C, X^—y-flgfigffl/^-XDe^Jt^T^ffiJgjSffl

'W-~y<om*&< SJtftfciRxh^-^^ftoT
u^xh caa) ^U7D-^Li:iaon, x
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[0 0 14] BBBSBBO*^-^;!/*

*S5M£B<Dl&&fcl:, ISOiy^Wy^hy*

fcfci^Ttt* BftSB©Xx-s;fr&©g|«fcfcJ:3*
7-7^;l/^X7 ^OffiBt

8
ntc J: 0I|(0x y $/©

ttBOTCftLT, Sa^A<DBH4:tt*.
[0 0 15] ±f20<t5(C, gS±<D±@
(2llX(i3li) 0*5-7-f/l/*ox«ys;ii:j;

D> B^BOXx-^)b^OEi*)fc(D»B*fiW'r5

*oxys;ta6rt^. L^L^e, Ufa©*?

x^^offtBrnA^u^-rt^.
[0 0 16] LfrU 2BBXtt3«B©*7-7-f;l/

RiR^nS(0T\ BfRSBcDxy^ffifi-rtub^L^
{§U ai3i±o»^i:J;0 lo<Dfi<DH*<D

X7^ 1 WOX7^tt»5i|&
tt. SK®*0Sffl075'y*^hy*X*\ OD (*
/f^*;l/f»f^) fi<D/h*i^5-7w;l/*©»

"fa*** *€^5-7^;b#i:lSfe;&7--
74)l$<0fflB. 3Uffi&ij7-74fr*tn&%7-
74fr*tcmatu*Qj&atr*chiffl*Li\ *

TSBsn*.
[0 0 17] Sft, SSfcLTUVRlRfi^j^S^T^

Mfc* lBgXtt2H§<D*7-7-<;I/**(c,

^RlRL^-ri^ft («0*lf % HALS (k>y-K7

( 7 ) KH2 0 0 1 -2 0 1 7 50
12

^>^hX^e^+F-^) *«toLTt±t\
[0 0 18] i 2(cEROKU^BBtt.
Siox^h *nj;9fe**tfffi^a20x^-
*#R*tstiTi30, aniri»«c*ii^TttSiox^—

»

10 T\ MEa«5«Brtfc»}a*^Lfc9> X^-
is £©HWBns c t icmmt* ^* ^70«so

[0019] aBftEA#fflin*ftteB^tt, g

[0 0 2 0] Sft, •b;l/^+y^*ft^-rsx^-'9-

A 7 * h l^X hK£ffiffl LTJgjffi-r£ d tfiVi

30 7*hUyxh«OJP«»B<U S2<0X^—
ti£r%rz*b<D7* h U^X h§i<QJP£if < f5 c £fc J:

[o o 2 i ] sfc, mssi^mfsa^mmom^^

t>\ *<om&m*i&ffc?%>rc&<o7* h i^^x vm&fe

T*£3o "T^t)^, mi 07^- hb^Xh^^fflLT
^effl*»«r*BJii, ia^tfig^x^-tj* (Biox

40 ST0 ^om. gffi<0±M£aBKB2<D7* M/yXh

7*hb^XhH*aLT, flfiO»»OB2<07*hU
^Xh«£Bfc£?-3o dtKCJ:^, BltD7^hUv?X

[0 0 2 2] $fc. ti
:7-7'()l$1k&f}tr%mc. K

*tfSi^X^-**»j«-r«ffi^cfe*v-7^;l/*«:
JgjfiL, K#tffit^x^--y-*jgjg-rsffl»k:tt*7-

50 7-f;I/**»J«Lft^T% Cft6<0PfllCf^*RttT*5
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So

[0023] *mm$.m2 \ ^m<D&&m*mmz,

x/d> (l/q 6 o- l/q- 20

tfft^k*TSk. JSStfBSiLfcktfc:, x^—

S^fr^Oliigk&So £ft, ffifitfiR*8Lfck£te

*tt (fftttt) *w«?n«.
[0 0 2 5] *R«W#6(0a^OllKOia«, ±e©

x/d>2x (i/q 60 - 1/q
*flgft*m 2 3 KcEMoKAS^ttBtt. MMh^ >*J

^TfSCFgffik. Ctl^OTFTg&kC Fg*gk<0

a* nfcftfi t iz ct d *ft$2nftsgs^wc
fci^T, METFTgfitt, SWgfik, SuIBSWStg

k, mamimtLitmzisftaft mm, ^y$?

tu B*W^fcJiffiaLfeB3lS«ffi4:*#U MBit

[0027] *mmc%>^Tte. mmmmtmmmmt

[0 0 2 8] B»«2 4 lcE«©«SXSKBfcl\
*ttk^^kOHfcftftrsi^BK0JP£*>\
HSI h 7^X * ©±0fi»fiSfflt «k H»<4oT^
S Q LOS^t, ±EkHI*0»*«W6ti* 0 £fc,

mmv&izfccrmm&mmomzzmmtzc tic*

tile* 9* Wx&mtffa±TZ>o

[0 0 2 9] »*«2 5 tEili<DSa*^H<08iit*

( 8 ) KPBB 2 0 0 1 - 2 0 1 7 5 0

14

10&ft9tC9. 8/n (N) flD^jta^fcttOSffi

ffi£ x k U ME-»©gfira©¥£HIH* d k U 6

OlCtctettSSuP^ffiSOffifi^q.o (g/cm 3 ),-
2 0rfcfcttSMBiKSOffl££q.,. (g/cm 5

)

e (i) st^-r^s^jRfc-rckSrifa^rso
[0 0 2 4]

) / (l/q.o) - (1)

( 1 ) 5££i8ft-f <fc 5tx^-9-OtfKXttffigS*R
10 fetzctlc&t). »S©B!lXttiR»fceH-rs^

T-£&i>cktf&So 2 orfcfcttsittaoffifiq 20 #
t££T^St§£fi. TE (2) tenftttS&mirt

[0 0 2 6]

io) / (l/q.o) - (2)

20 isw, isoiicaioiwi. Wh5v5;x«

So COX-y^>yfc €fc9B«S«±OlMi« (Si CO

fefcjfc&TS 2 Ottft|(XH:£2aittlBk& l <D&m

30 [0 0 3 0] CO«§fc, MB»«MkLT*2©IS
mmzm<B&u aMh7^x*(o±«cgHrrs»

hu^xsfrrssiostEk, B3Wta%frr**2

S l <0Sfit»ES2(DS«i:<0H*j:jSa€:ttALfeiK

ft*1r v yfiH*fflX^-U- k ^r^fS d k *1$ta kr
So

[003 1] 2ft«±0*7-7^;l/*«:a«LTr7

u»xojpsMe«micjp<ft9, sEBoHtn
y^) w»<4«o L<ofc^ aiaoaxfcR-rssFiB
3b^^SJ:5^4So Sft, 7*M/^Xh«:ffifflLT

50 «o^«ki^-vy^ffi»fflx^—9-*»dtL4i^k, S
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[0 0 3 2] ^ct\ WWfcfc^rtt* aaaAPfc
«P4l*-:£fcffi&*3fcft©x^---9- (*

0. ^ttAaoM^-^tcfS^^n^^T, sa&

*x«e*U $B00ftAP^ft£^cMe^fe. life

^;l/**MLTtt£Jg|«'r£lgi:. ituieBilgtfcD*

^-7^/kS?co±tc K>c>T v«jHffl3Se»*jgdt«fc

7-^;b*3b^*Stt(0±tcg 1 O^y^SJtfflX^-

»Oife«l*a2<0»fifcJR)»*-frT, MESKDgfiJ:
MSS2cDgffi^£&^ir&Xg^ SSieffiSaAP*
ft LTffiOS l <0S«£iiuf2?g 2 ©^fc<DfiSfc«a£
aA-r*ig*:/ Mid^Be0aAp^i*±-r^xgi:^

[0033] ccokdic, mgk&AntKzmftic *
ft, SftR0rWfetD^^-7^;l/^fD5^cD/>^:<

2feW±0*7-7w;l/^«ra«Lrtt«:JBfi)tL.

m^St&tm^itcm&t^ctic^o. aaaAposs

e»oitiint>isi»-et«o

[00 3 4] «a&AP©S#<JD8S 1 (D¥* y^ffijffl

X-*—9-<D*£ «S£ffifr&<o*S) S^ffittrt

**) J:HB<n<:WWSU>o cWcfctK ffi

ai£AP<oap#<o*ir y7#At < a o v ttao&ws

9-0***0 t*<LT«<k, UVfilftM®

B0WWfc«ft&Apcoff#<D£ 1 Rtf£2©fifflH
o** y < ft o, iS4/^4^»ict)fct)m

[003 5]

C«WO**OJB«1 fills *Wi«MlO»«tr3t^

9 ) WB82 0 0 1 -20 17 50
16

1 H 1 ti*SW<DS? 1 <D^ffi(D^fi

OttAS^ttKOWSH, H 2 ttH i: < *<DKMKSSH
g^X^-^ffMSP^ALT^ria, B3ttBli;<*
O^bS^HOT F TSS*^-r¥ffiE, H 4 (iHU
< jf©ffia*^BocF-s«*^ ,r3FffiHT-*So ft

fc\ HI, B2fcfc. H4O^91AT^-r«<0fii»cfetf

[0 0 3 6] **Sfi<D®8g(D»ag^S«tt. TFT1
«ioi:cF8S2o ^opatseEfRisaa c*#s!

10 jfta) 2 9*»ALft*fifi**LTW^. $fc, TFT
i ooTfis&tf c Fgffi2 oo±»c^^n-?n(i

tt, H*WitflBSta5-rsJ:5fc:EB*tiTt^ 0 T
FTg&lOte, ^XXtt^5Xf-y»§(DaiBB»»
»6ft«SIK (fells *fc W7XSRJ 1 1

C(D*7Xifti l ©±B«lfcJBjE;£ftfcBiR«ffi

1 6 a. tUHKl 3, 1 5&tfEARl 7*te±0«j«
^n^o -Tftb^, #5Xgffil lOTffifflJfctt. IM3

^-r*9tc, ®*W-h;U7^yi 2atf«I

2 atomic^ fnftl»§I^X7^>l 2bffi
a*nrv^ 0 cnw-h/U7^yi2aM»
B&SB^X^vi 2btt, i/7XlSl l (D±I»c
SlftStlfcfttHI (y-MftliR) 1 3fc«ffl«ftT^

5 (H24HRD o £<£>*&*i§i 1 3<0±{Cfc}:, T F T 1 8

OiSttili:655/ij3Vli 8 a^a«ftfcJBfi£*tiT

COS/U3>Hll 8 at*, 7W77X^»J3>

[0 0 3 7] i/iJ^ySl 8 attH^Lft^lBKRKCJ:
30 DHtoftTfctK ^OlftaiR^eitiaR*©^-^/^

X7^>14a, TFT18W-Xlil8bMK
u-ry®ii 8 c jw&Rstrc^*. f-^U7^y
Ha(i, y-MX7^>12ai:Ifttc5inc);
5fcEH;£*iT^So 2ai:

-r^/W^yi 4 afcteJ;9EBSnfcJgJB<Dffl«

[0 0 3 8] Ctl6©f-J/U7^yi4a, V—

X

mm i sjckoatotiT^o ^lt, c^wi
40 5 0±tCti N I TOfr£ftSBJK«Sl 6a^

1 1 Ofoifctm^o COB^mii 16ali,

i 8 b htswtcgi^nn^o
[0 0 3 9] B^m® 1 6 attt. @3(C^"T^if^
ttO-jfiaW»fc»t>TXy y h 1 6 b^JB^tlTl/^

^/c, «5xifii l <0±«^ffik:ttSiiEiRi« l

7tf*««nT*9, ^OSiSKfRlMl 7tci:0B^m
ffi 1 6 a0£ffi*<9fctrCV£ o -75", C Fg|g2 0

tt, *7Xlfi2 1 fc, #5XSfi2 1 OTffittfcJBjR

50 *tlfc7'5'y^vb»J^X2 2, ^7^7-<W2 3
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R, 2 3G, 2 3B, n€>ll2 4, X^-*2 5

So t%t>*>, H2fcaVr<fc9fc. tfyX&foZ \<DT

m±.iat. ^da (cr) (ommfrbftzr^vt-rb
U^X2 2tfJg$£*lT^So C(0777^Vh^X
2 2li, 0 4fCarf£^ TFTSffi2 0Oy-hA
X7^f>l 2 a, x-^X^-fy 14 a. MfBSM^
x^vi 2bMTFTi 8*woBmcBf$.znT
t^S 0

[0 0 4 0] #5Xg&2 1 <DTm&lC&. *
(R) , m (G) &tffr (B) ^7-7^^2 3

R, 2 3G. 2 3 BtfJg$£ftT^3o cn^7-
7-</l/£2 3R, 2 3G, 2 3 BteT F TSS 1 0«
mmm 1 6 a tc#|p]i-3ffig£gag£tu 1 -o<ommm
mi 6 alc^ mX&UVJj^-ysOlZZ 3 R. 2 3

G. 2 3 B^9^0t/^-rn*MO^WjSLT(/^o
[0 0 4 i] y^^^vhu^X2 2ia^7-7^r;i/
22 3 R, 2 3G, 2 3B<OT»-&> !T0M«
3^>Mg2 4tfj£f££nT^S 0 ncozi^ym
@2 4 0T»cte, ^;l/^-y711gffl<DX^-^2 5

a £ h**-(ymm(D%&®2 5 b htf®j£2tlT^
So 3§jg£l$2 5 bli. 04 £^£9 tee/Wattle
J£$2nT*5>K X^—^2 5 atcty-h^X^^>l
2 a tf-^X7^>l 4 a£tf£M-r£GtM<D3£$

tCgEM£tlT^S 0 X^2 5aO^ (n^WI

£>)flM2ttT^So £fc, ^eg|52 5 b€>iS2 (n^e

£<fc3fc, X^—9-2 5 a tffl-ttfl\C&*)fflmz1&f&

2tlS 0 **5. H4fcfe^T, -MiTFTlgl
(XDSBKBffil 6 alC^tt^nfcX'Jy h 1 6 b<Dft§

tfJg$2tlT:fctK X-<—9-2 5 aR£>l£jggj5 2 5 b<D

[0 0 4 2] *^fiSO^C^3^T(±> C FSS2 OH
<D^g£2 5 btt&l. 5/imO^££J&££ftT:fc

X-<—9-2 5 ati&4. 0/im<Dig£tCjgj£;**lT

VS C fit, Hnc^*rcJ:9^, X-^—9"2 5a<D5fc

T F TSffi 1 0 (cgteb, -tr;t/*-v y

StJg^^nfcX^—9-2 5atC«fcDTFT®Kl0fiB
oiifRm^ i6ai:CFlffi20MoweyWM 2 it
<Dmmz-fetcmftvzz<DT\ mmmmi e at^

•**«fflLfc«Stt, X^-^Ofi&Ttf^TH^X

10 ) 1#B82 001-201750
18

[0 0 4 3] M^Sfcs *^S6(OJB^(C4ol>T«, T F

TSS 1 OffljtDIiiftfUi 1 6 a fcKttfcftfcX'J *y h 1

6b tC FS«2 Ofil*cR»&nfcggE8B2 5 b

C FSffi 2 OMfcStt fetlfeX^—9-2 5 a iC<fc?)

b^+y^-SfcJHt^"*. £<£>X^—9*2 5a(i

[0 0 4 4] fcTF> S 1 OHSSO^cO?gB
BeS^MO

C**. S-f, 05 (a) lof^^c. a«S«2 1

<o-i5(om mx-teim idmmc r ^dw jm*

jbjsu *o±icy#5'3-*5R<o*5;a!7* h u^x h

<D««fc<D*C rK*«-ro CftfccfctK Crl^
[0 0 4 5] *fc, S«2 1 ©±IH£ffifcffi}^<DKR

^riSSUT, H5 (b) ^^TJ:5tc s *feB3Rfflfciff^

5 /imOife*7-7-{;l/?2 3 R^fig-T
So ^fc, g«2 io±«^ffifcS5)£ttofiR»»#-r

ycO^feU^Xh^r^U B^Ktf^ftXffl^ttL

T, 85 (c) ^*r<fc-5tCx »fea«fflfc:IP^tftt

30 1. 5 \im(Om&^—7>r;l/£2 3G£flM-rSo
[0 0 4 6] g«2 1 ©±M£ffifcS5Jfcte©«S

^rSSLT, 06 (a) \zmt^r>\^ WfeB^gBfcff**

5/imO«e*'7-7-</l/^2 3B*}gfi8-r

So H6 (b) ^-TJ:5(c, S^2 10±It
ifikllTOSiao. 1 5 ^m(DiP^^^LT, 3^e>

[0047] Mz. me (c) tc^-ri:^^. Xtfyn
-hffitcJ:*), 3^>1I2 4<D±*«:#^Sfi!)fett/#

40 77^^Xh2 5£8J4. O^m^lP^^^Lfc
ft, -/U^-^-TSo ^tC, H7 (a) ©«SHt:s-r

•7X^2 7^LT, l^Xh2 5£yo*5/^7^

^So 07 (a) 'C^^T, US;xh2 5*<D«
Wttt«*Snft»»*3St-. Sft. H7 (a)

Tti. 7*77^Vh^X2 2M^7-7^;^2 3

R, 23G, 2 3BO0/Tn**I81T^5o
50 [0 0 4 8] 07 (b) ©*SSHt?^"r<fc9fc.
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X"*—mim*myt?z>*mvx>7 2 8 lt,

BJfc«tt. US^X h 2 5 <DBftSB# 08i£JB$gP) tf.

T\ BAP 2. 2%<DTMAH (x h ^^;U7>^E-

X^—9-2 5 aRtf^fiSB2 5 btfBREAMS *l*o

Sffi2 i**y-y*-»y>icxtiT, 200

l^XhfflBitfttfbLT, 08 (b) fc^-fJcdlC x
9-2 5 afttf3§e»2 5 bOffrKtfSTSffcrSo

*Xh^-*ftOC Fgffi2 0OBfBi*BI9-fc^'r.

[0 0 4 9] *<Dft, g*S2 1 0±«£ififc:EfilR2 6

(H2#B9) «BfigU COg5fR]M2 6(cj:0n^>^
ffi2 4 % X^C—9-2 5 aRtf3SeSP2 5bOSffi*ffl

xssi i±tcy-h^x^-r> 1 2aRtfs«sa^
x^^yi 2b£jBj£u ?<D±icmwm w-btm
so i 3*»#r*. i&auKi 3±k, tft

^/U7^yi4a, TFT180V-Xlil8b
StfFb^lll 8c^Mt§ (02, 03#

[0 0 5 0] #^T\ tf^Xgffi l l <0±ffl|£iBfc:*ft8

s (mmmm) 1 5£jb«u ^±ti to^
zmmw&i 6 a*«js-rs. L^hi bikssi 6

a tcti, 0 3 ICTjkTX o S^^lf^ROMUclifioTX 9

•y m 6 b*»flrr« Q g& 1 1 <d±m£s&k.

EIrIKi 7£Jgj«U d<OElfil)ll 7tc£91!fKmil
6a<DSffi«:a-5 0 Cftfc:£9> T F TS« 1 0#7cf£

[00 5 1] C<D<fc?£LTJBjSLfcTFT®Kl OR
tfCF«R2 0*. 01, mzitCTfcf&O^ E^Hl
7, 2 6^**ftfciB*«SfcJ«i«*% X-<—9*2

t^o fit, TFTStRr0XttCFS*E2 0O*4

U d<DS/-;l/t*fc<fcOTFTSI6l 0fcCFSffi20
fc£S^-r*o *<Df& TFTgffil 0kCFg&20

[00 5 2] *ISS60JBffiT*tt, H7fcS-r<fc3fc. 7
* h b^X h 2 5 «:B3tRtfli«MaaLTX^—9" 2 5

aSMtSO^ X^—9-2 5 a®ttt»&-Tfo

11 ) #^2 0 0 1 -2 0 1 7 50
20

>y y*-^fc:aiJt-r£ cl t & t

•9" 2 5 a * 9 £>S& 2 1 «£}&E:£nT^S©T%
ymmz 4 ^s««s i 6 a fc©HH#*#<, &is^

[0053] wk. xmrnommtis^Tits 2W&<0
10 "7X^2 7, 2 8£ffifllU 1/^X1-2 5*2©BJt-r

fcctlcj;^ 5X^—9-2 5 a fc3§E8P2

5bk^i5i^ffM*r^<oT% mmxm&cDmhutf®m

^-^2 5 aRtf3§e8B2 5 bOjefiRfc^^fflU^X h

£ffl^6i§^£. Bttx*;^- (BJfc«FH) (c«f§
Ur^XbS«^OR«0*3g^>^fc:-r5fctt(i:,

setoffs l^o t=fc, :/y^-*ss£±tf/c?K

[0 0 5 4] Mtc. ±EO«|'ettX^—9-2 5 aM^
g^2 5 b«rJBflfr«fci60*J»kLTy#7y^|RU

X^—9-2 5 aRtf?gfiffl2 5bO#8i:LT, 7^9

30 [0 0 5 5] M(cSfc, ±E<D«lTHiC FSffi2 Ofifc

X^—9-2 5 aRtf^e«2 5 b^JBfigr^^COV^
TRWUfc^ TFTSfi«fcX^—9-Rt;^gSP«:JB
SELTfeJ:^ CF§«2 0iR[|(Dr3qE>m

«2 4«cxy hxtt*e*«*r«.

«ct)iv^TKWrSo ftfe, *2<o^SSojB«^Si
«i©JBffii:a45jS«. CF162 0OX^—9-2 5 a

Rtf3Se»2 5bOJg«»ffi«<B4*ci:te:«9,

[o o 5 6] 0 1 0-0 1 A\,*mz<o'm.<D&m<om&

m^m<oc F«goH3t*tt*^fHT?*s. 0 1 o

ti-^x^(os^^-v tmm tQQMgi&tt*mr*
*t)> m 1 1 fcHR«*OX^-*2 5 a&tf£i£02 5

bO/^->^T0. 012 (a) C±X^—9-2 5 a

OJBfiggp (01 lOB-Bl) {C«»t«BfiBH, 01 2

(b) ti^g[52 5 bOffMSP (01 IOC-CIS) tc

feWS»fffiHT**o 013^01 1 (DC — CIS

OffiST-fiiiSffi^-rWrffiH, 0 1 4 f*0 1 1 OB -
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1 2~~m \ 4ioo^t, m \ (onmmmtm-mm

[0 0 5 7] £1\ 013, 01 4 tC^-T<l:-5(C % |gl

VMJ*X22* *7-7^W2 3R, 23G, 23
BM3t>ii2 4^ML/c{|, xtryn-hifec
cto> 3*y«ff2 40±t*s;sy#5y*5K^x
h2 5*«4. OjimOBSlcBflJU ^U^—*"T

So

[0 0 5 8]:»C, l/>?Xh2 5^P^>^f-f-B
ccm 010 (a)

-vmwt>w-y mm^$-» 3 1 b^«a«n
T^*VX*3 l*ffiffl-TSo C^vx^3 lfctt, «f

£fafctt£RGB0 3BB£lo©J£ffifcU «*rRltc

lt*3#ffl»01i*««©9 "6, 2 #tft#0BlRB«fc

3 1 aWWtSftTfclK H0Ol*tt»OWS8t
(01 0«c58fi^-r»») tc»$3S»ffl

3W6/^-y3 1 atfRtt&hT^4l\, Sfc* x^-
*ffljtee^*->3 1 bfi, 3BJR«C100a*7», x

[0 0 5 9] £f\ 010 (a), 013 (a), 01
4 (a) tc^fcfc^lc, 7X^3 l*ffi«Sti6LT. 1

f«a«osfta<oi/3 7?B7t-rso 013, 014
+o«»w-mu 'Bft*nfe«»*^LTi^*. 425. a

[0 0 6 0] *«C, 01 0 (b) , 01 3 (b) , 01
4 (b) fcaVj\fc3fc* m^O^loJ (01 0 (b)

^HlT^-r^fpJ) t^X^3 1 ^3BIR»-f i§

«OBJHlOl/3T2Ha©BiK*ff5. c<oi§£\

X^—9-JBjSSPttl>-ftlfevx* 3 1 (Oil^^-y 3

1 btc**)-my62tiT^Zo MK> HI 0 (c) , HI
3 (c) , 01 4 (c) \C7jk?£5lZ, m^O^fpj (0

1 0 (c) +*c*Blt^-r*ifli) 1:7x^3 l«3BB
tfffcLT. B1»OB)HiOI/3T3HOB**ff
5 0 x^—9-jBdca5tti^-rnfe^x^3 1

e»*»«-rs»»fctt, t^t*nfea«oB3Woi/
3*WHSftS.
[006 1] U^X h 2 5 fc^«jaa*j»r

01/3<WfcBT-B3fc£*U X^—9-*JBjjEfSB«fcl:

BftSftT^ft^OT* 012 (a) , (b) fc^i

LT, #5Xgffi2 l<9±fc, a^*<S45X^—9-2
5 aRtf^jgSP2 5 b^^CffM-r^C^^T^So
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iRiK^jBa-ra. cm:<fco> cf«E2o*%w

[0 0 6 2] *Hflfi*DJBffi«CfeU^Tt±, B 1 <DmM<DB
•4:HB0»»tf»6n*©lf:in*.T, X^2 5a
&tf3se»2 5 b***r*fcfto^x*tf 1 tfc-crt?

fcv^ffljStf**. 4*5, ±E<D0Wi* BS#4. 0

10 #B»<DB)fc»<D 1/3 fc4«Uyxh*ffl^fc*ftte

O^TBfflB Lfctf, ^tf«#©BJfcfi<D 1 / 2 T'Sitt

aoR*^ 1 . U^X h OH^tt. 0 1 5

ic^-T cfc 3 fc, 2 *ffi#<DBfRB«03 5 1 mffi^OB
mmmcttfc?%mmc^®&m<DW6^$ :-y 3

1 aaWttttStvcteD, {K&OBBBKki^-rdBV
t«4*fc/<*-Vtf»»6*iTl^4l^vx**«ffl ,

rtl

tfilV *LT, lHBOBjfofcffofcft, VX*£3
B*##»*tfT2lslB©Btt£fi :t\ *<£>&Si««UI

20 SU^XFOWtttJStT. «ffl«vx*i:B*H»

[0063] (B 3 0£tt<OJB£) CIT, #?§W<DB 3

BA^Bl OXttO«B2:B4djK». CFBB2 0<DX

*-V2 5 aRX&ae»2 5 bO?BS*ffi3b'S4SC

^fflO««ttS*«fcBlOSafi(0Jgffifc|p|

[0 0 6 4] 0 1 6-0 1 8(±B3 0|Sfl^®fg<D}SS

«5»BOCFfflKoBifi*jS6**-raKB"e**. 0
30 1 6ttB^lSfc*>ttS«5S«BfffiB, 0 l 7ti^ESB

iBfiRffl^^-yoTBH, 01 8ttBjeEBfc»«*

6, 01 8(c4ol>Ttt, Sffi2 l±fC*«Stift^5y
*7h«;»X22, 23G, 2

[0 0 6 5] B 1 Oiafi<0jeBfcHtt*CLT^

Xlfi2 1±l:7*7y^hU^22, *7-74>l
£2 3R, 23G, 2 3B&D^>*i2 4£fBfi£L

fctt, Xt!>n-hStcJ:t). 3^^112 4©±t*
40 ^W#77^k>*Xh2 5^4. O^mOiP^tC
b*u ^y^-*-r*. **c, u^xh2 5*yu*
v^xy-Ht^T^^ cum 016^1-^-5
fc, x^-*«ffiffli:«jB»fl»l:"«t2ai* G8)tt

fi) #S4*B*/<#->*»f5vx*3 2*ttfli'r

*T4b^, vx^3 2^c«, JfcfcKtfl 0 0%ii^
TSX^—9-«fi8ffl/^->f:, ^1/2-1/1 0
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«¥»SOH»ffl[ttTO/h*4BBP»3 2atf*»

[0 0 6 6] C(0<tH^^3 2^fflLTk>*Xh
2 5*««uy& 3g««si*Jtrfc.

"e&U^X h 2 5*<B3teSnT^4t^fc«>. U5>X htf

0Btt*ck9fe'>4t*BftMT*B3fc*nT^£0T\ s
«2 i±fcU^xhtt»*too, x^-*HB*«J;9
fcU^Xh2 50JS£tt/J>£<4£o

[0 0 6 7] C<DJ;9lcLT. 1 @OBJtRtfll«jaffi

KcfcD, S2#S4£X^---9-2 5afc3§e«2 5bi:

2 1 <D±m±Wlc&famZ&&?Zo CtlfcJ; 9 C Fg

fl6<ojg»^i^aioaswf^nsofcin^T, x^-+j-

2 5 aRtf^fi8P2 5 b£»J«f5fci&<DSttIgRtf

[0068] 4fc\ ±8ao^asojB^-e«^ffl»«ffl

LTBSPgS3 2 a^-TS/^-y^ffiffl-r
2><DT\ mimicft-DtclsiSXh GSBffi2 5b) <D3t

ffitlHIiOiA^USC^A^enSo L*PL4#6, Si

tt&fc^fifc-f*#X h^-*X@HtO«Wc J: 0 b^X h

tf&ft CJ7P-) LT*ffi#4£&jM:45o CtUc
<fct). ?Seffl2 5b<D«ffiO[!3i0ifc:fiH-r5ffl[a»?O

[0 0 6 9] Sfc, jje^ato«STamRS««
LT««4MaS3 2a*tr&/^->*

ffifflLfc*^ 01 9^-r<fc9«C> VX^3 3<D±X&

emim'**->3 3a*Mu ^jb«sp<db^s

T, i $ : 3 6 5 nm) S»$s*2 5%lcziy h

[0 0 7 0] COmStt, WT©<£-51CLTVX^3 3

•9-fflitJt/^*-V3 3 b£J&£U-cVX£3 3<Dg@

LTx ^se»jB«ffl^*"->#wt6nfcTx^*flffl

LTffi}fctt7* U;HBlB%B3ttLT3!SBa}BfiKffl/^-

>*fi¥-r^ 0 ZV'lk, Wt, SfflffittWXh'*-**:

jiarf3c£tcJ:^ ^-*8iSffl;V->3 3bR
tf^ieffl©filcffl/^-> 3 3a fcfrTfcvX* 3 3 £Jg

^c-T^o C<Q<fc?fc:LT, #*«l*l 0 0%i&fc"tSX

^-*JB*ffl/^->3 3bk, itK£fi¥#2 5%<D
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U^Xh*>6aS^iE»JBJ«ffl/^->3 3afc*ftt
§VX^3 3eMt§Ct^^So
[0 0 7 1] CCTO, JSBd5*«ffl^#-V3 3 a CO

ico^rnffln. B4<o«aw>^flitfiBio«

fflS<01B!KfcB4Sj£tt* C FSS2 0OX^-D"2 5 a

10 &tf2Sjggf52 5 b©«J«36ftt**B4*Ci:fc*!K

[0 0 7 2] 120, 02 Hi, « 4 O^jSfiOJBffiO*

e
BaS^ggcOCFgte^3g^}£^-r0T^i)o 0 2

0ttB)tlSfc^nt5SS:«»fffiH. H2 lttH15<*
0^fi»*fiEffliS<Da;*HTfeSo 4*5* H2 0, H2
licto^T, ^xs«2 i±ic»««nfe^y*v
h'^722, *7-7^W23R,.23G, 23B
BLtf3*r>ttl52 4O0^#i6LTV^o

20 [0 0 7 3] 31 1 O^jSSOJB^kl^atfcLT^
XSffi2 i±(cy77^hU^X2 2, ^^-7<r;l/

£2 3R, 2 3G. 2 3 BRff3^ey«ffi2 4£fgj£L
fc», XtfVa-h 3^1S2 4 0±JC*
^ffly#7^^*uyxh 2 5£j§4. 0jim<DJP2tC

D*^7V-Bft£fr9o VX^3 4tCli, ifgtf 1 0

/im<D^ai5^ffl/^-y3 4at ^2 0-3 5

fim^-U-»J«ffl^*->3 4 bfctffittSJrC^

30 [0 0 7 4] HSrftfc: «fc t)0 0

CtUCcfcS, «fiofflv^fflJBfigffl/^->3 4b«I

Wilal«f3efc:J:938}W»ta<B**n*fe«>,

»©B**<*BJW«fc!)fe»<4S. cftlcttLTX^

3 4 a«T«4. 3BBfiRe«ffl/<*-

y3 4afclt'<T^tt3W**^ftft, BffWOBVflVI^

£</\> ttoT, ^^->3 4 a<0«»T*«3H»»<OMJS

*<*B)fc»»«t t) tf<45t,<DO, *£>fi8T-tt*B3fc

40 sp»tHi;ff$fc4So fi^T, a«*m^»fca

[0075] tott. m 1 0jas©)&f6fcHaHc#x h

<oaS«r»SCi:A^tS©*cioilT, X^—
i^*»^*fcibOB)tiaRtfS«ia* l B*£tf

[0076] 4*5, ^sewo»*atf(ati, U^X h 2

50 SOMIP, 3Se»»l«ffl/^-V3 4* ?U*i/^
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S 0

[0077] (g 5 (ommmm) wt, s

1 <0*«O»»fc»ft*jStt, CFgffi<DX^-

[ 0 0 7 8 ] B 2 2 ti$ 5®OT®jm0]KM5&B

J«8Wu* 3fe<D;*7 5-7^;l/£2 3 B, 2 3R. 2 3G
*3flt<:WIU ^<D± (B2 2T?ttTffl) ic-tr;!/**

<y7Plgffl<DX^-^4 1 a^LTt^o £fc, *
*ite»g»fc*^T(i, Wfe*^-7^;l/* 23B«
fe/j^-7-<;l^ 2 3 R ££«Jf LTT^y *v h y *
XfcLTWo Sfc, C<D<fc5fc, #^-7^;l/£2 3

B, 2 3 R^SI LT77 7 ^v h »J ^ X^Jgfi!ct§

C

ZIC&L C riO«Il^(fX7f>yiIWg
»ii«FPa€:SI6TSc:i:A<T#So Sfc, X^

—9"JBJ««fe:*i, ^75-7^;l/^2 3 B, 2 3R, 2 3

G*3J1K«BLTVS<0T\ 1 <DiS2£ffi

So

[0 0 7 9] 7J^—7-r;I/£ 2 3 R, 2 3 G, 2

X^—9-JBjKSi50ffiatt/J^ < . £fc*^-7Y;l/**:

3R, 2 3G, 2 3B0JS***n«Tl. 5/imi:

U ggfi»<DS£*l. Wt-^
[0 0 8 01 M, x^-1t»jS«Wc;&7-7*/l/*£

wrsiwcw:* «wstf*as-r*s7foBic, ±tm&
0^211. 3n

a

(Dumswmit \s< y ywjis
U 2/I@<D#^--7^;l/£<DJS£te lJfg<D&7 0

^»<*oTLl9o fit, X^-tM 1 atffc^fct

S^ -fe;l/^yytt*5-7-f;l/>08WIP*fcA9

-7 r**W***. 2BiStf3

tfK^esifc <fc oeai^&T y y < *rs

[00 8 1] B2 3(*«ilciJISiS(c*tt§3li7"7
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^/l/2<DJS2£*:Ds KffitX^-tr (rtv-7^/1/*

com^O) OiSSfcfcoT, H#<DK<£*^LfcB-Cfc

So fib. AHltt»*5-7-f;l/^OJP^^?5fiSB<DSE

2#IrIWI£\ tt^«<D3S£tf2. 0^0^
4 pm£ i

r&feftfc:U* &*7-7>r;U*0H*««fc:
^Sff$Rtf3@fiWOift**t^nt3/4mfc-rS4&
Stf*5o fc£U §geSBOS5*tf-b;l/4i:^*y7

,

<D3 0

%ttTX« 5 0 %tt±fc&£ fc* SaspoffiT^ny h

10 7XhOfiT*JB<o"C(Dfcft, ^eSPOiS^tt, 1.

2-2. o fimt-rsetoffs l<. ^"rsi:*^
-7*a>*ojr*wc*
[0 0 8 2] -Rfc, *5-7*;l/*<0tt»fc4*BS

r, *5—7-f/i/#©jp**3 fimfiLk^-rsctian

*WTtt4v\ ^?7-7^;^^i:LT,
KOct 7 *c¥ffltt3Wit^»«*ffiffl'r5 <i t t>%* ?>n

- yytttx? yxetfaesiJcft 9 > 3jE»oiata

fc* <E(c*v-7-<;l/**»<»JSELfcfcLT^ x^
—y-sww^ysffi*: t f TSfiflomniBiitfBA

[0 0 8 3] *^fiSO^THi, B9a?OS0<. *v-7
Y;^23R, 2 3G, 2 3 B<D«HSP»0±*CX^-
-9-4 1 afcl&fiU C<0X^—9-4 1 aTWt'y^
*a6T*tSOT\ *7-7-f;l/>2 3R, 23G, 2

30 3B<DJP£*3pmttTfcLTt>* +M-t^fy7
tUfirt-SCfctfT* So ttT, 02 4. B2 5&4M9
LT. *^O»BOCF«R4 0C0H3i*i£«CO^T

[0 0 8 4] S*T\ 124 (a) ^7^X

g&2 io±icflS«lMSft»ft*^yo*feu^xh%

« (TFTlttM-b;U7^>tf-^U7^
yi:A^i|-rsffl»H:J*JS-rs««D RZf&-?-? (ffl

40 B**>*^-*» OJBdc««0±(c, P^^l. 5

Mm(0Wfe7J^-7w;l/^2 3B (ffftU^Xh)

fiEt"S 0

[0 0 8 5] ^(C. 02 4 (b) t^"TJ:7t. ^X

«B«. 7*7^vh^ x^—
«©±fc, PS*»1. 5/im^fe^7-7^;^
2 3R m&Uz/Xh) Z&f&tZo *IC, B2 4

(c) KtJ:^c, *77lfi2 l©±(c«3tttK»

50 ^^y^fel/^h^MU cou^hii
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[0 0 8 6] B2 4 (d) £jjVT <}; ? #^X
WE2 l©±dl^ffifc, IT 0*810.

^5y*vhu»x»ia««-ett2fio*5-7-f

**afaTi^ 0 c<0*§£\ fi£gg|3 (#-7-7^;l/#tf

-«<DSS») 7?tt*7-7-r;l/*<DS5«l. 5/imT*

2JIB. 3JIB©*5-7>r;U*©Ji;*ti:c:ti

<0«JIft<DiS£ (ii*»o*^-7-r;l/**iBfr60*
5) till. 1 /imTfeSo

[0 0 8 7] ^C, A7XU62 l<D±ftl£ffifc,

Syt:77^l/^Xh^2. 5 MmO^jpT^X^^n

gftLfdlL R««:fT5o cttlcfc!)* @2 5£arr<i;

*)l¥*y'?m&mX'*-V4 1 aRtfF^^V

Wix^—9-»dt««r**?i2. o/xm. ^smm&ws.
T*#J2. 3|imi:^o
[0 0 8 8] &fc. t-7y»^2 2 0tt-lW
gg^xh^-^-rSo x^-

yxh^U7D-U s KVtfttl. 5|im,

1 Ojimfcfc!), 8rloyn77^Mie>n§o *^

[0 0 8 9] ±E©«lT*ttX71 ^/«3tK:<fc!?X
^—9*4 1 aRtf^fiSM 1 beMLTW^ ifiS

Sft^

^

p * i/ 3 yj£HTBftf3 C £ *> RT

«T**5. Sfc. ±EO09T-fcL X^—9-»JSfflfc3fe

o*7-7-<;i/*t»atMbfe^ cinfcK^-rs

t©T«&<, x^-tM»^7-7^;l/^«
tt, l»3M4 2HT*>«kt^o

[00 90] (S 6 OlaSOJBfg) fiCF, 6

i osafiojBsifcsasjStt. c fs«2 oox
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[ o o 9 1 ] h 2 6 im 6 o^ftojBffioisa^sa

(a) (C^r<tatC #7Xfflfi2 10±*CCrH*jK
tfU ICrK/^y^U, 77y*7h«*

7"7-c;l/^2 3B, 2 3R, Z 3 G%M9ffil$,?2><,

10 C<0£$, X^—^Jg/£i^07^y^vHJ^X2 2<D

±iai, *7-7'T;^2 3B, 23R, 2 3G^ft

[0 0 9 2] ^<0Vk. 1 <D±«£ffifc, I TO^
^^3tyli2 4Wt5o ^LT, c^^y

h 4 2*S3tLfc

^ftJlLS^foT. 13 2 6 (b) tC^Tcfc^tC. X
20 -<-V 4 2a Rtf^SSP 42b 3o

[00 9 3] #(C, 2 2 0 TC<DiSfi-e 1 B#H3gfi#X h

^-^l-^o 3Sfi8P4 2 bO(BW*l^-e, #Xh^-
^^^c J; ct b^ 'J 7n- IT, i26
(c) fc^-TJ^te* ^figP4 2 bOig£tfX^-+M
2 a COj;5iaT,
5X^—9-4 2 a WSfigM 2 b t^m^B&t^C

[0094] ±fao^fifio»ffi-ett, fvvw
30 HJ*X2 2tfC rK3b^4S«^to^TKWLfc

ckfeTM. Sfc. JJBOWett, X^<—WBSEapt
iJ7-7^rW2 3B, 23R, 2 3 G* 3Bfc:fifcfc

ctik:Bis
,r5t>o"etta<. x-^-if*wio*7

TS«ffl|tD®^affi^OffiSt3bVJ^<^0, JSIWAtf

40 [00 9 5] (» 7 O^ffi^Jg^) fcTF> 7

*v h C r ^O^S^^Hfe^ggtc J: 0JB

[0 0 9 6] ^J^-7^;b^cDJBfiE^Si:LT

so it. %k&&. wmimm* mm&Rifmmmmzo
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&ti$^*t^t^?!K£.tf&z> 0 mM&T*&, mm

fifcoT, mm&. J >\s$<DB®35ifct

[oo97] mm&mx+&s mn^^Lt^yt b u

fctt, 77y^vMJ^x©JB$£RGB<7)&#7--7 10

<y )1£<d&j$.£v£5\- 4®<oy*Y*)v7^yjxg£

=JX hOjJOB8i:4oTt^Co
[0 0 9 8] ^CT% RGB£03fe^0^^-7^;l/^cD

3 ^'>& < £ 1

2

&<D*)7-y* *ata^3b-dry

& <DKSftfc£gSlT^7-7^;l/^(0X7 S*Dffi« 20

[0 0 9 9] 027te, ^7-7^Wt^7tFU
V7» v <DmKxm*7r;-?mjKm-£i!>% 0 com 2 7 icm

mxmfoi 0 i<D±icmnzimLtcy*
b Vi/X h 1 0 2 ifilOl %«3ta<DXT-
~>*1 0 6O±tKBLT. 3r^O/^->*W6tl
/cVX^^ltfTO (UV) 8%tt<0
Xt-v7

1 0 6fc&> ifilOl ^Sli^^fc&cT)
?L**(D»<D8I (WT> Tiij 106atf
Hfr64vtV5o ftKfrSfflaSftTSffi 1 0 1 30

snsokijtu iSi o 6 aTtt^i&^riqifcSW^ti

3* C*lfc:«fctK 1106 aOjfi&Ogft&^ftU
1 0 6 aOWl/^X h'^-VlcE^S

0 6 a<DBft%X7—iSmt^omft, tiLW&#)m<D'*

t\<rm%x\ #fi#7-7 -< jizxizfc&jj^-y

*

;i>

tt, ^feO^iWfe (B) 7^;l/?^at*t<, » 40

fe (G) 7^;l/^<D0DfflttfSfe (R) 7^/l/*O0D

G) o Sfc. *5-7w;l/*«r«BLfc«^tt.
IMOlfefO 3 fe<9* 5-7 ^ ;l/££iWf L fcif£<D

0Dffi#Sfc*£<, &fC> ^fe&tfWfe©2fe<0#7
-7^ L/cl^ODf^f < , *
fea^sfeo 2 feo^5-7^ tizzms Ltcm-etoo

D<Itf;*;£< N ff&StfSfe<0 2fe<DA^-7-<;l/*«:

7-f;l/**«BLfc«^O0DMi:igi;*^tiJ:?)t)/h 50

30

£^ (RGB>RB>RG>BG) . Tffi* 1 tC, -»
«4ai81!*7-7^;U**2«W±tc8lliLfei:*fl[)

ODfi&tf2ijg¥*:5Vfo

[0 10 0]

[in

ODtS aft*

R+G 1. 3 5. OSS

G+B 1- 1 7. 92K

B+R 2. 1 0. 8%

R-hG + B 2. 5 o. ax

[0 10 1] 02 8tt, #7-7^;b££?»Jf LT<g$

3 0 C0«k3fc, *7Xlii o i±(cSfe^5-7>r
l o 2BSMU ^3Rfe*7-7^;i/^ l o 2

R«Bj*U ^tSBfe*7-7>r;l'^ i 0 2 G«Bj8

7-r;l/* i 0 2ROX7>?T*i*ID> fSSB^SBOxy
vte«&*5-7-fWl/£ 1 0 2 B^Xy^T-ft^O, 8
fe®*ffi©xy 7-</l/* 1 0 2 BOX7

[0 10 2] Wfe£v-7^;U£ 1 0 2 B£:g& 1 0 1

f— 5>1 0 6O?il 0 6 a<D^#£frfe*7-7>f;l/£
1 0 2 B^SttSo 02 8lc^tm^yrsmmXH^ if

&&7—7-r;l/£ l o 2 B©xy$;te«k 9

feii^gptcxT^-^w^-r^o c<d«3\ wfe*5
—7-f 1 0 2 B £^fe#5-7^;l/£ 1 0 2 R fc©

a^i*©0 DfiO«5^»ft*7-7^;l/* 1 0 2 B t
®.&J]"?-y

j

1 0 2G^O^*OODMJ;D^

%>o «fea«fflr*(i. 2iao*6*7-7-rWi o

2 RtcJ:0®^Ox^>?^i6Tl/>^OT\ X-f-^tt

[0103] ae*^6, xr->'i O6oaa5ffia*x

i&S±, Xr-v7
1 0 6 tcr» l 0 6 a ^r^±(c^: < ^

c

[0 10 4] ^2 9{im7O^Jg(OJB^(O^0Ba^g^
o c f ss^^ii^^^^-rBfsiM, ^ 3 o an u < *
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T\ ngfiHffcgBj k^5) 2itfftfeH*aJk&5

[0 1 0 5] S-f, 02 9 (a) , 03 0 (a) fcSVT

<fc3fc, *7Xifil 0 l±fc»&ffi»*^frLfc7*
hl/^Xh^i. 5 fimOJPSIcKtU B^StflH
MS^rSSLT, fffeS^SP (B) i:*(DHH, *feB
*» (R) <DJ^K, SfiB^SP (G) OHH, Rtfv-
*«J«6P <D±tc«fe*"7-7wvl/* l 0 2

B*j&f£?%o flU 03 0 (a) tC^-TctatC, Sfe
BUSB (G) 0«ffl^6-^(DeHfc:*i1tfe*^-7-f

**10 2BtigaLftV\
[0 10 6] 02 9 (b) , 03 0 (b) (CaVT

<fc3fc* #77lfil 0 l±fc*fegiS£^|Lfc7*
hb^Xhfc&l. 5pm<DJP*fcJfcf&U SftKtfSi

«jas*a6Lr, ^feij^ (r) k^oi^H, Wfeij

*» (B) <DSHRtfSfeBfK6B (G) 0±fc:^&#^
-7-r;l/£ 1 0 2 R£JgjR*r* 0 02 9

(b) tc^t^fc, SfeH^gU (G) <DJBHT?tt, #
6*^-7* 1 0 2 R^ffi*7-7^;W 1 0 2

B <fc D fcrtffl9fc:{fcBfS J: 3 tc1-^ 0

[0 10 7] 3tfC, 02 9 (c) , 03 0 (c) ICtk?

<fc-5£. «7Xifil 0 l±fc*8feffift£^*fLfc7*

•fflWSttLT, tifeS^SP (G) k^<0HHO±fc«
fe^7-7^;l/^l0 2GWfi!(n o cttfcfclK 0
2 9 (c) fc^TJ^fcSfeBfRSB (G) OHiT'tt*
7-7^rWl0 2B, 102R. 12 0G#3Hfc:«
*tu «fea«» (b) RtfgSfeaxffl (r) <oj^a

eti*7-7-fWl0 2B f 1 0 2R^2ltii$

[0 10 8] #^T\ 02 9 .(d) fcjK-r<fc 5 fcSffi l

o \<D±m±mc i To^e»453tyigi o 3£j$
0. 1 5 nm<Dmztc&mt% 0 %rc, emcj&KT*

-tf»BjfcLfc«K Sfil 0 I ©±ffll±ffi«cE|pjK (0

[0 1 0 9] C0,fciteLTJft«LfcCF*Efc. T F

3 ucKt&oic, m&mm® (r) ©x-yswmB
<D#fe*^-7^/l/£ 1 0 2 BOX7^T'ftJSt©
<o, *&bxs (b) <Dx^r>'soifiiigj cg) o
l7^Vftlt2lg«&*7-7-{;^ 1 0 2R
Oxy^t^OttSSo *feB*ffi (B) Oxy^tt,

( 17 ) ^2 00 1 -2 0 1 7 5 0
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1ffe*^-7^;l/£ 1 0 2 B^Jiaa-rSIBfcHg^tlT

LSSfcft* *6*7-7^;Wl0 2RO/^-xy

H^gp (G) oxyyii, ft&fiy^yjjij? 1 0 2 r

*fe7-r/l/£ 1 0 2 R tWt&y jfr* 1 o 2 G

k<oaoa*ooDffiAVh*<, %&mm» (r) oxy
^*ttftri^s i lo»fi*7"-7-r;i/> 1 o 2 b k

10 [oil o] *JWO»»«cJ:ntf, *5-7-f;l/**
^LT7^y^vHJ^X£JgjK?^©T% Crl^

So Sft, **»©»lfifc«fcfttf, a*oxys;*sta&

f-yicI^oTtXr-iyWfilL/:, &»4S

[0 l 1 1] 443, ±E<Mte»OWiT?tt*6*5-7
20 1 0 2 B, iSfe*^-^^;!/* 1 0 2 R,

5-7 i o 2 G 0)11*^*5-7 Y;U**»iKb
fctf* ±I2OJ:9tc3fec0!ii^gPC>9^2felX±(D®^

aoxyi/^2^s<Di77-7>r;i/^ox-yy-ei*i6s
J^fc-rtuf. *^-7^;l/*OJBfi)clB?tt±EoJi«

T*4<fct>Ja\,

[oii2] jfc, ^nrnvmrnT'it. m^msiam

TKWLfc^ ctifc:J;»)*«WOiaffll|iEffl^fiigEiRi

30 feJ^±0^^-7^;l/^^ra^LT7r'7^^x'hU^X

rsc
[0 113] *SaSOJB«Ttt8« 1 0 1 kLT

V) 0®lR^^ift^W«M»Ofi^S« 1 0 1 kLTffl

iiioi *ji5a-r«3ttfsfi i o i r*«s^

^fc, 03 2{c^TJ:9tC, 3f7Xifil 0 10±tC7
40 ^ U ;U^(D<fc 9 tcSS 1 0 1 tCik^TSS^aSRlR

n*»<P64*UV!RlRill 0 1 a^JBfigLTt, |W|

[0 1 14] (S8<DSaiSOJBI6) H3 3tt*«WOS

^fK®0. 0 3 4 BR i; < ^(0 C F SSoilig^ii^
^*r¥ffi0T*feSo (SU H3 4«c^T, KJSti*fe

"T\ 03 3 (a) , 03 4 (a) fc^*J;5fc, ^X
ifilOl ±*cSfeS»*$^TLfc7* h U^h^fi

50 1. 5 nmVmZlcmfiL, S3tRtf3Hftffla*jKL
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Tn m&mm& (o t^ss, isaiaMB (R) <d

HH, RtfWfeBBISSP (B) ©SBO±t86*7-7
1 0 2G«:JBjSe-rs o fflU 03 4 (a) fcSVT

<t3fc, fSfeBfRffi (R) <D8«*^-^OKH^tt|i
fe*7^-7-f;U£ l 0 2 G*»j*bftl\
[0 115] 133 3 (b) . 03 4 (b) ICtx?

<fc5fc^XSfil 0 1 ©±fc*e^8*r#*fLfc7*

xsr (b) ©sHRtf»fta«a5 co <D±(c^fe#^
-74)12 1 0 2 R«B)jft-£o CO^tC, 03 4

(b) tsvrj;?^ «&BiRa (b)

[0 116] 03 3 (c) B 03 4 (c) fcasf

<fc-5tc^xSfii o i<D±fc»fe«fc*$*L;fc7*

«wi*sslt, (b) t^omm. mem
*» (G) OHBftffitcftBM (R) <D±fcfffe*5

-74 A/9 1 0 2 B*JB«1-«. C<D«^fc x 03 4

(c) icmtxoic m&mm^ (g) <D««fr5-£

[oii7] miv*mwB*tmkici*Tit
^Xg& 1 0 1 <D±SB±ffifc I TOfr&tt£=H&:/BS

«BSLfcl& tf^xgffii 0 l <D±ftl£ffifc:Ei6j|»;&

CFfififc, 9JffllOBjfiLfcTFT8t6*:£Jg«U

[0 1 18] **ft<DJB»T*ti. 03 5«c^-rj:3fc,

gfeli^gP (G) Ox*y^#2Jfg<D*fe£v^7^;l/
£10 2 ROXyy-pftS D> tSfelijRffi (R) <QX*y

SW2«B<D»fi*7-7-r/l/* 1 0 2 BOX-yyfl*
WfeS^SP (B) <D3Lyz/tfimE<Dm&%7-

74 A/2 \ 0 2GOxyi^«o CW^C, life

H^gP (G) Rtf*fe®^SP'(R) "ett2SBO*^~
7 ;t/£<DX >y Ste J; 0 HJKSPOXy ^ftSiOT,

& 0 Sfc, »feBlSSPT*ttlHBOiafe*^-7-f;l/*
1 0 2GfcJ:0SJlMB©xys;«<*S4tf, £7<0Htt
©JgBTiS'CfcJ:^ Sife7^;l/£ l 0 2G«67
4fr2\0 2 B t<Dmm&<DODm&'\^^<DT\ Xr

[0 119] 4*. M&t>5>-74)l'2RXfm&J3 :7-
74>izo#ftt%zisV7stwcuv%m&zttn
m%-ii, hals (ny^-KT^y^^hx^tr^

<D$m<DBmT*i£^rc& ?^ ski o 1 ^ltz^j

18 ) ftH-2 001-201750
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. [0 1 2 0] Sfc. ±EO*«IO»8B"e*±S&*7-7
4)12, ft&Jl^~7 4 )\s2mf^&ti"7-7 4 )\s$<D

mtC*7-7 4)]/**&l&Lrcti\ *6*7-7^M
fc»&*7-7-r;l/*©JBj«ieS:AtiS^Tt<fct\ S

h u *x«cfi#*ns o'D»wt«wffi< Tt
«a*^BTtt. II»x7^i3 5(D (i) T*

9 £7? -y *v F U *XfcR**n*0 D«tftt|»W
V^bW^ITI^ 1*^X7^3 5 0 (ii)

[0 12 1] 03 6tcS-r<t5^
g|J<Dx-yi;ffl$T«fe*7-7-r;l/^ 1 0 2 B*iSlfttl

tcoi^TBiWrSo SSSiR«Brttcil\;£*ifc«g

"T&o W*tf, MS«^B*»S*^-2 0
,

C(D3H«

ffi-TSh, »&<D{**ti\ ±0. 1 nmOtAff+y?

[0 12 2] X^-it^tt^^^^O^litC^T

ssb rt£«istf£s£-r* 0 2^ -is

[0 12 3] — «fiS^8B<OSBfiXS(iH3l,^T,

^E*tffl]iraS*i£fc. X^— tcO

i/^^M^n^i:, t

f

imm&<ommmmt c f

[0 12 4] tCT?, **ft<0JBffiT*«4, SS^fttCi:

S«^6B*««"r*. H3 7ttS90llttOKU»
50 gBOC FgffitD^ffia H3 8ttHi:<t0^5y*
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VHJ£X2 2 2tcieofcffiB*c*3^S»rffi0T**So

03 7(ilJ3^T, MI?^il^X^2 2

5 a. OEPtiiS^A^fil^X^—9*2 2 5 b<D{SB*SL

. [0 12 5] **j6£<0^!SOffiB
B
a^g§ti, T FTS

K2 10t CFS1fi2 2 0 i:, cnt>OTFTlfi2
1 ORtf C FS1S2 2 0OPflfci*A£nfciftS2 1 9 £

£<fcD«J«;£tVtV£o TFTS^2 1 Oli. WT<D<fc

5fc«*«tlTV^«c "r*t>%, «7Xlfi2 1 1<D±

R (HS^-f) fcftLT. I T0*^*SiSlR«a2 1

'63we«*tir^*. *5xiiS2 i io±«itc

ttElft»2 1 7tf*«*tVC60, C©ElRlM2 1

«fct>®fR«ffi2 1 6 0gffi*<Bfc>ftT^£o

[0 12 6]-*. CFS«2 2 0tt. WT<0<fc-5fc:«

7^hU^2 2 2 rfcfc^&SSKSSSfc:

ttJSUTRG BCDTJ^—7*r;l/£2 2 3 R. 2 2 3G.
22 3B#»J«*ftT^*« Sfe, *7-7^W2 2

3R. 2 2 3G, 2 2 3BOTtC(i. IT0^&ft5zi
*V^®2 2 4tf«l8StlT^*. Jt>tfi2 2 40
Tftlfctt, »fli*^*SX^—9-2 25a, 2 2 5 b «
M^tlTt^o Ctl^X^2 2 5 a, 2 2 5 b

tt, TFTSS2 1 Offloy-b/U^^fcf-*^

SfSWai^X^—9-2 2 5 at. ig£)Wg^X^-
^2 2 5 b fctfssicEB^tiTi^. Etc. mm2 2

1 ©Tffi«t ttEfiiM 226 /we**nr* k> , c <dib

ftjR 2 2 6 IC <fc t> nqeym® 2 2 4 RtfX'*-* 2 2 5

a, 2 2 5b<Dgffijbm>nT^£o
[0 12 7] it^OJKftSa^BT-tt. B3 StCTnt

«fiO«tt"P, X^—9" 2 2 5 a ©jfefiSSKfrtf

TFTg«2 1 OfcftttU X^—9-2 2 5 bOJfeiSSS

iWTFTStE2 1 OfrSHtlT^*. COWS, X
^-^2 2 5 aOig£ (a^evffl®2 2 4<0^ffi^6O

*M Jim* X^—9*2 2 5 bOi^2 (3tVtS
2 2 4 0«BBA^6'0»*) #3. 8 fimT**.
[0 12 8] BIT, iaSSftRt/E*tcBifin^J:SX^

Dtfil^tt, X^—9-2 2 5 afcEEttffifitffrfr

£ Q ffiffifir«*VJx$^^^(i, x-^- 9-2 2 5 atc<9^

X^C—9"2 2 5 bfcttmtffrfr&&
V\ S£oT. X^—9-2 2 5 aO#*»tt»fc»eU
E*l0S{fcfc:»f&r£o X^2 2 5aO

BE*fcJtr*X^- ;9-2 2 5 aOSJBttHBttrSc

19 ) «fB8 2001-201750
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[0 12 9] »*«a5»Blc»5WSK:**ftE*^ftiit

ftO. X^—9*2 2 5 afcfctf.TX'*-9"2 2 5 b feT

ftss2 i otce«4t§o -cntio. aa««x^-
"9-2 2 5 aRtf 2 2 5 bfc#»£n*<E>T\ X^- 9"2

2 5a. 2 2 5 b Ojfifi©£®tfffi±SttSo

[0 1 3 0] H3 9(i, WmicE.ffifim (MK) Z£

(4/im) <DX^—9-^3®^tc 1O0SJ-&

TRH-StiT^SiBS- (ffifi= l/3fc*E) Sb

(4/im) <DX^—9*tf 2 4fiXft: 1 O<0flJ^

-eKttSnTt***^ 1/2 4 h*HB)

&tfiS£#4 /zm<OX^---9-#2 4H«tC 1 OtOfJ^
Htt5ttT43*K *^KSA<3. 8

BlRfc: 10<D8J^T*Rtt6nTV^S^(7)W (SBS- 1

/2 4 + l/3£SE) ^ITl^o C<DH39frS
20 fe^Scfca^ ?B*= 1/2 4+ l/3©«^tt. BEtg

MMtf 1 SB^TOSEfflT*ttffifi= 1/2 4 |i0

[0 13 1] tXT. *^»O*ffi<0»a^3SBOSBfi
X&lC-D^TmW?§o B4 0, B4 Hi, *^SSOJg

*^»o £f\ 0 4 0 (a) JC^J:^^. fi?7sW&2
30 2 1 0±H^ffiJC Crl^O. 1 5 \i mOJP^fclJgjS

^LT, 777^Vhy^2 2 2*J&f$,?Z>o

[0 13 2] B4 0 (b) ic^tkoic *r^x

SS2 2 1 CD±«±ffifc:»eK8*»»Lfc7^U^

*9»*U BJttRlfS»XS*«T. HfiBMOR&Cf
*<D^KeD7^y£-vHJ^X2 2 2^±tcff& (B)

^5-"7>r;l/^2 2 3 B£0j£-r£o 04 0

(c) #^XgJ£2 2 l<D±«l^ffitcfS

40 mm*#%iisrc7*v>i$ki>*/xh (^i7^H/

^X2 2 2tO±(C#6 (R) ^^-7^;U^2 2 3 R^r

[0 13 3] B4 0 (d) tC^cfc9(C, 7JVX
W&2 2 1 (0±«^ffi«cS&«8%i«kLfc7^y7l/S
U^Xh (*3JS7*hk>'Xh) ^Xt!yn-h}4tc
ckOBWU BJtaWBBX8*«T, SfeH^SBStf
^O^HO^^^^h9^X2 2 2<D±(CJgfe (G)

50 ^7-7^W2 2 3G So 0 4 1
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2 \<o±m±mic i T0frt>%z>^ymm2 24^
0. 15 /im<DJI£k:JBJ£U ccozi^ymmz 2Aiz

£*)i]^-74)\/2 2 2 3 R, 2 2 3 G. 2 2 3 BOS

[0 13 4] 04 1 (b) K*Vf<fcv£. 7,\Ly

^-hfttci:t)^vXgS2 2 lO±£7*U;l/&*;tf

S7* h b>>x h%SBtru B)ttRffSflo:S*«T.

4 /x m<DX^—9" 2 2 5 a ZBf£?Z>o B 4 1

(b) THi, X^—9-2 2 5 atf3i*l: 1 OOSJ^T*

2 4B*fclO(OW^-«Bj«LTtJ:^. fiU X^-

[0 13 5] 04 1 (c) <£ 5 Xt?y

myth b^X h U Bftftlfll«a:8£«

T\ ig£tf#]3. 8 }im<DX^—^2 2 5 a£jg$1"

§ 0 i4 1 (c) Ttt, X^-^2 2 5 b^3®^C2

LtcZolc^ 3Mmiz 1 OOWd-pJgaLTfeJ:^ fi

U 7^-* 2 2 5 btt, TFTSWilO^-h^X^

t'feot, *TO, X-*-^2 2 5 a^M?ntl/>^
t^ffiBfcJBdt-rSo C^i^ X<^-+r2 2 5 atX^
-U-2 2 5bfc*Hi;WRteJ:0|gj«LTtJ:^U X
^-•9-2 2 5 a*Ejmm&tmm&^ *
fttt*<**l/^) MMcfcDJ&XU X^—9*2 2 5 b£

fc. X^-+^2 2 5 a(0^fi^X^2 2 5 b<9

[0 13 6] ^Oft, £ffifc#y-r£Ffr&4*ElRlK

«&EU *OElSl«fc:J:9 3^>«a2 2 4acf^
2 2 5 a, 2 2 5 bOiI^I5o dtUC<£D. C

FlTO«t5o T F Tiffin, MfcfcfSKO

*»OJB«l:H*k:«*'r*cii:tf7?*5 (01-03
*B) o -rat)*, #5*8*2 i i±tc&mmit&itL

f t (om'&m ttti/vu >mmi$.t%<,
[0137] $ffiicimm&mf$,tz>o *<dsk

57^j£lc<J:!V^---y^LT> f-^U^X
v-x«s&tf fu^c #<^t\

2 1 l ©±H£BfcttBK*#tfU *<0ife«R±te I

U H3RB&2 1 6«BlSf*• ^BfclBfiR

2 1 7 ctucio. TFTS«*^ar

20 ) fflH2 0 0 1 -2 0 1 7 5 0
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[0 13 8] C©«fc3fcLT»J0cLfcC Fg«2 2 0fc

TFT1S2 1 Oi:*aS0^^ R#OIBfc»ft2 2

9 ewe* 9* 4^0»BOffiJUK^tt
B#£#t*. 4*5. ±IBO«lTtt, X^- 9*2 2 5

a, 2 2 5 bO#»i:LT7^'J;l/»B*fiEfflLfc«^

fcO^TRWLfc**. X^-+J"2 25a, 225b <0S

B« S/U*3RBB, x**^3RBBXtty#5-y*BB

tfBfcBH-rsB&i. *^XS«2 2 i±«W3Wt
«BK«BJSLfc», 8S*aBttt«BH*7* H/s;x

[0 13 9] ±EOMT«4X^—9-2 2 5 a, 2

2 5 bfcvvftifcC F®K«tJB«-r*«^K:o^TK
WLfct>\ T F TSfiffllfcX^—9-2 2 5 a, 2 2 5 b

«BdcLTfc<fc<, X<S— 9-2 2 5 a, 2 2 5 bWf

20 jfcSS^BfcOl^TKllHUfctf, Cftlc<fc9#IPiC>

l/\> *SKJ!tiU STN (Super Twisted Nematic ) SS&

MVA (Multi Vartical Alignment) WM
SSiSSB&tfl PS (In-Panel Switching) SIRS*

SBSfcigffl-ra c £ 1 So

[0 14 0] WT, X^—9"<0»jg4^^a^OV^T
#»LfcBSfcou>TRWr5o 124 2fc;jVf<fc5fc:#

K^^S3fe<7)*7-7^;l/^2 2 3 R, 2 2

30 3G, 2 2 3 B. I T 0fre>433^E>ffll2 2 4 . R
tfy3j-:9y*»BK2 2 _8tf8W£ttT4*X^—9^C
»LT, E«Sfi*«!l^

;rsi:H4 3fc^-TJ:3k4

T% X^—9-±gPOM«« 5 0 0 ^ m ' T*fe

^77^h'J ^X(i3feO^^-7^;l/^2 2 3

R, 2 2 3G, 2 2 3 B*«ILTMLT^So
[0 14 1] COj:54©^i§^ l^I^5 0m
NgST'ttSffifcXxU ^X^VJ^in^ LT«S/^*7l/

OEEt«5B«i:>frsaEBB*«-J|-rafc, B4 4<DiiM

40 o-b;i/rtE*o. 7M^l/ci^ x^—9-(c«iim

«BT0. 3SCEBBO*Mtf**r?T^*. ^SPS^
tf2 5W-Z5t X&2 5T^6 6 01C«cBffct

»0. 1 /xm^4So O$0, flfB*VJx*i%««BSE

ffiTtt. EEBSSfi^O. 3«ETOSEtt**iC>«c±0.

<, ±IBOX^-^T*{i0 4 4<t0X^—9*Offift3bM

/6 (6BBlciOOW^) «Tfc«je(0±B*SJH*
50 ftSo
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[0 14 2] JgfS^t^Mff UcfttZMfc*

tf<fct\, dtitcfct), X^-tfffifi©TlfitfSJE2*u

±£4£ 0

[0 14 3] cftEftU
<D(*«*5%»'>*-dT«ja*IB* ,

r*ftae)t*: i x^-

Itm&LTttZtctblOr^ x^—ttoffifi* 1/6 (6

[0 14 4] CLtfrS, X^-ittCtt, flO/J^^f

OX'*-**:, *S#3. 7ym, ffiS*M/60S2
OX^-U-fc«JBj«Lfci:#CDg(ft^ 04 4fC THybr

idj X^to Z<D£?lZ, X"S—

9

i

<D.«Ji§fc:£ o TEEHf

timtfi 0- 1 «ES T?tt«fttf** < , 1 «EEJK±<DSf

[0 14 5] (Hi OOSIi&DJBIg) tH4 5

hi o<D%m<DBM<Dmikm*mwm&mv&% 0 4
S, *^»<0}gffi*^9<D^fifiOJB»fcSft5ja«4X^

fc£9©£ft©»JtfcHttTfcS<D"e, i45ttv
T, H3 8knHllfctt|q|-lW*<tLT*0»Hi*
MB****.
[0 14 6] 2T5XSS2 2 1 ©TffiflJfctiT^y

hy»X2 2 2tf$fft£tlT43D,

2 2 2 ©BSPffi, -rftto-6#a*»«fc:»j£ LT R G B

^7-7-cM2 2 3 R t 2 2 3 G, 2 23 B6<»J*
«nt^5, £fc, ^7-7^W2 23R, 22 3

g, 2 2 3 BtfTFiai. i T0fr&4&=H&vtt(i2 2

4;WftSS*tnV3 0 n^e>a@2 2 4 0TWtctt,

112 2 5 c, 2 2 5 d*^4S2H«ifi(DX^—9*2

2 5#JB/«StUV3o «!2 2 5 c. 2 2 5 d fcfc,

Stta#fflEfcg4SttSfr54* 0 «*tf* ttBK2
2 5cttttttnE»9lgRflWf' (Mttstfth*^) 7*
U/I/«iB*P649. ®fii§l2 2 5 dl*JttmflEtt^*<

fc, X^-'F2 2 5tt, T F Tg$2 1 OffiS^-hM

21 ) ^2 0 0 1 -20 1 7 50
40

ntt^o t©H4 5Ttt, X^—9-2 2 5 1 KiRfc

[0 14 7] Sffi2 2 1 OTiGfllfcUEAK2 2

6tf«**tlTfe»). C(^)|gfp3^2 2 6tcJ:0 3^y^
&2 2 4RtfX^—F2 2 50Sffitfgfc>*lTl>£ 0 X
^-*2 2 505ia«MWTFTWS2 1 Ofcjg&fcb

Tx TFTS«2 1 0fcCFfi«2 2 0£OP4O-tr/l/4£
'

X^—*2 2 5tf, 5Ptt/j^/J^t%ffl88«2 2 5 cM
tt**t*t^W8gK2 2 5 di:<0 2a«ji^64So

EISCs:»A«lt«W/J^t^tttiK:«l|gK2 2 5

*#4E«j£*#siiBi«n*i:, mmm2 2 5 d«
WT*4<»i§K2 2 5 cfcfe^^ai4P$n5o LfrL
4tf&. «W2 2 5dtt*ttft*Vh*l^)r. ESSit>

ififc»f«ajBa«^4v\ cn*c<kt). 5i«4is*t

20 £ 0 coRTefc, «90^0£fl^ntt0%Sft<fl&

[0148]i46, ^4 7tt*l61iS<0®ffiO»a«^

SIOC FSfi2 2 OOBBSStt^-rBfffiHTfeSo
S-f, 04 6 (a) feSfJ:?^ #5XSfi2 2 1<0

litffifcCrH^O. 1 5/im<OJP2(;:JBfi£u :7*

y77^h"J^X2 2 2*jg*r«.
[0 14 9] 04 6 (b) (carriole, #^X
Ste 2 2 1 ©±ffl^ffifc«fefifi)g:»»Lfc7*y;l/S

30 L/^Xh (**I7*M/^XF) «rXfcTV3-hffi*j:

*0H1077 7.*V h 'J 2 2 2 0±lctfi (B)

A5-7y;1/^2 2 3B£Jgf£"f3 0 04 6

(c) fcgWJcifc, i37Xlffi2 2 10±14I«

v^Xb) *XkT>3-hffifc<fc0a«U BJERlfiS»

^>X2 2 2<D±JC*fe (R) ^J^-7^;l/^2 2 3 R£

40 [0 15 0] 04 6 (d) ^-TJ:5(c. ^x
S«2 2 1 <0±«±ffilcSe«»*»»Lfc7^U;b*

*<DHH075y*VhU^X2 2 2<D±lC|gfe (G)

^7-7^l/^2 23GW^o^ 04 7

(a) Kl^r^kls X^^y^ffi(c<fc9. #9XSIS2
2 KO±ffl]^®iCl T0^64*3t>«a2 2 4*»
0. 1 5|trnOlStMU COM>ll2 2 41?

^J7-7^W2 2 3R, 2 2 3G, 2 2 3 B<DSS£
50 I^o
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[0 15 1] &lC, 04 7 (b) tC*Vt<fc9tC XkT>

3-b»tJ;5 5j7XSffi2 2 10±fc7*U

T, if£2tf£}2. 0 /imO<tfJg|R2 2 5 ciStfWS.
04 7 (b) Ttt, H«§Si2 2 5 ctfli3K(c l O<0ffl

OOfiJ£T^LT*><U\> ffiU $flMJi2 2 5 c fct

T F TIfiloy- h^X7^f>i:f-^/U7^>i:

[0 15 2] 04 7 (c) <fc5fc, XfcTV

n-hS(c<tO^XSfi2 2 l ©±Mfc7*y;l/3R*

T. g}J!§§t 2 2 5 c 0±fc»* AHfil 2 . 0 /x mOftflSK

22 5d*»*r*. Ctl£J:D, BBB2 2 5 c. 2

2 5 d08WM3B^6ft«^*-^2 5 StfJBfiSc^ft

§o coi&g\ mmm2 2 5 d»ttagK2 2 5 ctctt^

TWrttttf^tl^rafr&fcSo $J]gji2 2 5

c, 2 2 5 dOW^ttRtf*aEK2 2 5 c. 2 2 5 d

OS^atf^—9-2 2 5 B#*ft*tfc

[0 15 3] ^0&. *7Xiffi2 2 1 <D±«l£ffi£#

y^5Ffr6ft*ElSB*ra«U *©EftKfcJ:93
:&y»S2 2 4StfX^—9-2 2 5€)gffi«:H5o Cft

i2 2 5 c, 2 2 5 d^-rtltCFSfiffl|*CJBfig-rs

^&tC*3V>T^Lfc^ ®fli§| 225c, 2 2 5 d £
TFTl«llcMLTtJ:<, W2 2 5 c, 22
5 d<D-J*C FgffiflJfcJgjSU «K*T F Till

[0154] (Sll O^fiSO^ffi) B 4 8 li*3SH<D

Si 1 ©Sa6©JB»0»aS^B (MVASBflm^
KB) <0¥iia H4 9ttHC<*0«agg^BO(f
ffiBT**S 0 *»KIOSB

aa^gl{i s T F Tm
&2 3 0£, CFS&2 4 0*:, Cft£<Dg&2 3 0,

2 4 0HfcitA;£ftfcffi6EfiS!S»2 5 9

[0 15 5] TFTBK2 3 0tt, f& 1 <Dm&(Djmt.

BBlc**StiTV^ (0 1 #BD o Tftto-S.

ig2 3 i<?)±(cti, y-h^x5^> (H^-f) x

(Ba^rf) RtfTFT (BR**) WBrtSftT*
0, *n60±fctt«MW (HS«f) fc^LTI TO
fr&4SHf!MIB2 3 6 3b^jac#nrv>So cOillM
B2 3 6tctt % Sl<D^tt<DJBffifcH««CXUy h (0

SHrt") iWRttStlT^*. Sfc, *7Xlffi2 3 lO
±BfcttEiaB-2 3 7iWg**tlTl30, COEfp]§t2

3 7KcJ:9HlR«82 3 6^B#Bt>n?V3.
[0 15 6]-*. CF^2 4 0tt* filT©«fc3fc:«

i^nn^o -r*t>-6, *7xsg2 4 loiffifffc

tt. 75*y£vMJ*X2 4 2OTBj«*tiT^*. CO

22 ) «fBB2 0O"1 -2 0 1 7 5 0
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75v*Vhy*X2 4.2tt, TFTStR2 3 0ffll©y

162 4 lOTffintltt, 777^vh^X2 4 2OH
-Tftto-BftHJlSBWfcSl&LTRGBO/i^-^

^W 2 4 3 R, 2 4 3 G. 2 4 3 BtflElftftrC^

So H4 9fcaVf«fc3fc,

^VhU^X2 4 2fcTfllfc\ ^37-7^W243
R, 2 4 3 G, 2 4 3 B#*tl*ftl3Bfc8IB*nT^

10 So

[0 15 7] ^7-7^;l/^24 3R, 243
G, 243BOT«fctt, K^-OBSWflK5SE»2 4 6

fc, y-F/^x^-ryhx-^^x^y^^M-rs
3BSRfc 1 OOfJ^T-BBgK2 4 6 bsWft»

f)tiTi^c cogfS§§|2 4 6 bti, ^TSJ:5(c N

^ESP2 4 6 a i:ra-Ob^XHR^&|5imcJBfie*tl

[0 15 8] SfcSfc, y-h^X^Vfcx-^X
20 7>fVfc*^«^fctt. *ft^tlBBB2 4 7tf

ffM£*lT^So 0 4 8 £5^X^—9-2 5 1 7^
*y^vhU^X2 4 20T*KBB^nfcA5-7^;I/
£2 4 3 R, 2 4 3 G, 2 4 3 B t. BUB 2 4 b £1st

BB2 4 7fcfc<fcD«fK;*ft5o £fc, 04 8lC*rfX^2 5 2tt, ^y^VhU^X2 4 20T**CS
I^n/:A7-7^;^2 4 3R, 2 4 3 G, 243B
fc, $8h8£2 4 7 tlC&Offi&ZtlZo

[0 15 9] #5Xg«2 4 1 OTffifiltC4ElRlH2 4

8jWg]£2tlT:fcv. COS2fRlM2 4 StCct^n^eym

30 112 4 5. ^ESP2 4 6 aRtfX^—9-2 5 1. 2 5 2

tt. «SO«B^ X-<-^2 5 1 Oft*£gP#tf T F T

g&2 3 OfcftftfcLTfcD, X^-^2 5 2 O^Stf*
ttTF TS«2 3 0fr6£tlTbS5«

[0 16 0] *H«<0«fitfel^Tfe. 2

®S<DX^—9" 251, 2 5 2 tc<fc 9 -trt^-v *y

e>ns 0 ^so, B5 i&xmmmmvm&wmB

40 [0 16 1] Sr. 05 0 (a) tC^<t7^. ^X
mm 4 1 o±tc{sswc ri^o. 1 5 tim<om-zic

eRffa«xs*«Tu^xh*/^--vyu co
u^xh^vx^^brc rmz^yf-yrirzctic
cfct>77'v*vM>*x2 4 2*»jarr*. *ob, ! u

[0 16 2] 05 0 (b) ^*T<fc9^ #7X
S«2 4 1 O±«±BIC*ft<0»SiMttBUS;Xh*X

50 tf>n-hffi^J:0^U UXAXmnoMSZ.
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»fe (B) *^-7*<;l/* 2 4 3 B*»j«-r*p

05 0 (c) tC^-TJ:^fC x ^5^S«2 4 1<0±«±

—^©fiEg&lC, B£*<1. (R) #v~7
-f;W2 4 3R*Mt«. fiU X^-+hJgf£gPT*

tt, "*5-7-<;l/* 2 4 3 R<&JSStte:ttJ:9t>S<4

[0 16 3] *IC % 05 0 (d) (C^cfc^fC,

<D*lfe (G) *5-7^;I/*2 4 3G*J&3c"t£.-fi

U X^-1flgj£g&T*fclU *^-7w;l/*2 4 3 GOJP

[0 16 4] 05 1 (a) ES"Tcfc5fc:, #^X
ifi2 4 10±14Ilc I T0^7*LT, *?J0.

1 5 iLmvmnoi^yw&z 4 5*jgjs-r§o *<d

xvy^-hmc**)* ^ymmz 4 5o±*c#

HS*0^^*-> (35ggfl2 4 6 a^^-yM^-
»2 5"10/<*-V) fcU^Xh^BfTo *©»1/$>X
h>^-V%2 0 0TOaST^Xh^^« o C<0

<fc5fcLT. H5 1 (b) gffi2 4 1<7)

±filfC^egP2 4 6 afttfttJHR2 4 6 bjW&SSft
§ a (1(0^ iJ7-7^;l/^2 4 3 B, 2 4 3 R, 2

£tt&«fg§JS2 4 6 b<D^£ (B£) te> U^UV^t
£9 0. 4 /imlSi:^5 0

[0 16 5] #^T\ xevn-h&^tK Sffi2 4

OJSSfcBflrrs. IT, c©Ui?xh*B3fcRtfSi

BJaSLT, BfffiO/<*-V (X^—9-2 5 1. 2 5 2

flX**-» fcU^XhfcgWo C(0i:9(CLT, 05
1(c) fcjjrf<k3fc, A7X1K2 4 lOiWcSi
2 4 73WBrt*tl*.

[0 16 6] ^©a, S«2 4 1 <D±W£ffifc:efiM2

4 8£JB$1-£ 0 CftfcJ:?), CFIW^t5 0 T

F Tgj£2 3 OOHSMFffittB 1 0*BO»BfcPWlT

tfs HS£#»0. 4 |img45 2ia(DX^*2 5

1,2 5 2*JtKWSBfciJBjjfr*ci:««r**o

[0 16 7] ±E©WT*tt^7y^hU*X2
4 2*fflEStC rilfcJ:0*J«Uft»ftfc:o^TBWL

fcff, HfegiSg (BS»1. 0/xm) fci075y*T
h^X^Mirti^o $*\ ±EOMWiX^-
tfJBiffiffifcl vfnfc;&7-7^l/*2 4 3 B. 243

23 ) »BB 2001-201750
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ti\ ffife<D&\s#* v7*m&1r%£ £tfZ*Z%<DT*&

tiff, X^»7^/I/^tt l iTt 2lT't<):l\

[0 l 6 8] *7-7>r;^oSI§(m§c
fcfciO* X2tfBtt*2lHrox^-ireSALTfc

am zomMvmm) wt. *ne^o^i 20^0

[0 1 6 9] 0 5 2, H5 3ttSl 2OHffi(0JB»<D}S

H5 4ttCFSfi<0«a;W3PffiHT*feS« 05 4

fcfc^T, aittiitt«FfcTFTSfifc»tt ,rsX^-
* (iSStfit^X^— . Offl«««B¥fc:TFTBfi.

20 [0 17 0] S-f, 05 2 (a) fcaSf J; 3 «C, #vX
Sffi26 l<D±ffii£ffifcC rH^rO. 1 5 /i m<0JS£tC

»JSU 7*h'JV^77^an:<J;DiCrl^^
-y^LT, 777^h'J^X2 62W^o *
fc. 05 2 (b) fc&?£?lc % *5X»E2 6 1©±

S7thu^n *xtry3-httfc <tos*u s
T^tffifSXg^ST, «fiBiR»k:«fi (B)

7^;l/^2 6 3 B^M« 0 c(Oi:i 3BBRJC10
OMftT* 777^b^X2 6 2©±lCfc*5—

7

30 -r;l/*2 6 3B*«*LT*< 0 COMTtt, WftB*
Si5^:*fe®^a5i:Of^07

p^^^vhU^X2 6 2 0±
£#5-7 -r;V£ 2 6 3 B^fiELT^So
[0 17 1] 05 2 (c) #7X
g«2 2 l©±«±ffl«C*e^«MS[Ly£:7*y^/5R
U^Xh (MS7^-M/^XH ^Xtrva-hjifc

*MWU B5tRlfiH«IS*er, i&enK&lcft
fe (R) ^7-7^W2 6 3R^Mt^o £<Dll

£\ 7^*vhy^X2 6 2<9±lC&*^-7^;l/£
2 6 3 RAWi^J:9W5o

40 [0 l 7 2] #|£\ 05 2 (d) KaVf£"3£> #9X
Sffi2 6 l o±fll^iBte»§SBS*iMRLfc7*
i/^xh Mi7thi/^xH ^xtryn-hStc
±0»eu BittRrfll«lS*«T. BfiBXfftcS

fe (G) *7-7^;l/^2 63G«^o l«
^77^h^X2 6 2^D±(Cti^7-7-<;l/^

2 6 3GW«6ft^<fc3(C-r§ 0

[0 1 7 3] 05 3 (a) iCitJ;?!:, X^y
^ffitc.fcO, *^XSfi2 6 1 <D±fll£ffifc: I T0«rtt

0. 1 5 ptmOJP^(Ci«abT, ^>tl2 6.4»
50 fiErSo ^tc, 05 3 (b) lc^rt<fc?(c; xtfyzi-
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hj£(Ci;D;tf^Xg£2 6 1 <D±lc, IS£tffifljx.fcf 4 ji

&mm®£B&Mmt$t(D?3<D7? V HJ ^X 2 6

2CD±(Cti^^-7^;l/^2 6 3 BtfJgj££ttTl/^<Q

9^X2 6 2^amiS^h*feiS^i:^c077
7^VFU^X2 6 2^±^{±*^-7>r^^^fiJc^
nri^l/^T\ U^XhJl2 6 2<Dg®tCligMtf£

US.

[0174] mftRifmmxmmixiy^xh
§i2 6 5£y^-->^U H5 3 (c) IC^TJ;?

fC, 777^vhU^X2 6 20±^jt^—9-2 6 5

Fb^X^—9-2 6 5 ati, #feli«a5^Sfeli^g|5i:cO

F^, RO^fei®^gPh»fe®^^OP^(0X^—9-2 6

5 atcit^T, 7J^-7^;i/2 2 2 3 R, 2 2 3 G£;/

x/d> ( 1 /q 6 o— 1 /q- 20

-2 0
,

X:{C^j-§?SB
a
HOS;Jt^^T^^\ 2 0

x/d>2x (1/q.. - 1/q

[0 17 7] S£3KO«JBXtt#«OX^"-U-«:»fli"rs

ifii:Ofl«tiTLI3ci:^^ 0 coil

[0 17 8] Ctl60Sfi^olrRrffia5gia€:B&±

ft (EEfflEffi) ££0, ISMfctt (Ettff

+J- l OS t)OSfiaii:eafcOB«*H^e»0--«
*S*-rH?**. H5 5t^"TJ:5fc, 7*hl/>?Xh

i ^&rcQicwtozti%ffimt&iiL$k*mmT%

[0 17 9] *EJB«#&fcJ\ X G A (1024X76
8tf*-feJW <D1 5S!RBS^8Blco^T, X^^

24 ) 1#BB 2001-201750
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[0 17 5] *«Dt*. SS2 6 1 <D±<W£ffifcElRlBi

(BEHW) *»«U C0ElRlBttJ:»)CFatE2 6

4&tfX^—9*2 6 5 aOiKS?o **j6SO^ttfc

0B1 30&tt4>»tt) JUT, ^AnoSi 3<D^S£<o

»«fcov>TKWr*. *H«o»«T**i, x^—9-o

n (i/cm 2

) , IfflEX^-tflOfcfcO

10 tc9. 8/n (N) ©a*ta*fcfc*©gfl»*xl:
L> 89E-»OS*gHO¥lSPJIH* d £ U 6 0 ttfe
tt5HuE«fiOffiJS«:qso (g/cm 3

) , - 20tl:
45tf5«ffiiSfiOffiK*:q-,o (g/cm 1

) £Lfc£
wicitr«wttBa8TTrac ( i ) -esrwac

[0 17 6]

) / (1/q..) - (1)

(2) Tsi^Msataft-rjzit. x^—
20 tfc<fct\

n) / (1/q..) - (2)

OIBHO¥*9flldtt4 fimTSSo £fc, ffifil 4 lfl

/cm 2 #2 4HH«i: 1 O<0fiJi&T*X^—9-^Jg^bfc

«£fc«SU ffiJS-2 8 3ffl/cm a AM2I*tlo
on^-ex^— mms 6 7

ffl/c m 1

6 BlKfc 1 OOSJ^T-X^— Lfc

«£-fcffl3U m&\ 1 3 3<®/cm 2
3tHfHfC 1 o

OW^T'X^— SS3 4 0

30 0l/cm J A<lH**ciOO»JB-TX^—9-*}BiKL

[0 1 8 0] fcaa(0 6 OlCfc43tfaffifiq..fcH$|0. 9

7 g/cm 3

x -2 OtJfcfcttSffiRq-,. tel. 0 3

g/cm3

T*£3o SCoT. MES (1) ©fctf*;&i2

ttO. 0 5 8t« o 05 6(C;oVf<fc9fc:, x/d<Di
#0. 0 58J:9t>*fV>i&(Npl, No 2, No
3) (i, afB^otRtffifiSS}a<0l^tlt>«£L4
V\b\ *ft<fc9fc/h*l^*& (No 4, No 5) teigS

40 [0 1 8 1 ] SfoT, **tt0je«C*^T«4, S
(1) XtiS (2) *»fc-TJ:9K:. X^-WttUR
Xf®&*WfeTZ>o «*«f, ^5 7 (a) (C^Tcta
fC, TFTSfil 0StfCFStE2 0©^m*^-^r
(H5 7 (a) T*ttCF»E20ffll) fctt«©^-»
2 5a«Sj£UKS£fm Xtil^5 7 (b) tc^

-r<fc9(C TFTIfil 0StfCFSK2 0(DH^Tk:^

htt«OX^- J
9- 2 5c. 2 5 d «JEd£L^ftAS

^SBO«^, X^- 9-2 5 a, 2 5 c, 2 5d^MM
fttftBS*. S (l) XtiS (2) *»fc*\k$fctte

so
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[0 18 2] ^5 7 (a) . (b) lC&l>T. T

Ott, f7Xlfil 1 k*<D±E»tfSnfc
Bfgm8l6a. TFT (d^iTf) > V-Y^tt^

6ft0. CFS«2 0tt* #^Xgffi2 1 k^OTMJ
£Jg/££ft/c:/5^vHJ£X2 2, #^-7-<;!/£

2 3Rtf3*V«ffi2 4S^&45o Sfc. T F Tgfi
1 OfcC FSK2 0fc<0Hfctt«S2 9Jt«tA**lTV

[0 18 3] **aSOJB!ifcfet^Tt±, X^- J

y<Dtin

imim%.zti%$><ovit%:^t>\ «it»f#u^5 net

[0 1 8 4 ] H 5 8 ttS 1 4 OSI»©}g!fi<D*a^S
OTFT«g<DBrffiH, S 5 9 «IrI U < %<OT F TJg

TttH5 9fcS-ri6BK3 1 8©±lCX'*--'9*k£S»

AMU 05© tiHNftfcSJSU *©^<DjfcSS»*C
Fg&lcgfte^&c kfc<fcoT*/M^y

[0 18 5] dO«SS^&Stt. T F TSS3 1 0

CFg&3 2 0k, cn^^TFTii3 10i:C
Fg«3 2 0 fcOfltlfA?n/:IB

B
B 3 2 9 k lc£ 9

S^tlTt^o TFTSS3 1 Ott, ttTOcfc 5 fclftfi

**it^s 0 T&fr^, ^7xiffi3 1 io±jci±, y
-K/U7^>3 1 2^Jg«*ftT*t),

-Y^3 1 2<D±fcfcl;fe«R (y-HftWH) 3 13W
$£ftTt>S 0 fiU *«jfiOJg»T(i, 05 8, B5
9tOirrj:^ BfkSi8£ttt&Sllt3 I 3*JB«^n

[0 18 6] mim3 1 3©±fcttTFT<DgttJIk«:

5"j3Vi3 1 4 0±tC(i, y-h/^X^-TV3 1 2k
HUSO^ir*;bfiaffl! (MUD 3 1 5aWe**ftT
i^o co^+*;l/«HH3 1 5c0p|figgp^e->Un>

§13 1 4 0SS«SST*0^tl^tWDS«±lc».
«»*a«fifc:F-yLfen 4 Sv"Jnyg|3 1 6JWB

«?nn^o ^LT, S/»J3>H3 1 6<D±tC&, T

i (f-*» 13 17 a, A 1 (7;l/5-*A) H3 1

7bfttfT iil3 1 7 c03^1iiiO^«M (t-*/<
X7-TX y-xaaatf Ku^vttS) 3

1

7#ibi«

[0 18 7] Ctl60^UnyBl3 1 4. ^**;l/{£tS

§13 1 5. n* BS/y=i>«3 1 6RTSmWM3 1 7

mm (mmmm 3 1 sci^t^So c<o

£SR3 1 8fctt. TFT©y-X«H (®®g|3 1

7) h?L3 1 8 a*figfiSc<*ftTV

25 ) «fB8 2001-201750
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3 Q BjK«S3 1 9(4, ^y$thlL3 1 8a**6#5
Xgffi3 l i±OBJR«««»:tefc*«l*(i:*a«tiTi3

0. ziy$>7 h?L3 1 8 a^LTT F T<Dy—XttkD
Hi®! 3 1 7fc««ttfcft*a<*ttTi/**o fcfc, BiKtt

@3 1 9tt I TOfrSftS.

[0 18 8] left, *7Xlf3 1 1 ±<D£®fcteI2ft

^mH3 1 9fttf*68R3 1 8^$®tffIbftT^£ 0

-15. C FSfi3 2 0tt«TO<fc5tcjgjfi^tlTl^ o

10 -r&*>%. *7Xifi3 2 1 0Tffiffll<D»feB*^tttc

tt*fea^-7-r/l/*3 2 3 BjWBj«*tU *feB««
«fc*4ffcfe*7-7-</l/* 3 2 3 RtfJBflcStU {S&B
*Sigtfctt»fe*7-7^;l/*3 2 3 GtfBf&ZtlT^
£ Q S ft, *7XIIS3 2 1 <0"Fffi(B!l©BKHOSS«t

^7-7^W3 2 3 B, 3 2 3 R, 3 2 3 G#3S

[0 1 8 9] Ctl5<D#"7-7-<;l/*3 2 3 B. 32 3

R, 3 2 3G<DTfcfcL IT0*^&S3t>ti3 2

4 3Wg«<*tiTi^£ 0 £ft, 3tyii3 2 4 0T{:
20 seipjit (H^-^-f) *^fig^nTv>§ 0 *mm<oB

Wcfcl^Ttt, BJMtt£ttOM«3 13, 3 1 8tf®
asn-rvft^oT, ifem^3 1 8 k»ifij-rs-b;i/^

^yTWSfflx^-^jB^ssfcftSo £ft, ta

JSH3 1 3, 31 svmzftm, ®L&m*mw csa

[0 19 01KT, *JI*<0IB!fiOjBESgSSBOHja

^ffitov^TKWrSo fiU CFSfiO»ifc5i£«S
30 *Wc«i:»fcD, ^fc(35 8tc^*rc FSffitc

g^TS 1 O«K0S8*TK«LfeC FS«**€OT
f*Cfct>T-#SQT\ dCT'tiCFSffiOSii^i:

[0 19 1] 06 0 (a) ^-Tcfca^ *7X
Sffi3 1 10±tC x WiltfA 1 , T i

^7-rffifcJ:9K*llH*^*'-iy^LT, y-h/^
40 x^>3

1

2Rxmmmm^xy^y (a^tn'm
*&f£?Z>o *Ott, *7X8fi3 1 1 0±(CS i N x

^^M) 3 1 3^JgfiJc^^ 0

[0 19 2] ^Si3 1 3 0±tCTFT<Di£1iJI

k4*7*ib7rXS/y3Vil3 1
4«|t|0. 0 3 Mm

<DWl£\,mm*Z>o M(C 7*;I/77XS/'ja>l3 1

4<D±tCS i Nx ^0. 1 5 ^m0/S2tCi£;frf3 o

fltx C(DS i Nx m<D±}Z7*V\sV7,Yi£m$ii

U K7*hU^h%^5XSfi3 1 lOTEfflfrfc

50 MTtr^o S«ffla*flSLT, y-h/^X^W
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>3 1 2O±*fc<0*U^XhK*S-ro CCOU^Xh
K«rvx^fcLTS i Nx ai*xyf->jrr*ii ktCcfc

06 0 (b) ^*T<fc9(C. '>U=IVJ13 1 4£>±

fc^**/H55«K3 1 5*aS?ttt»Hc"r*. *<D'{&

[0 19 3] #{C, *7Xi«3 1 l<D_ttHc, nST^

0. 0 3 ii m<DJP2 tCjg^*r

£

0 *<08L n 7^;b7
7XS/yrayK<D±fcJp;£tf»0. 0 2/im^TiI,
Jf£tf»0. 0 8 fim<DA JSStfftO. 05/im
OT iH«|R^j£U Ctl&OT i§L A IStjFT i

§S08WI«ifi^64a«IWII*}Bflc-r*. *LT, 7*
hyyy57-rffifcJ:0, 06 0 (c) ^-fjfrfttc,

imK3 1 7, n
+ i7^l/7/X^Uayl3 1 6R

t>7W7X^'j3>!3 1 4*^$-->ttZ> 0

[0 19 4] &fc, 06 1 (a) t^Ti;?^ #^X
S«3 1 1 <0±«8£ffifC. S i Nx*^&§t6SR («
&08BR) 3 1 8*\ »0. 3 3 fim^DJPSlCjgfiE?-

3o ^om, 7*MJV^7-fffifcJ:?K tg»R3 1

8tCTFTOV-Xttffi (^mM3 1 7)

MM 3 1 8, 3 1 3*|»STSo 3>^^h^-;l/«DJg

US Fs /O, = 1 50/2 5 0 (seem) . E^jtf

8. OPa, ;^6 00Wm o

[0 1 9 5] #^T\ 06 1 (b) fcaVr<fc3fc. SS
3 1 1 <D±»C 1 TOW7 2i3ti£u 7*hyyy

3 1 9£Jgf£1-£ 0 g&3 1 1 <D±«|£ffiK:#

J'f ^ Kfr&&£Efi]|g£0. 0 5-0. 1 /xmCD/p^

fcJBflc-rSo CftJc<}:9, TFTHS3 10A^J«t

[0 19 6] 443, ±EO»JTtt*fia*a«, fife®

mmmaf%&mmm®±<Dt&m3 13. 318%
v^-rnt^ttts-rsa^tov^TRHBUfctf; 06

mmw&<o 5 -^o^-rtifr 1 2 oflDB«ffi«(cie

^M3 13,31 8*9lTfeJ:t\ CttfC<fc»K feg

y©**«a«B**iM-*cii:tf-p**o m«f. 0
6 2^t«H]T*tt> *&BjKftttlcie8II3 13,31
8*SU «fiii^8&a»fiiB3Rfii«Ot»Hl3 l

3, 3 1 8*B£LTV*©T\ »feBSSfc*feB*R

H6 3fc^-rJ:9^ TFT<Dy-X«ffikBSR«

26 ) «fBB 2001-201750
50

«k<OBS*D««R3 1 8»£lTiJ:t\ CtUCk
0. y-XftfiA'6B]RM4ES?onoHlR«fi3 l 9

©&n*vh*<ft!K awn («aaF&) «»±-r*c

[0 19 7] Sfc, t«Ut3 13 v 3 18*K7^
f->yi-«BJcxyf-yy*ft*SJ|pLT, BXSMfc
BfMO^/£tttftgK3 1 3. 3 1 8«r«LTt«J:^0

jet:, ±Eoflar*(it6«»3 i3 t 3i s^^-fn*,**

«*m (S i Nx ) (c«t0fB«*r««^tOl>T8iWL

tf , ttm 3 i 8 %t ? y ;k * y 5 Ffttfx#*$/

(c^s-r^o ckoj^k-tsc kr\ ±K<o«ikH«

tt, fep^ogMfi^^3

1

8(ommT-mt?ztctb.
*6JiK3 1 8^Xfcf>ZJ-h^T^-f^|^{cK/P^

[0 19 8] *jafc<WBfc?l*. ^l/^y^iflW
feSfc-rak, BXflMfcttllR3 l 3, 3 l 8tfft^

»/ctt^(O^BBaS^gM{i:i±^T^^x^3 l i.

3 2 lHOHBtfSKfc*. ^T, TFT1K3 10
t C Fgjg3 2 0 ^^St^Lfdl, Sfi3 1

o, 3 2omcm&zmxtz>yjmT*&, mmtMpfr-?

Tg&3 1 0(7)±^^ITl, *0«C Fgffi3 2

30 0^TFTS«3 1 0±(cgagLT, TFT1S3 10
kCFg&3 2 0 k£g£"r£, V^toHDSSTttAffi*

[0 199] (Si SOllttOJBffi) H6 4tt*«RBO
^1 5O^O^^O^B

sBS^gg^'rK®0T^
£o CQti&affi&m*. TFTIi3 10^, CFg
15320k, cne>OTFTS1S3 1 0kCFgffi3 2

okor^MA^nfc^B
B
0 3 2 9k«c±o«a«nTv>

40 [0 2 0 0] T F TSK3 1 0*4, OgftHK3 3 1 »

fcffcttfcf, fi*»*c^i 4co*figo^®kl^i:«J;-5^«l

-b/^X5^>3 1 2tffiM£nT:fctK y-h^x^
-y>3 1 2ojjitffla»«o±fctt»aw (y-na
BM3 1 3#»fiRSnT^«.
[0 2 0 1] |g»R3 1 3<D±lO,^ m 1 4<D%m<OB
mtmmc. TFTOJSttBkftSS/ynvH^ r-

50 H^tfJgj«?tlTl^ (B5 9#g» o *LT, TFT
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o±35icmmfrt>%zmmmm3 3 1 jWBjssnr
fcD, £ioBmHHl3 3 ItfX^-I^LTfcmB-r

«gp##CFgfi3 4 0^&«u

[0 2 0 2] T F TOy.-X«ffiOfiSffi«l<D««ffiKH

«£3 1 9*^««nri^c iin6Qi^sii3 3

<fcOIt)ntWo CFSS3 4 0te«T©<fc«3

iitcu c r mv&mxim&mmfrefts^^^h
U2X3 4 2#^$2tlT:fc!K £Oy^y£vHJ^
X3 4 2tC*9TFTg«3 1 OfflOoy- h^X^-T
X f-^U7^yftff T F T*flbhS«J:3JL4o
Tl^o C Fg&3 4 0©Tffiffil<OHiR8i«fc:

tt, fSft (R) . 86 (G) (B) <Di3=7-1

^W3 4 3 R, 3 4 3 G, 3 4 3 Bt)\ TFTfiffi3

I OffiJ<OiSlR«aJC»jSLTJBfiE?nT^So

[0 2 0 3] y7^^^FU^X3 4 3Rtf*7
-7^;1/^3 4 3R, 3 4 3 G, 3 4 3 B OTffllfcU: I

T0fr£&£3^y^S3 4 4tfJB/?£2nT^£o JEM

3^yfi3 4 4 0TM&, ffijqlM (H'^-T)

:WB«2ftT^So H6 5tt. ±EOTFTSKOfiGg
Stt*Sr-BfffiH"C*S. S-f. Si 4 0*fliOJB«i:

(sj^tcbT. *7Xi«3 1 10±K, y-hMX^^
>3 1 2. y-H8«K3 1 3. S/U3VM3 1 4, =f-

+*;UfiHBB3 1 5, n
f Sv/>J3VI3 1 6, ill

3 1 7«ftjtt-* ®6 0 (a) ~ (c) MS) o

[0 2 0 4] *fC, {^6 5 (a) tc^?\fc3fc:, Xtf>
n-hftlc*'). ££3 1 10±M±ffifc«fttt7*y
;l/«8S*tt4/im(0)i**c^LT, ffitttt7*'J;i/»

«3 3 0«»a-r*« IS6 5 (b)

7fc, ^tt7^U;l/»Jg«:S3tRim«ffiSLT, M
mmz 1 7M%>yn>i3 14,31 6«ttfltr*s

«ios®g3

1

7<o±.Rxfmmm®<D±<Dmmmm3
3 1 t^s-r^o
[0 2 0 5] %<D'&, *7^Ifi3 1 1 <0±«S£ffifc I

T0««&SLfc1& COITOi*/^--^L
T> 3 1 9«:®flc1-§o ^bT. *7Xlfi3
I I o±®\£mizmfam m^t) «Miu c<d&

AHctonms 3

1

9Rx*mimmm3 3 1 os®
*ffl-5o CftfcJctK TFT5K3 1 Qtffiti£t& 0 C

[0 2 0 6] *mfi<DJB«fcfet^Ttt, S£ffHR3 3

27 ) NpH 2 0 0 1 - 2 0 1 7 5 0

52

fig LfcfiftiSHl 3 3 1 05t«»$M>< C F Sffi 3 4 0 £
SBU-rsJcafcLT-b^^y^-S (84/im)

•»«. a»sns3 3 i#x<*-vbL
TfcflUB**. a53tttt7*y;l/«B«

Sfc. B*0&^*Bl:TBi3l««oy-ht§»K3 1 3

10 [0 2 0 7] fct, *Hi6g<D^ffi(Cj:ntf, S14©

SM3 3 l£X^- *fcLTfcffiffl-f£<DT\ S&Xg

[0208] (si 6o^jgi) wt, *mn<om

20 ^0£flg®»&£3&H GKfi/**;M <D*fli£AfiJ

<DVm*iK?sm&. H6 7ttH6 60D-D»«Ccl:S

yms?- btmmm<om*z'£®t% 1

1

tic 0

1

[0 2 0 9] *^»0««0»aSS»a©C Fg«4
2 0&. «T©*5fc*J«<*nT^5o t%t>?>, 153

XS«4 2 I ^-^(DMfJl (H 6 7 -eJiTffiffll)

6*7-7^;l/^ 4 2 3 R, fSfe£-7— 7>r;l/^ 4 2 3

GStf»fe*^-7^;b^ 4 2 3 B^n^nm^o/^
30 ^->T^^nTt/^o ^fc, *SM£oiBffi"ett. m

67^-TJ:^^, ^7-7-fW4 2 3 R, 423
G, 4 2 3 B<7)9^^2fe(D*^-7^;b^^^b

ITl^o M(C, m^ffl&A 0 1 <D^«l<D2Ble8g«4 0

2tC^ *fe^v-7^;U^4 2 3 BtfSfe^^-y^
;l/^4 2 3 R ^^aiW^^^77 7 h U^X^

mym®* o 2o±tc«, *tyyfiw«^-9-4 2

40 4fclte, ^^-7-r;l/^ 4 2 3 R, 4 2 3G, 4 2 3 B

*3Jifc:8Dl«nT4attA<8fflaB*«tiTi3 9,

Tfc^yy»»ffl^-*4 2 5 dtfJBjSStiTi^

^LT. cn60X^-it4 2 5 c. 4 2 5 d<D5t

iSS»5rt, TFTfflS4 1 OtftttLT. ®^AP4 0

4&tf*©J£flS<0363te»«4 0 ZfcJSW-S^+y^*-

[0 2 10] TFTS«4 1 0^CFSffi4 2 0ti, £
S««4 0 1*0 tJHIt»6SnftS/-*tt4 03T*

g^tl. ^-oa, jgB
B
aaAP4 0 4^/M.TTFTS

50 S4 1 OtC FSK4 2 0 fcOHfc»S#i£A£tlSo
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[0 2 1 1] m*l£* ffi&LfcH2 2(C^-f<fc5ft»S

JlftfiBST'li, C r^tc£07^y^vHJ^X£flM
Lfc«SS^«ttk^T. T F TSKfc C Fg}££:<0

[0 2 12] cn^®S1-5/"cA6^ % ma
B
B/^;l/S(ca

*SI»eo»«r^i, H6 7fcaW\fc3fc, ffiSSA
4 0 4 Rtf^OjeftOifcttfiRlS 4 0 2 JCX^—9* 4 2

5d. 4 2 5 c^tT, ctl^^-9-4 2 5 d,

4 2 5 cJC«fcOTFTStR4 1 0 C F®f£4 2 0 £<D

[0 2 1 3] 06 8-07 OttSl 6©*«£OJB!iOffi

§**gg<o c fmLomt^m^-tmmm. 0 i

tffc^fe^T^LTVSo 06 8~07 OT'te,

s«4 2 1 (D±Mzmcn&y* h u^x h*s*trr

^Xh^S^Lfd^ Si»«S*fiSLT. 06 8

(a) , 07 l (a) (c^TJ:)^ WfeBBRBB*:*

txBfmt, «a««rt©x^— (02 2#

-*»jaWi:0±fc:, Wfe^-7^/1/2 4 2 3 B£

[0214] *7X»R4 2

1

<D±.m±m^&

28 ) «fB8 2001-201750
54

VX**«^T7*hl/5>Xh*l»tLfc8L SflMCUI

*«LT. 06 8 (b) , 07 1 (b) fcgVTJ;}^

*&H*8P£, *H*WOSH<D77y*vhij^xJB
tmt. *s®«rtox^—9-»fiK»t. **®«*hw

ife^7-7^W 4 2 3 R^l. 7pm<DV£fc:JgjK

[0 2 15] C<0*§£\ 3ffiffltLi 0 1 rt?#fi*5-
io 7^^4 2 3 B<D±icmm*$nrcft&fi^-y j jut

4 23RO»Stt. WBS^fi (7*77^Vh^X
<om> twk^ (i o-4 0/im) <dt% Jv^—tnaf
*Xh^-^OI/^yyyicJ:D, 1- 7f£m<fc0fe

ig7t^4 0 2&tf®B
B
BiiAP4 0 4

OX**—*)-&f&$lT^&j37-7<<)l$ 4 2 3 BCLtfc:

aS^nfc*fe*"7-7-<;l/* 4 2 3 ROJP2&.

£4 2 3 Rfc«(£Hi;jp;Jfc:£S 0

[0 2 16] *7Xlfi4 2 10±|j|±ffi(C^fe

20 7* h U^X h*»WS B ffife<D/*$-y<D

£JgLT, 06 9 (a) . 07 2 (a) fcaVT* -3 fc*

&&mm$Lt. sfeBKSBojaHo^y^TMi^x

SAP 4 0 4<DX^-+^j«fflfc<DJ:fc, *lfe*^-7
-r;W4 2 3G*l. 7fim©*2fc®fig-r5o

[0 2 17] COl^fc, SSffl«4 0 1 rtT*»fe*7

-7-f 4 2 3 BX»6A7-7^;l/* 4 2 3 GO
ifc:8i^nfeg6*7-7-f^^ 4 2 3 G<DJP2li,

30 flWSB#©«tfSfe^<DT\ 7y^-£RtfcKXh^--£
fc«fc3U^y >yfc<fc!K 1. 7 iim&9$>m

ffiS,aAP4 0 4 0«fe*5-7-rf'A/*4 2 3 R

<0±fc)Bjac*nfc»fe*7-7Y;l/*4 2 3 GO/P^

^W4 2 3Gi:Hi:Kk45.
[0 2 18] ^tC, 06 9 (b) fcljjVfcfc-JtC 7J-7X

S1g4 2lO±ffi!ltC v I T03b^aSn^V«H4 2 4

«:*5I0. 1 ^imOff^KJg'figU ^^3^>^ji4 2 4

IcJ;DS/t^«4 0 1 ©*7-7^;l/* 4 2 3 R, 4 2

40 3G. 4 2 3 BOSffiStfjg3ttS«4 0 2<D*7-7-<
4 2 3 R<Dmm*imt%o eu ^B

B
BaAP4 o

40aKWcttn^y«a*»j«L4i\
[0 2 19] #1>T\ ^XSfi4 2 1 0±<l!]^ffi{C7

^hU^Xh^MflJ-r^o fits Hffi*D/<*-VOV

x^*«v^r«ftLft«, mt»i«KLT. 070,
072 (b) {c^*r«fc9^ ass«4oirto*7-
7^M4 2 3R, 4 2 3G, 4 2 3BO±lcKW>
a*Jffl<D^gfi»4 2 5 atJgJjM-Skktifc:,

4 0 1 rtcom^OffiglC-fe/M^ T^igfflX^-^ 4

50 2 5 b ^JBfiK ^7t®^ 4 0 2 (DffifeV&mc*M y
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^ftftffiX^-IM 2 5 c«B*U «BmP4 0 4

03IM7-7y;1/^4 2 3 B, 4 23R, 4 2 3 G

[0 2 2 0] lOI^C, £f£«4 0 lflOFWV
SiHffl^eSU 2 5 a, RtfSS««4 0 1 rt<0-b;l/^

)HK 402 v remm*-*-? 425c Rxftea

a
B
BiiAP4 0 4<O^yyfia$ffl^-*4 2 5d©^

Cfcfc J; 0. X"<- 9-4 2 5 c, 4

2 5 d<DiS? (S«4 2 1 *)»BWp6<DKS)

<fy*am98B»4 2 5 aRCf^^yyUSffl^
—9-4 2 5 bJ:Ot>S<»J«"rscifc^T?tSo

tf. ga««4 0 1 rt0*;l/*'+y^gfflX^-1M
2 5b OUZifi 5 . 6fim, ^^«^HW03I^S« 4

02OX^4 2 5 cOg^5. i&ffiaA

4 0 4<DX^—9-4 2 5 dOig£#6. 0/xmkl,>5

£5JC, X^—9-4 2 5 b, 4 2 5 c, 4 2 5 d<Di^£

[0 2 2 1] *<D& #7XSft4 2 1 0±ffl!]tC, EA
H (BHWf) ^8 0 0 AOJP*fc»*U C Officii

(ei:D^J5-7^;l/^ 4 2 3 R, 4 2 3G, 4 2 3 B,

K^vafWBSBBBM 2 5 aMX^4 2 5 b,

4 2 5 c£0»I5o cn(C£D, CF»K4 2 0tf

^fig*r^>o TFTSS4 1 Oti^KDllfliOJBffifclRiai

T'tbZ><DT\ CC1?ttTFTItt4 1 0 <DHi£;£i£<£>I8

[0 2 2 2] COcfcSlcLTJ&KL/cC Fg&4 2 0<D

WUlC}aoT'>~;l/*t*a*U X^—9-4 2 5 b, 4

2 5c, 4 2 5d0fttt«#£TFTfifi4 1 0£g«l
S*T, TFTSS4 1 0^CFS*R4 2 0fc*8^
u tt£'**;M o o h*r^ 0 eu »saAP4 o 4

io^cfs«42o t<D?mftwm%i*m&&\uA
0 4 ^LT^ffifca»b^ctt«t1-«o
[0 2 2 3] *^^>^rtfc. ttS><*;M

Kffifc*r*« LTx JftfliiAP 4 0 4 £$aeH*Wi

£<fc9, fclltf 4 0 o<Drtgp£pa££A2ft

5c COfcl *H»©}B!KT*t±, &e
B
0iiAP4O4&

tf*<Difi&<DiI}tS« 4 0 2 T'CiX^—9" 4 2 5 d , 4

2 5ctf&tiZ2nT^Z<DT\ TFTS&410kCF
^4 2 0kOH<0IOT^itR«*#<, *5-7-r>l/

v *v h U *X£ LT^*fct>frfrfc

6t\ ffie
B
HOi£A&am®W^\,

[0 2 2 4] «S^*;l/rt*«:tta^+»aEA«

ftfc*. *attAP4 0 4fclUV«<fcte«ffi«IStU

UVSg»LT«aaAP4 0 4*»±f*o CcDk£,

uv®{i:iti3sg/j^LTigBBai$AP4 oARifieam

29 ) ttBB2 0 0 1 -2 0 1 7 50
56

$4 0 2lCJ3y-«4?*y^l(EA6tl*. CttfCfcD*

[0 2 2 5] £<D£otC\sTs Wt7^4. 0

nX-3;l/tcEBLTB0WtSc ftJIS

^8I«t^o ±E©;frffifc*9iBtS^SB*£

5B«««4 0 2&Urc Ba&AP 4 0 4 fcX^-*WP«
io L4i^*cit^T> «siiAi$Ba£» 2 o %fitrr«

[0 2 2 6] (fflE)

( l ) flf$£ 2 fcE»DRB*^B<OSiftfrffifc43^

(2) tttt2lcKML<Dtt&&&moWBfimtcl3\t
>

20 [0 2 2 7] ( 3 ) 2 £GK0ttJl$3?SEB0S!

^Siii$k. «jE^^*-vojtaBa*k^a4ac.

(4) R^2(cE«Otta^SBOCB&«j£(c4s^
T, mieaftlllfcfc^T, huE^X*£b&!B7*
>*X MlteflLTfrft^lRHcf6 L4ff5«R@B3tr

»£«/£*3S«fc©BJM*Sft3fe©fcLTfc£

30 [0 2 2 8] ( 5 ) mxm 2 £GK0ttAXa*ttB4>8

LTS9iex^-^^^«t'5m«k93ie^^^3^fig'r
SfiS«kOB)tB«:S4«fcOkLTt>J:u^

(6) R««8(cEttOttSS^SBlc4S^T. I9ES

6^J7-7^W(DX7^i*£?n, MEW&BIRO

40 i*s*nsci:tf»su\
[0 2 2 9] (7) Mt«8(CEBonUE^W(C«
i^T, HWaiftBBOxy^ ltfe*5-7^;l/£0

IWEiRftBJR^xys;^ ^fe^j^-7^;l/^^±

BuESfeBBRoxys;^ lii<Oi6^7-7^;^
(OX*yS;(C^D^^nTi/^TtJ;i/\

[0 2 3 0] ( 8 ) lf*m l 0£EK®ffifi£^&B<D

50 iRffi*tf*ir^*m^64*ci:tf»SLi\
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[0 2 3 i] do) »#ot i o ictmv&gkmTT&w
os^^c^r, mnmw.<omm±^ Suisse

do m*mi i^sMtoma^mmoms^m^

[0 2 3 2] (1 2) »3»S2 3Xtt»*S2 4fcia«

oss^sbkhs^t. s^ofe^iscT, mimm

(13) m&m2 3x«»««2 4 jcEKojsa^s

[0 2 3 3] (1 4) »jS<«2 3XttR*3S2 4fcE«

(15) f§*«2 5fcE«©KSS^B0BiKri£fc:

«20tft«KOJP^€:K{t*-e:TfeJ:^\

[0 2 3 4] (16) mim 2 5 fc£«0»ESS3K£B
©Bifc&fcfcfc^T* BuES2(D»«Kod'6, iuES

(w) it^2 5icimomikm^mvmmfimc

[0 2 3 5] (18) W^2 5EEK0ffa&CT&B

(19) »*52 8t:ESo}KS^SS<0SBg*ffi«i:
s^t* WEg^ffi«rtomso««fc % Buia#&>

,;

»
feRtmfeOA^-7-f;l/*«:3«k:aHiU ^<D±

BfflX^— fll££l0£«£:ffie$2<D

»0JfciS*«iEB 2 <Dg*£f;:&ft4£-e£ <: tfff$ L

[02 3 6] (20) USE 2 8 (cEtt4>ttA$^£B
OBiKfSfcfc^T* ME3? l <D** yy«»»x^-

(2 1) B3J&S2 8 «eEKO«a^SH<D»[i6*ffiU:

( 30 ) ftffl 2 0 0 1 - 2 0 1 7 5 0

58

[0 2 3 7]

[0 2 3 8] Sfc, SftRtf»ftfl!)3-60 2a«

saESSaHSBfcfc^T* ±B<0*7—:7-r;l/*©xy

n^2tt±oiasoxy ^a^-rswit^-rsc:

y^ottB ,rh*i5HH-«cttf'p*s 0 cnwD>

[0239] fflsfcasstfgfcss

i

fttf»20X^-**»«U a*R«C*t^Tt±» 1 o

20 ICB 1 2 OX^-ltT-t!;^

[0 2 4 0] HfcSfc, WBfcW^SKffiBflWfjeo^;

crawcx-*—y*wirr* Q cnt^o, boom

ttfTZZo Sic. «afe©5%0'>*<fcfelfe<DIi
*««t\ jmsaansis^cDnkiBmim^

[0 2 4 1] »c3=fc, BgttAP©ffi#fc*7--7-f

^**2B^fcg|BLfttt*»jjW-*i:i:tfc,

[BBOBIUEKfll]

DB 1 ] B l l OllttoeaM>WU(^E
50 gO»f®^T*feSo
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CH2] m2im£<z<Dm&^mw<DX'<-vB&

im 3 ] 0 3 im i; < tosagsgBo t f tsis£
arr¥ffi0T*£§o
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